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Abstract
There are ever growing interests from the computer vision community into human behaviour
analysis based on visual sensors. These interests generally include: (1) behaviour recognition -
given a video clip or specific spatio-temporal volume of interest discriminate it into one or more
of a set of pre-defined categories; (2) behaviour retrieval - given a video or textual description
as query, search for video clips with related behaviour; (3) behaviour summarisation - given a
number of video clips, summarise out representative and distinct behaviours. Although count-
less efforts have been dedicated into problems mentioned above, few works have attempted to
analyse human behaviours in a semantic space. In this thesis, we define semantic spaces as a
collection of high-dimensional Euclidean space in which semantic meaningful events, e.g. in-
dividual word, phrase and visual event, can be represented as vectors or distributions which are
referred to as semantic representations. With the semantic space, semantic texts, visual events
can be quantitatively compared by inner product, distance and divergence. The introduction of
semantic spaces can bring lots of benefits for visual analysis. For example, discovering semantic
representations for visual data can facilitate semantic meaningful video summarisation, retrieval
and anomaly detection. Semantic space can also seamlessly bridge categories and datasets which
are conventionally treated independent. This has encouraged the sharing of data and knowledge
across categories and even datasets to improve recognition performance and reduce labelling ef-
fort. Moreover, semantic space has the ability to generalise learned model beyond known classes
which is usually referred to as zero-shot learning. Nevertheless, discovering such a semantic
space is non-trivial due to (1) semantic space is hard to define manually. Humans always have
a good sense of specifying the semantic relatedness between visual and textual instances. But a
measurable and finite semantic space can be difficult to construct with limited manual supervi-
sion. As a result, constructing semantic space from data is adopted to learn in an unsupervised
manner; (2) It is hard to build a universal semantic space, i.e. this space is always contextual
dependent. So it is important to build semantic space upon selected data such that it is always
meaningful within the context. Even with a well constructed semantic space, challenges are still
present including; (3) how to represent visual instances in the semantic space; and (4) how to mit-
igate the misalignment of visual feature and semantic spaces across categories and even datasets
when knowledge/data are generalised. This thesis tackles the above challenges by exploiting data
from different sources and building contextual semantic space with which data and knowledge
can be transferred and shared to facilitate the general video behaviour analysis.
To demonstrate the efficacy of semantic space for behaviour analysis, we focus on studying
real world problems including surveillance behaviour analysis, zero-shot human action recog-
nition and zero-shot crowd behaviour recognition with techniques specifically tailored for the
nature of each problem.
Firstly, for video surveillances scenes, we propose to discover semantic representations from
the visual data in an unsupervised manner. This is due to the largely availability of unlabelled
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visual data in surveillance systems. By representing visual instances in the semantic space, data
and annotations can be generalised to new events and even new surveillance scenes. Specifically,
to detect abnormal events this thesis studies a geometrical alignment between semantic repre-
sentation of events across scenes. Semantic actions can be thus transferred to new scenes and
abnormal events can be detected in an unsupervised way. To model multiple surveillance scenes
simultaneously, we show how to learn a shared semantic representation across a group of se-
mantic related scenes through a multi-layer clustering of scenes. With multi-scene modelling we
show how to improve surveillance tasks including scene activity profiling/understanding, cross-
scene query-by-example, behaviour classification, and video summarisation.
Secondly, to avoid extremely costly and ambiguous video annotating, we investigate how
to generalise recognition models learned from known categories to novel ones, which is often
termed as zero-shot learning. To exploit the limited human supervision, e.g. category names,
we construct the semantic space via a word-vector representation trained on large textual corpus
in an unsupervised manner. Representation of visual instance in semantic space is obtained by
learning a visual-to-semantic mapping. We notice that blindly applying the mapping learned
from known categories to novel categories can cause bias and deteriorating the performance
which is termed as domain shift. To solve this problem we employed techniques including semi-
supervised learning, self-training, hubness correction, multi-task learning and domain adaptation.
All these methods in combine achieve state-of-the-art performance in zero-shot human action
task.
In the last, we study the possibility to re-use known and manually labelled semantic crowd
attributes to recognise rare and unknown crowd behaviours. This task is termed as zero-shot
crowd behaviours recognition. Crucially we point out that given the multi-labelled nature of
semantic crowd attributes, zero-shot recognition can be improved by exploiting the co-occurrence
between attributes.
To summarise, this thesis studies methods for analysing video behaviours and demonstrates
that exploring semantic spaces for video analysis is advantageous and more importantly enables
multi-scene analysis and zero-shot learning beyond conventional learning strategies.
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The interest into automatic behaviour understanding from a computer vision perspective of view
has a long history. This endeavour has in particular developed in recent decades due to the
proliferation of visual sensors like CCTV cameras, consumer video cameras and more recently
robotics and human-computer interaction [1]. As a consequence unprecedented amounts of data
are generated everyday from different sources which can easily overwhelm human viewers either
as surveillance operators or data annotators. Despite the range of visual content to be recorded,
people are particularly interested in human behaviours because of the central status in social
interaction and communication. As a result, automated approaches into behaviour analysis with
minimal human supervision in different contexts are desperately needed.
1.1 Video Behaviour Analysis
The need to automated visual perception, especially understanding video behaviours has been
intensified by the recent proliferation of surveillance videos and online social media videos,
e.g. YouTube and Vimeo. In surveillance videos, huge amount of video data is generated from
every CCTV camera 24 hours 7 days a week. Moreover, it is estimated there are 4-5.9 million
CCTV cameras in UK alone thus any attempt to allocate human operators to monitor even a
fraction of these cameras on live would fail. As humans are always of the central interest in
surveillance systems, it is highly desirable to employ an automated system to analyse human
or vehicle behaviours, e.g. ‘two persons fighting’, ‘a group of people protesting on the street’
or ‘vehicles violating traffic rules’. All these demands raise new challenges for conventional
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surveillance systems. Apart from the surveillance video data, online video depositories, e.g.
YouTube and Vimeo, are becoming popular due to the encouraging of sharing video contents on
the internet. Classifying or tagging user uploaded videos into categories, e.g. ‘riding bike’ and
‘playing basketball’, for the benefit of content retrieval, filtering and recommendation has thus
risen as a new problem. This demand has even encouraged an annual contest on multi-media
event detection - TRECVID MED [2]. As most of these user created videos record daily activities
content-based video retrieval would be largely improved should automated recognition of these
behaviours be available. Automated behaviour analysis/recognition could also play an important
role in human-computer interface and patient monitoring systems [3] where recognising human
behaviours is a pre-requisite.
In the following sections, we first introduce a taxonomy of video behaviours and then define
the specific tasks addressed in this thesis. Finally we analyse the challenges and solutions at the
end of this chapter.
1.1.1 Taxonomy of Video Behaviours
In the first place, we briefly introduce the taxonomy of behaviour following Gong et al.[1] and
Aggarwal et al.[3]. The behaviour here specifically refers to human behaviour and behaviours
of objects operated by humans, e.g. vehicles. A categorisation of human behaviours is given in
Table 1.1. Atomic actions are usually the most basic components in human behaviours. While
it may have various presentations under different contexts. In human action recognition, this
basic component can be defined as most basic body movement e.g. ‘raise left arm’ or ‘stretch
leg’. Another presentation of atomic actions in traffic analysis could be a tiny bit of foreground
motion caused by vehicles or pedestrians. Actions are usually composed of atomic actions in a
short period with a semantic meaningful purpose and usually conducted by an individual person
or object, e.g. ‘bay crawling’, ‘ride a bike’ and‘skiing’ (see Figure 1.1 (a)). In this thesis we
treat actions are the basic instances /samples in the study of video behaviour analysis because
of its important role in video content retrieval, surveillance and human-computer interaction.
Activities or Interactions are defined as the interactions of multiple actions over a relatively
longer period of time. Activities/Interactions are visually and semantically more complex and
richer than simple actions due to the involvement with multiple actions in a spatio-temporal order.
The spatio-temporal order often carries very important information for surveillance purposes. In
this thesis, we specifically study activities/interactions in the traffic surveillance context, e.g.
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activity is defined as a typical traffic junction cycle as seen in Figure 1.1 (b). In such a traffic
cycle activity, individual actions are defined as the motion of semantic coherent objects, e.g.
‘a few cars travelling horizontally’. Group Activities or Crowds are defined at a higher level
than activities by conceptual groups composed of multiple person and objects with collective
aims of actions, e.g. ‘crowd crossing street’ and ‘people marching on street’ (Figure 1.1 (c)). In
particular, crowd behaviour differ from activities/interactions in that individual behaviours are
hard to distinguish from the majority. As a result crowd behaviours are analysed in a collective
way rather individually.
Table 1.1: Taxonomy of video behaviours
Types Descriptions
Atomic Actions Instantaneous atomic entities upon which an action is formed, e.g. ‘raise left
arm’
Actions A sequence of atomic actions that accomplish a purpose, e.g. ‘baby crawling’
Activities/Interactions Composed of sequences of actions over space and time. Interaction with mul-
tiple objects are common in activities/interactions, e.g. traffic junction cycle
Group Activities/Crowd Composed of multiple persons and objects with collect aims. Crowd be-
haviours are usually analysed collectively rather than individually, e.g. ‘crowd
crossing street’.
1.1.2 General Tasks
In this thesis, we would generally focus on the analysis of human actions, traffic activities/interactions
and crowd behaviours. More specifically, we are particularly interested in Action/Activity/Crowd
Recognition. This is a process of categorizing video clips of interest into a set of know classes.
Recognition can play an important role in various application contexts including visual surveil-
lance, human computer interaction, etc. For visual surveillance we would like to categorise traffic
or human behaviours into normal and abnormal, namely anomaly detection [11, 8]. This is es-
sential to the active surveillance system which not only passively provides a record of history but
also actively gives alert or even prevents hazard from happening. For human action recognition
and crowd behaviour analysis, we wish to categorise action/crowd videos into one or more pre-
define classes for the purpose of automatic video tagging [4], video retrieval [6, 2] and crowd
profiling [10].
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(a) Example human actions [4, 5, 6, 7]
(b) Example human/vehicle interactions [8, 9]
(c) Example group behaviours [10]
Figure 1.1: Exemplars of typical actions, interactions and group behaviours. (a) Typical in-
dividual actions focused on human behaviours. (b) Interactions between vehicles captured by
surveillance cameras. (c) Group behaviours of crowd people mostly captured by surveillance
cameras.
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Another interesting task in behaviour analysis is Video Content Retrieval. A general pipeline
of query by example is by providing a visual or textual query, relevant visual content are retrieved
from a large database. For surveillance systems, huge amount of visual data are generated every-
day from different sources. It is impractical to allow humans to exhaustively monitor or watch
every single piece of video clip to discover the wanted content. A desirable scenario is to retrieve
relevant video content when an example behaviour is provided. For online video repository, re-
trieval is of even more interest where user is expected to provide a textual query and the system is
able to return the video contents based on the semantic relevance to query rather than tag match-
ing. Therefore an automated approach into video content retrieval based on the understanding of
behaviours are of great practical value.
Video Summarisation is also a important topic especially in visual surveillance and ad-
dressed in this thesis. It assumes that most typical behaviours in surveillance context are repeti-
tive. Thus it would greatly reduce the burden of human operators if an abstract of representative
and distinct behaviours can be selected from a prolonged video.
1.2 Semantic Spaces for Video Behaviour Analysis
In this section, we briefly introduce how semantic spaces can be integrated with video behaviour
analysis with focus on three widely appreciated real-world problems. Different semantic spaces
are introduced as well for the need of specific problems.
In the conventional automated video behaviour analysis, people have developed supervised
learning approaches to automated behaviour recognition [12, 13, 14, 15, 10]. Without loss of
generality, these supervised approaches follow a same pipeline by firstly extracting visual fea-
tures from video data. Then classifiers are trained for each individual class of behaviour. This
conventional pipeline was proved to be effective under the assumption of sufficient labelled data
for each category which, however, no longer holds in many emerging behaviour analysis sce-
narios. For example, the need for increasing coverage and finer classification of human actions
results in more diverse and complex action categories. As an evidence, action recognition dataset
size and number of categories has experienced constant growth since the classic KTH Dataset
[12] (6 classes, 2004): Weizmann Dataset [16] (9 classes, 2005), Hollywood2 Dataset [17] (12
classes, 2009), Olympic Sports Dataset [7] (16 classes, 2010), HMDB51 [4] (51 classes, 2011)
and UCF101 [5] (101 classes, 2012). The growing number and complexity of actions result
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Discuss Throw=[0.8 0.4 …]
Ride Horse=[0.2 0.15 …]
Shotput=[0.8 0.65 …]
Sword Exercise=[0.1 0.8 …]
Fencing=[0.15 0.9 …]
Ride Bike=[0.15 0.1 …]
Hammer Throw =[0.9 0.6 …]
Figure 1.2: Examples of textual words in word-vector semantic space. Semantic related words
and phrases are closer to each other in this space.
in: (1) enormous human effort is required to collect and label large quantities of video data for
learning. Moreover, compared to image annotation, obtaining each annotated action clip is more
costly as it typically requires some level of spatio-temporal segmentation from the annotator; and
(2) the growing number of categories eventually begins to pose ontological difficulty, about how
to structure and define distinct action categories as they grow more fine-grained and inter-related
[18]. Therefore, manually labelling enough training videos for every emerging category is not
scalable to large video database.
To ameliorate these issues people have proposed to exploit the semantic spaces to enable
sharing information across categories [19, 20, 21, 22, 23] and crucially by allowing recognisers
for novel categories to be constructed based on a human description of the action, without any
labelled training samples for that particular type of action. This way of learning is often referred
to as ‘zero-shot learning’ (ZSL) [19] in the literature.
One of the most widely exploited semantic space is by learning distributed representations of
words in a vector space. The distributed semantic vector has been the focus of natural language
processing community [24, 25] and can be re-used for visual behaviour analysis at zero cost. For
instance, the word2vec [24] model which is trained on a large text corpus brings a by-product of
words represented as real-valued vectors. Because of the large training data, the word2vec space
captured the semantic relatedness between each word. Simply put, synonyms or semantic related
words and phrases are closer to each other in this space, as illustrated in Figure 1.2. ‘Fencing’
and ‘Sword Exercise’ are semantically highly related, thus tend to stay closer to each other than
‘Ride Horse’ or ‘Shotput’.
















Figure 1.3: A general pipeline for word-vector based ZSL.
The most common approaches towards ZSL [26, 27, 28, 29] are to exploit the word-vector se-
mantic space. We illustrate a general pipeline for ZSL with semantic word-vector in Figure 1.3.
Regressors, are trained on the known dataset, e.g. ‘Hammer Throw’ and ‘Discuss Throw’, to
map low-level visual features into this semantic embedding space. Zero-shot recognition is
subsequently performed by mapping novel/unknown category visual instances to the semantic
embedding space via the learned regression, and classifying these according to the vector repre-
sentation of novel class names, .e.g. ‘Shotput’,‘Fencing’ and ‘Ride Horse’ in the semantic space.
Such a semantic space is often referred to as semantic embedding space as a new embedding
space is created between the original visual feature space and the discrete high-level category
space.
Learning semantic representations from visual data is an alternative to learning from text and
can benefit visual behaviour analysis as well. In typical surveillance systems, people are often
interested in some of the key tasks including: (1) behaviour profiling / scene understanding to
reveal what are the typical activities and behaviours in the surveilled space [30, 9, 31, 32, 33]; (2)
behaviour query by example, allowing the operator to search for similar occurrences to a specified
example behaviour [30]; (3) supervised learning to classify/annotate activities or behaviours if
events of interest are annotated in a training dataset [9]; (4) summarisation to give an operator
a semantic overview of a long video in a short period of time [34]; and (5) anomaly detection
to highlight to an operator the most unusual events in a recording period [30, 9, 31]. Instead of
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modelling directly on pixel level motion features, e.g. trajecotory and optical flow, a more robust
approach to activity representation is by grouping pixels into high-level semantic representation
[30, 35, 9, 36] where semantic meaningful actions are represented as distributions over whole
scene. Such semantic actions can be directly interpreted by humans. For instance, the semantic
actions learned from a typical traffic junction are shown in Figure 1.4. We can easily name some
actions as ‘horizontal traffic flow’, ‘vertical traffic flow’, ‘traffic turning left’, etc. The discovery
of semantic representations from low-level enables projecting complex activities/interactions of
multiple objects into a lower-dimension semantic space spanned by semantic actions. As a result,
direct comparison between activities in the same scene at different time is possible. We show an













Figure 1.4: Semantic actions learned in an example scene. All actions are sorted according to the


















Figure 1.5: Activities/Interactions are represented as a combination of learned semantic actions.
Crowd behaviour analysis is important in video surveillance for public security and safety. It
has drawn increasing attention in computer vision research over the past decade [32, 30, 37, 38,
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10]. Most existing methods have been focused on developing robust and discriminative crowd
scene representation [32, 30, 37]. With few exception, semantic representation has been applied
to crowd behaviour analysis [38, 10]. Shao et al.[10] created a list of binary crowd/group be-
haviour attributes, e.g. ‘outdoor’, ‘pedestrian’, ‘street’, etc., for crowd modelling (examples seen
in Figure 1.6). The benefit of introducing of semantic attributes is obvious in that attributes are
good at characterising generic properties across scenes. Therefore attribute predictors learned
from known scene can be generalised to novel ones. More importantly, the attribute set comes
naturally as a semantic representation, thus can be used to describe and compare crowd be-
haviours in different scenes and to even facilitate zero-shot crowd behaviour prediction, e.g. the
Direct Attribute Prediction (DAP) model illusrated in Figure 1.7. In the DAP model, novel be-
haviours {z} can be predicted via the models learned for predicting semantic attributes {α}. In
this thesis we are in particular interested in recognising rare but interesting crowd behaviours,
e.g. ‘Violence’, by exploiting crowd videos with labelled semantic attributes.
outdoor; street; pedestrian; walk indoor; airport; passenger; walk; 
buy ticket
outdoor; stadium; audience; stand; 
sit; watch performance; performance
outdoor; beach; swimmer; swim indoor; concert; stage; performer; 
conductor; stand; sit; performance; 
band; performance
outdoor; street; square; audience; 
stand; watch performance
indoor; conference center; audience; 
sit; conference
outdoor; street; battlefield; soldier;
 run; war
outdoor; rink; skater; queue; stand;
skate
Figure 1.6: A visualisation of example crowd behaviour attributes from the WWW crowd video
dataset [10].




Figure 1.7: Zero-shot recognition via manually labelled semantic attributes [39].
1.3 Motivations and Challenges
In the previous sections, we briefly introduced the pipeline of exploiting semantic representation
for video behaviour analysis. Nevertheless, the exploitation of semantic representation for be-
haviour analysis is far from perfect. Challenges exist in different aspects of action, activity and
group behaviour analysis which are detailed in this section.
1.3.1 Cross/Multi-Scene Understanding and Behaviour Analysis
As introduced in Section 1.2, discovering semantic representation can facilitate the general tasks
of behaviour profiling, behaviour query by example, supervised learning to annotate activities,
video summarisation and anomaly detection. So far, all of these tasks have generally been ad-
dressed within a single scene (single video captured by a static camera), or a group of adjacent
scenes. Compared with single scene recordings, the multi-camera surveillance network (cameras
distributed over different locations) is a more realistic scenario in surveillance applications and
thus of more interest to end users. An example of a typical multi-camera surveillance network is
given in Figure 1.8, where surveillance videos capture mostly traffic scenes with various layouts
and motion patterns. In such a multi-scene context, new surveillance tasks arise. For behaviour
profiling / scene understanding, human operators would like to see which scenes within the net-
work are semantically similar to each other, e.g. similar scene layout and motion patterns, which
actions are in common – and which are unique – across a group of scenes, and how actions group
into activities/interactions. Here action refers to a spatio-temporally compact motion pattern
due to the motion of a single or small group of objects, e.g. vehicles making a turn, and activ-
ity/interaction refers to the interaction between multiple actions within a short temporal segment,
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e.g. horizontal traffic flow with vehicles going east and west and making a turn. For query-
by-example, searching for a specified example behaviour should be carried out not only within
scene but also across multiple scenes. For behaviour classification, annotating training examples
in every scene exhaustively is not scalable. However cross/multi-scene modelling potentially ad-
dresses this by allowing labels to be propagated from one scene to another. For summarisation,
generating a summary video for multiple scenes by exploiting cross-scene redundancy can pro-
vide the user who monitors a set of cameras with an overview of all the distinctive behaviours that
have occurred in a set of scenes. Multi-scene summarisation can reduce the summary length and
achieve higher compression than single-scene summarisation. Combined with query-by-example
(find more instances of a behaviour in a summary), a flexible exploration of scenes at multiple
scales is available.
Figure 1.8: An example of multi-camera surveillance network with camera views distributed
across different locations.
Despite the clear potential benefits of exploiting multi-scene surveillance, it can not be
achieved with existing single-scene models [30, 9, 31, 32, 33]. These approaches learn an inde-
pendent model for each scene and do not discover corresponding activities or behaviours across
scenes even if they share the same semantic meaning. This makes any cross-scene reasoning
about activities or behaviours impossible. In order to synergistically exploit multiple scenes in
surveillance, a multi-scene model with the following capabilities is required: (1) learning an se-
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mantic action representation that can be shared across scenes; (2) model activities/interactions
with the shared representation so they are comparable across scenes; and (3) generalising surveil-
lance tasks to the multi-scene case, including behaviour profiling/scene understanding, cross-
scene query-by-example, cross-scene classification and multi-scene summarisation. However
this is intrinsically challenging for three reasons:
1. Semantic Representation of Behaviours
Constructing a semantic representation of behaviours is necessary for any further analysis.
This is, however, non-trivial particularly in surveillance scenes. Firstly, it is hard to man-
ually decide what are the basic semantic actions or how many semantic actions exist in a
scene. As a result, it is highly desirable to develop an algorithm to automatically discov-
ery semantic actions. Secondly, the semantic behaviour representation should be robust to
noise in low-level visual features and able to transfer across scenes. All these requirements
make the task of modelling semantic representation of behaviours challenging.
2. Computing Action/Scene Relatedness
Determining the relatedness of action/scenes is critical for cross/multi-scene modelling
because naive information sharing between viewpoint change can easily distort semantic
similar actions [40] and insufficiently related scenes can easily result in ‘negative transfer’
[41]. However, the relatedness of action/scenes is hard to estimate because the appearance
of elements in a scene, e.g. buildings, road surface markings, etc., is visually diverse,
and strongly affected by camera view, making appearance-based similarity measurement
unreliable. For comparison of events from different viewpoints, e.g. individual vehicle
making left turn, any measurement should not be computed before the viewpoints effect is
removed. For comparison of scenes, similarity measurement based on motion is less prone
to visual noise in surveillance applications.
3. Selective Sharing of Information
Large multi-camera surveillance networks covers various types of scenes. Some scenes are
totally unrelated which means they convey different semantic meanings to a human. How-
ever, more subtly, even between similar scenes, there may be some activities in common
and other activities that are unique to each. Learning a large universal model in this situa-
tion is prone to over-fitting due to the high model complexity. Hence a model that discovers
(un)relatedness of scenes and selectively shares activities between them is necessary.
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4. Constructing a Shared Semantic Representation
Within related scenes, a shared action representation needs to be discovered in order to
exploit their similarity for cross-scene query-by-example and multi-scene summarisation.
Both common and unique actions should be preserved in this process to ensure the ability
of discovering not only the commonality but also the distinctiveness between scenes.
1.3.2 Zero-Shot Action Recognition
An emerging approach to ZSL is unsupervised semantic embeddings [26, 42, 27, 23, 43, 28, 29].
Unsupervised semantic embedding spaces refer to intermediate representations which can be
automatically constructed from existing unstructured knowledge-bases (such as wikipedia text).
The most common approaches [26, 27, 28, 29] are to exploit a distributed vector representation
of words, e.g. word-vector [24]. Regressors are trained on the known dataset to map low-level
visual features into this semantic embedding space. Zero-shot recognition is subsequently per-
formed by mapping novel category visual instances to the embedding space via the regression,
and matching these to the vector representation of novel class names, e.g. by nearest neighbour.
Several properties make the embedding space approaches favourable: (1) a manually pre-defined
attribute ontology is not needed as embedding space is learned in an unsupervised manner; (2)
novel categories can be defined trivially by naming them, without the requirement to exhaus-
tively define each class in terms of a list of attributes – which grows non-scalably as the breadth
of classes to recognise grows [27, 29]; and (3) semantic embedding allows easier exploitation of
information sharing across datasets [23] because category names from multiple datasets can be
easily projected into a common embedding space, while attribute spaces are usually dataset spe-
cific, with datasets having incompatible attribute schemas, e.g. UCF101 [44] and Olympic Sports
[20], have disjoint attribute sets). However, the semantic embedding ZSL approach is far from
perfect due to poor performance in generalising regressors from known to unknown categories
and inefficient use of extra knowledge.
1. The Domain Shift Problem for ZSL of Actions
Although semantic embedding based ZSL is an attractive paradigm, it has rarely previously
been demonstrated in zero-shot action recognition. This is in part because of the pervasive
challenge of learning mappings that generalise across the train-test semantic gap [22, 45].
In ZSL, the train-test gap is more significant than conventional supervised learning because
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the training and testing classes are disjoint, i.e. completely different without any overlap.
A serious domain-shift [41] problem results: mapping from low-level visual features to se-
mantic embedding trained on a known class data will generalise poorly to novel class data,
since the data distributions for the underlying categories are different. This violates the
assumptions of supervised learning methods and results in poor performance. The domain
shift problem – analysed empirically in Fu et al.[22] and Dinu et al.[46], and theoretically
in Romera-Paredes and Torr [45] – is worse for action than still image recognition because
of the greater complexity of categories in visual space-time features and the mapping of
space-time features to semantic embedding space.
2. Exploiting Extra Knowledge for Better ZSL
Transfer learning [41] has become a powerful tool towards many computer vision prob-
lems. A general idea of transfer learning is to utilise the data, model or any knowledge
observed/learned from other domains/tasks to help the learning problem in the target do-
main/task. In the context of action recognition, transfer learning has already been adopted
to improve performance for cross-view action recognition [47, 48], multi feature modal-
ity [49] and boosted cross-domain classification [50]. Most existing works tackled the
problem of how to share information between view-points, feature modalities, categories
and a pair of datasets. Although substantial improvement have been made, none of them
have fully addressed the problem of how to systematically exploit the numerous datasets
accumulated by the action recognition community over the last decade. We consider it
is of great benefit to treat multiple datasets collectively rather than individually to assist
learning problem in a more specific domain/task. This is because we can easily expand the
known categories by jointly considering multiple datasets. Nevertheless, naively expand-
ing training set with additional datasets may not be the optimal solution, as it does not take
into account the (dis)similarity between the extra incorporated data and the target classes
for recognition, thus risking negative transfer [41]. A good way to incorporate additional
training data should be calibrated and piecewise.
3. Multi-Variate Regression
As the standard procedure in ZSL, we have to learn a mapping between visual features
and semantic embeddings which is a standard multi-variate regression problem. Most
ZSL methods learn each dimension of this mapping independently – whether semantic
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embedding is discrete as in the case of attributes [19, 29], or continuous as in the case of
word vectors [26, 28]. This strategy is likely to overfit to the training classes because it
treats each dimension of the label in semantic embedding independently despite the labels
living on a non-uniform manifold [51] and many independent mappings result in a large
number of parameters to be learned. We denote this conventional approach as Single-
Task Learning (STL) due to the independent learning of mappings for each attribute/word-
vector dimension. The STL approach is not an optimal solution to visual-to-semantic
embedding due to the large number of variables in the model to fit. Therefore, a better
learning strategy is needed to consider the relation between dimensions of word-vector
embedding and further reduce variables to learn.
1.3.3 Zero-Shot Learning for Multi-Label Crowd Behaviour Analysis
Conventional crowd behaviour analysis depends on robust and discriminative feature design and
manually annotating crowd attribute [10]. This pipeline is limited for scaling up to recognising
ever increasing number of behaviour types of interest, particularly for recognising crowd be-
haviours of no training examples in a new environment. Firstly, conventional methods rely on
exhaustively annotating examples of every crowd attribute of interest [10]. This is often implau-
sible nor scalable due to the complexity and the cost of annotating crowd videos which requires
spatio-temporal localisation. Secondly, many crowd attributes may all appear simultaneously in
a single video instance, e.g. ‘outdoor’, ‘parade’, and ‘fight’. To achieve multi-label annota-
tion consistently, it is significantly more challenging and costly than conventional single-label
multi-class annotation. Moreover, the most interesting crowd behaviours often occur rarely, or
have never occurred previously in a given scene. For example, crowd attributes such as ‘mob’,
‘police’, ‘fight’ and ‘disaster’ are rare in labelled crowd videos, both relative to others and in
absolute numbers. Given that such attributes have few or no training samples, it is hard to learn
a model capable of detecting and recognising them using the conventional supervised learning
based crowd analysis approach.
To overcome exhaustive annotating crowd attributes and conquer the multi-label nature of
crowd behaviours, we investigate and develop methods for zero-shot learning (ZSL) based crowd
behaviour recognition. Although the zero-shot learning assumption and pipeline for crowd be-
haviour recognition is similar to that for action recognition, we find it difficult to directly adopt
the pipeline for action recognition. This is due to the inherent challenges in ZSL crowd behaviour
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recognition.
1. Characterising Crowd Videos
Crowd videos are intrinsically difficult to model because of the complex and cluttered
scenes, e.g. Figure 1.1(c). This characteristic of crowd video rules out the possibility
of tracking-based models which relies on segmenting individual person/object [52]. Un-
supervised scene modelling approach does not generalise to crowd analysis because the
scene-specific nature prohibit the learned model to recognise crowd behaviours in new
scenes. Therefore, a good visual feature is important for characterising crowd video.
2. Multi-Label Crowd Attributes
Crowd scene videos are inherently multi-labelled. There are almost always multiple at-
tributes concurrently exist in each crowd video instance. The most interesting ones are
often related to other non-interesting attributes. Thus we wish to infer these interesting
attributes/behaviours from the detection of non-interesting but more readily available at-
tributes. However this has not been sufficiently studied in crowd behaviour recognition,
not to mention in the context of zero-shot learning. It has been shown that in a fully super-
vised setting, exploring co-occurrence of multi-labels in a common context can improve
the recognition of each individual label [53, 54, 55]. For example, the behavioural at-
tribute ‘protest’ [10] is more likely to occur in ‘outdoor’ rather than ‘indoor’. Therefore,
recognising the indoor/outdoor attribute in video can help to predict more accurately the
‘protest’ behaviour. However, it is not only unclear how, but also non-trivial, to extend this
idea to the ZSL setting. For instance, predicting a previously unseen behaviour ‘violence’
in a different domain [56] would be much harder than the prediction of ‘protest’. As it is
unseen, it is impossible to leverage the co-occurrence here as we have no a priori annotated
data to learn their co-occurring context.
1.4 Approaches
To tackle the challenges summarised as before, we proposed semantic space based approaches
for video behaviour analysis. Specifically, we proposed the following solutions.
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1.4.1 Cross/Multi-Scene Understanding with Semantic Action Discovery and Matching
For static surveillance scenes, as discussed in Section 1.3.1, it is important to discover a seman-
tic representation of behaviours, to define an appropriate measure between semantic events or
scenes, to selectively share or transfer knowledge between scenes and to build a shared repre-
sentation across multiple scenes. In this section, we detail the specific approaches proposed to
answer the challenges.
Unsupervised Semantic Action Modelling
We propose to learn semantic representations of behaviours, referred to as semantic actions, in
an unsupervised manner to overcome the difficulties explained in Section 1.3.1. Crucially, we
believe modelling semantic actions as probabilistic models is robust to low-level visual noise
and preserves the geometry of actions which is essential for cross-scene matching. Specifically,
for clean and birds-eye view scenes, as studied in Chapter 3, we do multi-object tracking to
extract individual motion information and then learn statistical models, e.g. Gaussian Mixture
Model (GMM), to represent typical semantic actions. For busy and heavily occluded views, as
studied in Chapter 4, we compute optical flow to extract basic motion and apply hierarchical
bayes networks, e.g. Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), to model the semantic actions.
Geometrical Alignment for Computing Semantic Action/Scene Relatedness
To share/transfer knowledge across scenes captured by different cameras, the viewpoint change is
the first obstacle. Since any measurement of events and scenes should be invariant to viewpoint,
we propose to employ a geometric alignment to mitigate the viewpoint change. For comparison
between semantic actions modelled as probabilistic models, e.g. GMM and LDA, we employ
the Kullback-Leibler Divergence (KLD) measure. Whilst the viewpoint change still prohibits the
semantic measure. To overcome this challenge, we optimise KLD over similarity transforms in
Chapter 3, thus achieving a similarity-transform invariant distance metric.
With the geometric alignment, semantic similar actions can be alignment and measured with
KLD. Nevertheless, the per-action geometrical alignment is overly localised and ignored the
layout of a scenes and interactions between actions. It is thus a too strong assumption for aligning
two scenes. Moreover, considering the fact that most surveillance cameras are installed upright
and there are many classic types of traffic scenes, we consider aligning two surveillance scenes
with a much relaxed assumption in Chapter 4, by scaling and translation only.
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Shared Semantic Space Discovery with Multi-Stage Clustering
As discussed, multi-scene behaviour analysis requires constructing a shared representation across
scenes. It is also vital to selectively share information during this process, i.e. learning model
within semantic related scenes. Specifically, in Chapter 4 we first represent each scene with a
low-dimensional semantic representation, through learning a unsupervised probabilistic model.
Using a topic-based representation allows us to reduce the impact of pixel-noise in discovering
activity and scene similarity. We next group semantically related scenes into a scene cluster by
exploiting the correspondence of actions between different scenes. Finally, scenes within each
cluster are projected to a shared representational space by computing a shared action topic basis
(STB), shared among all scenes but also allowing each scene to have unique topics if supported
by the data. Behaviours in each scene are represented with the learned STB.
1.4.2 Transductive Zero-Shot Action Recognition with Prioritised Data Augmentation
As discussed in Section 1.3.2, domain shift problem has limited the performance of zero-shot
action recognition. It is also unclear how to best exploit the available related dataset to help zero-
shot action recognition. To resolve these issues, we formulate a transductive zero-shot learning
(ZSL) strategy to exploit the distribution of unlabelled testing data with prioritised data augmen-
tation to selectively expand training dataset.
Transductive ZSL
In Chapter 5, we explore three transductive solutions to ameliorate the domain shift challenge in
ZSL for action recognition. Here we refer ‘transductive’ to the assumption that we have the ac-
cess to unlabelled testing data. The first strategy we consider aims to improve the generalisation
of the embedding space mapping. We explore manifold regularization (aka semi-supervised
learning) to learn a regressor which exploits a regularizer based on the testing/unlabelled data to
learn a smoother regressor that better generalises to novel testing classes. Manifold regulariza-
tion [57] is established in semi-supervised learning to improve generalisation of predictions on
testing data, but this is more important in ZSL since the gap between training and testing data is
even bigger due to disjoint categories. We also evaluate two existing post-processing heuristics
to reduce the effect of domain-shift in ZSL. These include self-training, which adapts test-class
embedding representations based on unlabelled testing data to bridge the domain shift [22] and
Hubness correction which re-ranks the test-data’s match to novel class descriptions in order to
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avoid the bias toward ‘hub’ categories induced by domain shift [46].
Exploiting Additional Data
From a data-, rather than model-centric perspective, studies have attempted to improve the gener-
alisation of ZSL methods by augmenting the auxiliary dataset with additional datasets containing
a wider array of classes and instances [23]. In this thesis, data augmentation means exploiting
additional data in a wider context from multiple data sources, in contrast to synthesising more
artificial variations of one dataset as in deep learning. The idea is that including a broader ad-
ditional set should provide better coverage of the visual feature and label embedding spaces,
therefore helping to learn a visual-semantic mapping that better generalises to target classes, and
thus improves performance when representing and recognising target classes. However, exist-
ing studies on exploring this idea have been rather crude, e.g. simply expanding the training
dataset by blindly concatenating auxiliary set with additional data. This is not only inefficient
but also dangerous, because it does not take into account the (dis)similarity between the extra in-
corporated data and the target classes for recognition, thus risking negative transfer [41]. In this
thesis, we address the issue that auxiliary and target data/categories will have different marginal
distributions. We selectively re-weight those relevant instances/classes from the auxiliary data
that are expected to improve the the visual-semantic mapping in the context of the specific tar-
get instances/classes to be recognised. We formulate this prioritised data augmentation as a
domain adaptation problem by minimizing the discrepancy between the marginal distributions
of the auxiliary and target instances and/or classes. To achieve this, in Chapter 6, we propose
an importance weighting strategy to re-weight each auxiliary instance in order to minimise the
discrepancy. Specifically we generalise the classic Kullback-Leibler Importance Estimation Pro-
cedure (KLIEP) [58, 59] to the zero-shot learning problem.
Multi-Task Semantic Embedding
It has been discussed in Section 1.3.2 that modelling the visual-to-semantic mapping for each
individual dimension is not an optimal solution due to the potential correlation between dimen-
sions. To solve the multi-variate regression problem in a more effective way, we propose to learn
the mapping in a multi-task learning (MTL) manner in Chapter 6. We assume the regressor for
each individual dimension of semantic embedding can be represented as a combination of fewer
shared regressors. With this assumption, the models for each dimension are forced to correlate
with each other and we have overall fewer parameters to fit than modelling separately. The re-
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sulting visual-to-semantic mapping is more robust to the domain shift between ZSL training and
testing classes. As a helpful by-product, the MTL mapping, provides a lower dimensional latent
space in which the nearest neighbour (NN) matching required by ZSL can be better performed
[60] compared to the usual higher dimensional label semantic embedding space.
1.4.3 Context-Aware Zero-Shot Learning for Crowd Behaviour Recognition
As discussed in Section 1.3.3, we overcome the difficulties in zero-shot crowd behaviour recogni-
tion by introducing a context-aware zero-shot learning model in Chapter 7. This model depends
on the statistics of multi-label co-occurrence. Specifically, we firstly calculate the co-occurrence
between every pair of known labels and encode this co-occurrence via a bilinear mapping with
the help of label name word-vector. Then we train recognisers for each known label on the train-
ing set. In the testing phase, we generalise the learned bilinear mapping to predict the relation
between known and unknown labels. With this label relation we can predict the confidence for
each unknown label through the predictions of known recognisers. We owe the improved perfor-
mance to encoding the co-occurrence between known semantic attributes and the exploitation of
word-vector representation of attribute names.
1.5 Contributions
The contributions of this thesis are mainly towards exploiting different semantic spaces, e.g. un-
supervised text-based word-vector, unsupervised semantic action and manually annotated crowd
attributes, for different video behaviour analysis tasks and how to solve the subsequent issues
brought by cross/multi-scene analysis, zero-shot learning and multi-label learning. In specific,
we make the following contributions:
1. We introduce a novel and challenging problems of joint multi-scene modelling and analy-
sis. To solve these problems, a framework is proposed by discovering similarity between
semantic actions and scenes, clustering scenes based on semantic similarity and learning a
shared representation within scene clusters. All of these are based on discovering seman-
tic action representations from repetitive visual data. We show how to exploit this novel
structured multi-scene model for practical yet challenging tasks of cross-scene query-by-
example and behaviour annotation. We further exploit this model to achieve multi-scene
video summarisation, achieving compression beyond standard single-scene approaches.
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Finally, we introduce a large multi-scene surveillance dataset containing 27 distinct views
from distributed locations to encourage further investigation into realistic multi-scene vi-
sual surveillance applications.
2. For zero-shot action recognition, we propose to exploit unsupervised text-based word-
vector as the semantic embedding space to bridge the gap between known and unknown
categories. we further explore jointly four mechanisms for expanding ZSL by addressing
its domain-shift challenge, including three transductive learning strategies - manifold reg-
ularization, self-training and hubness correction and data augmentation. We also provide
new insight, for the first time, into the underlying factors affecting the efficacy of ZSL.
3. To improve upon the conventional single-task learning methodology, we advocate a Multi-
Task Learning (MTL) [61, 62, 41] regression approach to mapping visual features and their
semantic embeddings. By constraining the mapping parameters of each learning task to lie
closely on a low-dimensional manifold, we gain two advantages: (1) exploiting the relation
between the response variables (dimensions of the label embedding); and (2) reducing the
total number of parameters to fit. The resulting visual-to-semantic mapping is more robust
to the domain shift between ZSL training and testing classes. As a helpful byproduct, the
MTL mapping, provides a lower dimensional latent space in which the nearest neighbour
(NN) matching required by ZSL can be better performed [60] compared to the usual higher
dimensional label semantic embedding space.
4. Inspired by the insight revealed in zero-shot action recognition, we note that naive data aug-
mentation does not address the potential mismatch between auxiliary and source dataset. A
brute-force data aggregation could deteriorate the performance on target testing dataset. In
this thesis, we tackle this issue by selectively re-weighting those relevant instances/classes
from the auxiliary data that are expected to improve the the visual-semantic mapping in
the context of the specific target classes to be recognised.
5. In zero-shot crowd behaviour analysis, we, for the first time, investigate zero-shot learn-
ing for crowd behaviour recognition to overcome the costly and semantically ambiguous
multi-label video annotation. Moreover, we propose a contextual learning strategy which
enhances novel attribute recognition through context prediction by estimating attribute-
context co-occurrence with a bilinear model. Finally, a proof-of-concept case study is pre-
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sented to demonstrate the viability of transferring zero-shot recognition of violent event
cross-domain with very promising performance
1.6 Outline
This thesis consists of 8 chapters: Chapter 2 reviews the general pipeline for video behaviour
analysis, recent development in semantic space discovery and related machine learning strategies
involved. Chapter 3 introduces a pipeline to deal with cross-scene semantic behaviour recogni-
tion. In specific, the semantic action model learned from one scene can be re-used to interpret
a new scene without re-training and finally facilitate abnormal behaviour detection. Chapter
4 studies a multi-scene behaviour analysis framework. A multi-layer clustering algorithm is
proposed to group semantic related scenes and discover semantic action representations shared
by related scenes. Multi-scene surveillance tasks including multi-scene profiling, cross-scene
classification, cross-scene query and multi-scene summarisation are enabled by our framework.
Chapter 5 tackles the domain-shift problem in zero-shot learning by transductively exploiting
the unlabelled testing data and re-using additional related labelled dataset (data augmentation).
The integration of transductive approaches and data augmentation is able to improve upon con-
ventional zero-shot learning performance on human action recognition. Importantly, the insight
we make in this work inspires a more sophisticated exploitation of additional data. Chapter 6
proposes two methods to further address the domain-shift and data augmentation. The multi-task
learning approach is proposed to improve upon conventional single-task regression approach.
Moreover, we also introduce an auxiliary data re-weighting scheme to get rid of ‘negative trans-
fer’ in data augmentation. Chapter 7 considers a possibility of applying zero-shot learning to
crowd behaviour analysis. In particular, a multi-label zero-shot learning scheme is proposed in
response to the multi-label nature of crowd attribute prediction. Chapter 8 summarises this the-
sis and points out the directions for future work. Finally, we provide a clear summary of each
chapter in Table 1.2.
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Table 1.2: A brief summary of each chapter




Static Surveillance Visual Induced Geometric Alignment; Selective
Transfer
Chapter 4
Semantic Space Discovery for Multi-
Scene Behaviour Analysis
Static Surveillance Visual Induced Scene-Level Relatedness; Selec-
tive Sharing; Shared Representa-
tion
Chapter 5
Semantic Space for Zero-Shot Action
Recognition
Human Action & Event Text Induced Domain Shift; Exploiting Extra
Data
Chapter 6
Multi-Task Semantic Embedding with
Prioritised Data Augmentation
Human Action Text Induced Multi-Variate Regression; Ex-
ploiting Extra Data
Chapter 7
Zero-Shot Crowd Behaviour Analysis





Video behaviour analysis consists of multiple components from low-level feature processing to
mid-level semantic representation learning as well as high-level behaviour analysis. In this chap-
ter, we briefly review the existing works relevant to our problems and techniques by examining
each individual components:
1. Visual Feature Representation. This include multiple basic computer vision techniques
including optical flow, tracking, visual descriptors and feature encoding.
2. Semantic Representation. The semantic representation induced from a collection of low-
level visual features, external text corpus and manually annotated attributes for video be-
haviour analysis.
3. Video Behaviour Analysis. The basic tasks for behaviour analysis include surveillance
scene understanding, action recognition and crowd behaviour analysis.
4. Learning Strategies. Different learning techniques involved in thesis.
Extensive reviews on general human activity analysis has been made in Aggarwal and Ryoo
[3] and Poppe [63] covering visual feature discussion and different approaches to activity recog-
nition. A study with focus on surveillance has been conducted by Hu et al.[64]. In particular,
crowd behaviour analysis in surveillance context has been addressed by Gong et al.[65] and Li
et al.[66]. For reviews on general machine learning techniques, Pan et al.[41] made a thorough
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discussion on transfer learning with a case study, whilst a comparison study was conducted by
Zhang et al.[53] covering all aspects of multi-label learning.
2.1 Visual Feature representation
Construct a reliable and discriminative feature is critical to the success of any high-level seman-
tic tasks. In contrast to image-based features, the appearance and motion based features can
provide complementary information for video content. Therefore both motion feature, e.g. tra-
jectory and optical flow, and appearance features, e.g. HOG and SIFT, have been successfully
applied in video analysis. Beyond the existing hand-crafted visual features, deep neural net-
works [67, 68, 69] have shown great potential in video behaviour recognition with both human
action recognition and complex event detection. In the following section, we review widely used
low-level feature extraction and feature encoding approaches for video behaviour analysis.
2.1.1 Low-Level Features
The low-level features are usually extracted directly from video sequence and serve as the most
primitive information of video content. We divide the low-level features into 3 groups, object-
based motion feature, pixel-based motion feature and appearance-based motion feature. The
former two in general capture the dynamics of video content while ignoring the appearance
of video content. The latter one is usually extended from image-based features and is able to
capture the appearance and motion of video content but with more computation cost. In modern
computer vision frameworks, different low-level features are often used in conjunction to provide
more discriminative features.
Object-based Motion Features
The object-based motion feature assumes good segmentation of object of interest from the scene
which are fed into latter analysis. Trajectory with corresponding bounding-box induced by
multi-object tracking are the most widely adopted object-based feature [70, 71, 72, 31]. Track-
ing objects usually involves constructing object representation, object detection, object track-
ing/association and possibly handling occlusion [73]. For object representation, various object
shape models including points [74], primitive geometric shapes, e.g. rectangle, [31] are widely
adopted assumptions. Whilst, the object feature is usually selected as colour and texture [73].
Object detection aims to provide candidate objects proposals for tracking/association. Detecting
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interesting points [75, 76] and more recently densely sampling points [15] have been applied to
tracking. Nevertheless, the interesting or dense points hardly correspond to meaningful individ-
ual object, e.g. single person or vehicle. For better object segmentation, background subtraction
[77, 78] provides an alternative way to segment foreground objects. Though being able to provide
object detections, the detected foreground itself is not a motion feature without tracking. Pro-
vided with more computation capability, direct object detection is viable for tracking face [79]
and pedestrian [80]. With object detections, tracking is implemented with dynamic model, e.g.
Kalman Filter [81], and data association. The resulting position, velocity and the size of bound-
ing box [31] serve as the basic representation for behaviour analysis. These representations can
be further fed into learning higher level models by clustering [82, 31] or statistical models [36].
However, the real-world surveillance scenes are always cluttered, crowded and with occlu-
sion. All these attributes prohibit accurate foreground segmentation and correct data association.
To cope with the challenges in real scenes, people have proposed alternative approaches to ex-
tract motion feature than tracking-based one. We introduce the pixel-based motion feature in the
following section.
Pixel-based Motion Features
Pixel-based features are in contrast to object-based ones in not requiring accurately segmenting
foreground object. This overcomes the challenges brought by cluttered and crowded surveil-
lance scenes. In specific, we discuss two prevailing pixel-based motion feature here, background
subtraction and optical flow.
As discussed in the previous section, background subtraction provides object detection for
tracking. However, tracking is not reliable when foreground objects are frequently occluded
which is difficult for data association and/or highly crowded where segmentation is challenging.
An alternative way to use background subtraction is by tracking-free [8]. This approach detect
foreground pixels by modelling the background [77]. Detected foreground pixels are grouped
into local blobs. Descriptions of the blobs’ position, geometry and velocity collectively form
motion features. This foreground pixel-based features do not require object segmentation and
tracking thus is able to deal with more complex and crowded scenes. However, the grouped
blobs does not necessarily correspond to individual objects.
Apart from background subtraction, optical flow is an alternative pixel-based feature [30, 9,
36]. Optical flow captures the motion of pixels between consecutive frames [83]. Scenes are
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usually segmented into cells [9] and optical flow is computed and averaged at the cell level to
avoid outliers and save computation cost. Pixels with flow magnitude higher than a threshold
are considered as motion area. Optical flow can be modelled in conjunction with background
subtraction to incorporate stationary pixels [9]. Similar to background subtraction, optical flow
is able to cope with extremely crowded and cluttered scenes while being more demanding in
computation. Due to the ability to estimate the motion of foreground, optical flow is usually
complementary to background modelling and used together for better feature representation [9,
8]. Nevertheless, computing reliable optical flow requires stable video stream with relatively
high frame-rate. A low frame-rate video with large displacement of object between frames could
cause low accuracy in optical flow [84].
Both the object-based and pixel-based features are based purely on the motion clues of ob-
jects while ignoring the visual appearance. Therefore, these features are less discriminative in
more complex behaviours where texture and visual appearance dominate. More importantly, the
original form of tracking, background modelling and optical flow are designed for static scenes.
Hence, it is not straightforward, e.g. tracking, optical flow, or less likely, e.g. background mod-
elling, to extract meaningful features from non-statics scene. To tackle these issues, people have
proposed appearance based motion features developed from traditional image descriptors work-
ing together with pixel-based motion features.
Appearance-based Motion Features
To cope with more complex behaviours and non-static scenes appearance-based motion features
have been derived from traditional static image descriptors [13, 85, 86, 87]. Inspired by image
interest point detection, Laptev [13] generalised interest point detection to extracting video fea-
tures. Harris interest points are first detected [88] in generalised space-temporal space. Both
appearance-based Histograms of Oriented Gradient (HOG) and motion-based Histogram of Op-
tical Flow (HOF) are then computed on the detected 3D video patches and concatetnated to form
visual features. By treating the video as 3D volumetric data, SIFT descriptor [76] was extended
to extracting descriptors from videos [85]. The spatio-temporal nature can be simultaneously
captured by 3D SIFT. As an extension of HOG descriptor [80], HOG3D [86] was proposed to
compute gradient in 3D volume and quantize gradient vectors into histogram representation. The
pure dependency on spatio-temporal 3D gradients avoids the expensive computation of optical
flow which is used on STIP with HOF descriptor. More recently, dense trajectory [89, 15] has
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been proposed for human action recognition particularly in non-static scenes with state-of-the-
art performance. In contrast to interest point detection, dense trajectory feature densely sample
points from each frame and track dense points across frames with median filter. Both appearance
and motion based descriptor, HOG, HOF and Motion Boundary Histogram (MBH), are com-
puted along the trajectories and concatenated into raw descriptors. The advantages of densely
tracking points are: (1) tracking points based on optical flow avoids the challenge of multi-object
data association; (2) densely sampling points ensure good coverage of the scene; and (3) MBH
descriptor and further homography estimation [90] are able to mitigate the camera motion thus
improving performance on non-static scenes.
In summary, given static scenes (mostly in surveillance videos) object-based feature (track-
ing) is preferred with sparse and less occluded views [70, 71, 72, 31]. This will in particular
benefit anomaly detection where an individual object, e.g. vehicle, is wanted to be identified.
With crowd, cluttered and occluded static views, pixel-based features (background modelling and
optical flow) are preferred for their robustness to occlusion [30, 9, 36]. However the individual
object is hard to segment with these features. When analysing behaviours in non-static scenes
and/or scene-independent tasks(mostly in human action or complex video event) appearance-
based features are preferred due to the capability to capture both motion and appearance infor-
mation and being robust to camera motion [89, 15]. Nevertheless, appearance-based features are
also suitable for processing crowd and cluttered views in surveillance-like videos [10]. In this
thesis, we employ multi-object tracking feature for bird-eye view surveillance scenes in Chapter
3, optical flow feature for crowd and partially occluded surveillance scenes in Chapter 4 and
dense trajectory feature for both human action and surveillance-like crowd views in Chapter 5, 6
and 7.
2.1.2 Feature Encoding
The purpose of feature encoding is to generate consistent and comparable vectorized representa-
tions of motion features before being fed into learning algorithms.
Trajectory Preprocessing
Due to the inherent time-varying nature, trajectories are always of different length. Therefore
it is necessary to normalise or project trajectories into another space. Normalisation manipulate
original trajectories and produce processed trajectories with equal length. Zero-padding [31] adds
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extra zero points to the original trajectory to compensate the gap. Track-extension [64] applied
simulated tracking using the dynamics at the end of trajectory until the normalised length. These
two strategies are rather simple; however, the processed trajectory loses some dynamics. As
an alternative way, re-sampling combined with smoothing [91, 64] preserve the dynamics of
trajectory without too much computation.
Bag of Words
It is essential to encode low-level visual descriptors into fixed-length and normalised feature
which are ready to be used for learning algorithms. Prevailing feature encoding approaches
including Bag of Words (BOW), Fisher Vector (FV) [92] and VLAD [93]. In general, BOW is
the most basic but computation efficient approach. It firstly generates a fixed codebook by either
learning from data or manually defining a codebook. For non-static scenes, raw descriptors
are usually scene independent. Thus Kmeans clustering is commonly employed to discover a
representative set of raw descriptors as codebook. When static scenes are considered, a grid
is pre-defined to characterise basic motions descriptors, e.g. optical flow, and each cell with
quantized directions form a codebook [94, 9]. Given learned or pre-defined codebook, low-
level features are assigned with one of the integer index according to the distance to each of the
codebook entry. A histogram over codebook is constructed to represent the feature of a long
document or video as our problem. A Fisher Vector is further improved over the simple BOW
strategy by taking the first derivative information into account. To encode feature with a fisher
vector, Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) is first learned from training data in contrast to Kmeans
clustering. The derivative of joint probability of low-level descriptor w.r.t. GMM means and
covariances are computed and additively accumulated as a fisher vector encoded feature. FV
often presents superior performance to BoW due to the consideration of first order information
(derivative) and the relation of one descriptor to all gaussians rather than assigning to a single
gaussian as with Kmeans. It is also worth noting that FV generates much higher dimension
encoded feature than BOW which can be resolved by the kernel trick [95].
2.1.3 Deep Feature
Deep learning has been proved to produce the state-of-the-art performance in still image recogni-
tion on Image-Net challenge [96, 97]. Deep learning can be loosely defined as a class of machine
learning techniques that exploit many layers of non-linear data transformation for supervised or































































Figure 2.1: The two-stream CNN network with separate appearance and motion networks [68].
unsupervised tasks [98]. As the non-linear transformation is realised by artificial neural network,
the architecture is usually referred to as deep neural network. The advantage of deep neural net-
work is largely attributed to the ability to model highly non-linear transformation. As many of
neurons are connected, deep neural network has way more parameters to learn than traditional
machine learning models. For instance, AlexNet [96] is designed with 60 millions parameters
while the traditional bag of words encoding SVM model could only have 1 millions parameters
in total [99]. Because of the superior performance of deep learning, people have recently started
applying deep learning to improve video recognition [10, 68, 69]. In this section we briefly
review the recent development of deep video feature.
Inspired by the success of convolutional neural network (CNN) in recognising still images
[100], Karpathy et al.[67] initially extended CNN to video content understanding. Crucially, this
attempt incorporates the CNN with not only appearance information but also complex temporal
evolution which carries lots of information in video content. However the performance is not very
competitive compared with hand-crafted features, e.g. dense trajectory [101], because the motion
is not explicitly provided for the network. Based on this idea, a two-stream CNN was proposed by
Simonyan et al.[68], as illustrated in Figure 2.1. In this framework, a separate temporal stream
CNN was incorporated apart from the spatial stream to help exploit motion information. Two
streams of network can be pre-trained and predict separately. The final prediction is a score level
fusion of two networks. The explicit feed-in of motion as optical flow significantly improved the
performance on action recognition and became the prevailing idea in deep video understanding.
In processing video content, CNN often takes a stack of video frames as input as with Karpa-
thy et al.[67] and Simonyan et al.[68]. To generate fixed length of representations for videos,
the descriptors of individual frames (often the output of certain layers of neural network) are
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averaged [69]. Obviously, a lot of information is lost during the averaging process making the
representation less meaningful. This has degenerated the performance of CNN on video recog-
nition, in particular the TRECVID dataset [2] where videos are often very long. Inspired by
the prevailing encoding method in hand-crafted features, Xu et al.[69] proposed to encode CNN
descriptors by Fisher Vector and VLAD. The encoding approach was proved to greatly improve
the performance of deep model on multimedia event detection tasks (MED) and even outperform
best hand-crafted feature (dense trajectory).
Applying deep model to crowd video analysis has been studied as well [10]. Inherited from
Karpathy et al.[67], both appearance and motion branches are exploited in Shao et al.[10]. To
account for the inherent nature crowd video, a feature map specially designed on collectiveness,
stability and conflict [38].
Overall, deep learning is becoming the mainstream in video content analysis due to its ability
to model highly non-linear transformation and learning from large database. However, the ability
of deep model depends on the size of training dataset. Therefore, on small training set like action
recognition dataset, hand-crafted feature is still a good choice compared with deep model without
pre-training on huge external dataset.
2.2 Discovering Semantic Representation
The semantic space can greatly benefit video behaviour analysis. Complex behaviours are usually
represented upon shared semantic space to facilitate semantic analysis and information sharing
between different scenes and semantic categories. Thus the semantic space works as the basic
building blocks for many higher-level video behaviour analysis. In this section, we discuss three
alternative ways to discover such a semantic space, namely visual induced semantics, manually
annotated semantics and text induced semantics.
2.2.1 Visual Induced Semantics
The low-level visual features, e.g. object-based and pixel-based motion feature, are usually se-
mantically meaningless, e.g. foreground pixels, or not robust, e.g. a single trajectory. Therefore
it is desirable to group these visual features to higher-level semantic representation upon which
more complex behaviours can be represented. A typical visual induced semantics include traffic
and pedestrian flows and semantic regions as shown in Figure 2.2. Importantly, in the absence
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(b) Gaussian Mixture Model [36] (c) Semantic Regions [8]
Figure 2.2: Examples of visual induced semantic representations of behaviours.
of manual annotations, semantic representation can be learned from visual data in an unsuper-
vised way [30, 9, 36, 8, 102]. The procedure of semantic grouping is often framed as learning
statistical models, e.g. Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM), Hidden Markov Model (HMM) and
Topic Model. The learned semantic behaviours are frequently referred to as motion pattern [36]
or topics [30, 9] in the literature.
Clustering from trajectory
Trajectory cluster is able to group observed trajectories into clusters and then statistical motion
patterns are learned within trajectory clusters [31, 103, 104, 105]. For modelling motion patterns
from trajectories, Hu et al.[31] employed two layer clustering with spatial and temporal cues
respectively. Within each subset of trajectories, a series of gaussian distributions are fitted to each
state of the trajectory. The number of clusters is determined by Tighness and separation criterion
[106]. When trajectories are considered piecewisely, Lee et al.[104] proposed to cluster sub-
trajectories to discover sub-trajectory clusters. Overall, clustering trajectories supports further
modelling of statistical model for behaviour analysis.
Mixture Model
Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) is a powerful probabilistic graphical model for modelling mo-
tion pattern due to its ability to modelling arbitrary distributions and low computation cost. GMM
has been proposed to represent motion pattern by Saleemi et al.[36] and Khokhar et al.[40] where
a motion pattern is represented by the combination of several weighted Gaussian distributions.
The GMM is learned from raw optical flow results by Kmeans clustering and Maximum Likeli-
hood Estimation. The benefit of this method is that it not only provide a positional information
of a motion pattern, e.g. vehicles turning left at the junction, but also give probability of what is
going to happen next (usually given as speed and direction) conditioned on current position.
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Bayes Network
Bayes network (BN) has been widely utilised for modelling statistical motion patterns/models.
As a directed graphic model, BN is able to capture the dependencies between states, e.g. the
location of vehicles, of motion procedures. As a dynamic BN, Hidden Markov Model (HMM)
has been widely used to model temporal evolution of state [107]. Augmented Hidden Markov
Model(AHMM) have been applied to model probabilistic spatio-temporal regularities for pro-
viding visual expectations and selective attention [108]. HMM was also adopted [70] to handle
time normalisation of motion event.
Probabilistic Topic Model
Probabilistic topic model (PTM) is a more recent approach towards modelling local activities
[30, 9, 32]. PTM originated in natural language processing with lots of variants, e.g. Probabilis-
tic Latent Semantic Index (pLSI) [109], Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [110] and Hierarchi-
cal Dirichlet Process (HDP) [111]. Topics as distributions over individual words are discovered
by PTM from a collection of documents. Frequently co-ocurring words are more likely to be
grouped into the same topic. PTM was first introduced to modelling activities in videos by treat-
ing quantized motion feature, e.g. encoded optical flow and foreground pixels/cells, as ‘words’
and short video clips as ‘documents’ [30]. The discovered ‘topics’ group frequently co-occurring
cells and correspond to semantic meaningful actions, e.g. horizontal/vertical traffic flow [30].
With the discovered topics, video clips are further represented as profiles (fixed length vectors)
on discovered topics. With the profile on same set of topics, video clips from the same scene at
different time are comparable and can be used for further analysis. Within this framework, Wang
et al.[30] adopted LDA and HDP to model both traffic junction and indoor crowds and achieved
video segmentation, anomaly detection and semantic query. To further model the temporal rela-
tion between behaviours, Hospedales et al.[9] extended conventional LDA with a markov chain.
The ordering of behaviour are thus encoded in this model.
In general, PTM models depending on pixel-based motion features are in particular robust to
crowd and occluded scenes where tracking is not reliable. However, all of the existing studies
operate within a specific scene. Models learned from one scene can not be re-used on or benefit
new scenes due to the unique topics. Because of the importance of multi-scene understanding,
this thesis proposes a novel multi-scene understanding approach and experiments on multi-scene
urban surveillance network in Chapter 4.
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(b) Human action attributes [20]
Figure 2.3: Examples of attributes for animal (AWA) with attributes dataset and human action
dataset.
2.2.2 Manually Annotated Semantics
Instead of learning semantic representations from visual data, manually defining a list of se-
mantics for visual data is an alternative way to construct semantic representation of visual data.
Attribute, in particular, has been the dominating way to this goal.
Attribute
Attributes are manually annotated binary semantic labels. As illustrated in Figure 2.3, they usu-
ally define visual distinctive features in image [39] or atomic actions in videos [20] which are
both semantic meaningful and can transcend beyond high-level categories. Manually labelled at-
tributes have been proved to assist visual recognition tasks [20], in particular, transferring knowl-
edge across categories (zero-shot learning) [39]. Defined as binary labels, representing visual
content based on attributes is often realised as learning per-attribute classifier. Specifically, SVM
classifiers have been trained for each attributes on training data [39, 20], visual contents are then
represented as the probability prediction of classifiers. However, attributes are manually anno-
tated and thus suffer from: (1) the difficulty of determining an appropriate ontology of attributes;
(2) prohibitive annotation cost, in particular for videos due to their spatio-temporal nature [20];
and (3) labelling each video with a large vocabulary of attributes is particularly costly and am-
biguous in contrast to annotating images [39]. All of these issues have inspired people to discover
more readily available semantic representations by learning from textual data.
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2.2.3 Text Induced Semantics
Apart from manually labelled attributes, unsupervised semantics have been applied to video be-
haviour analysis [26, 22, 23]. In particular, text induced semantics becomes the prevailing method
due to the extensive research in natural language processing (NLP) and zero-cost in transferring
text induced semantics to visual analysis. In text induced semantics, vector representation of
words and phrases are usually learned from text corpora e.g. wikipedia document [24, 25] and
video metadata [23]. We owe the benefit of learning from text to the semantic meaningful rep-
resentation of each individual word or phrase. In contrast to the visual induced semantics, the
textual semantics can work in conjunction with manually annotations e.g. category names, video
descriptions, to facilitate learning problems beyond standard supervised learning.
Word-Vector
Word-vector [24] among many NLP models was proposed to learn vectorized representations of
individual words or phrases. This model builds a vector for each tokenized word/phrase from
large text corpus. A skip-gram model is adopted to predict the surrounding words given current
word. The by-product of this optimization is the vector representations for all tokenized words.
By exploiting the co-occurrence of words within a context, the Global Vectors for Words Repre-
sentation (GloVe) [25] was proposed to learn vector representations of words. The GloVe model
defines a weighted square loss between the co-occurrence of words and exponentialized inner
product between word vectors. The vectors can be learned via gradient-based methods.
While, individual word can be represented by a semantic meaningful vector, it is revealed
in Mikolov et al.[24] that vectors for compound names/phrases can be achieved by summing
up word-vectors of individual words. Good performance in reasoning analogies e.g. ‘Ger-
many’:‘Berlin’::‘France’:‘Paris’ (see Figure 2.4) suggest the efficacy of additive constructing
phrase vectors. However, sentence consisting of multiple words are hardly meaningful when
summing up each individual words [112]. Describing visual content with a sentence of frag-
mented words are commonly referred to as metadata [2]. In order to construct semantic repre-
sentation for such more complex textual descriptions, people have considered alternative models
based on bag-of-words representation of sentences and learn topic models to reduce data dimen-
sion [23] and more intuitively training a sentence vector model [112].
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Figure 2.4: Two dimensional projection of word-vectors. This figure illustrates the ability to
reason the concept of ‘capital’ after training on large text corpus [24].
Topic Model
Topic model [110, 113, 114] has been studied for learning vectorized representations for docu-
ments or sentences. There are two genres of topic models in terms of mathematical formation in-
cluding probabilistic topic model, as introduced in the previous section, and matrix factorisation.
Both topic models aim to group frequently co-occurring words into topics and then represent a
document as a profile or distribution on topics. In particular, given word-document matrix the
matrix factorisation models factorise into the product of two low-rank matrices, word-topic and
topic-document. The conventional Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) [113] solves this low-rank
factorisation with singular value decomposition (SVD). The first unitary matrix is the word-topic
representation and the last unitary matrix is the approximation of document in terms of topics. To
enable modelling large scale dataset, Wang et al.[114] framed the factorisation as a regularised
low-rank decomposition with L1 norm regularizor on topic term. The model can be efficiently
solved with gradient method.
Word-Net
In contrast to mining semantics from text corpus, Word-Net is a large English lexical database
which organises words in groups (synsets) [115]. Word-Net is notably exploited for the graph
structure which provides direct relatedness measurement between words according to the tree
structure [116]. The extensiveness and hierarchical structure makes Word-Net suitable for word-
sense disambiguation, information retrieval and text classification. However, Word-Net as a
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taxonomy, is naturally not able to provide an explicit vectorized representation.
2.3 Video Behaviour Analysis
Video behaviour analysis is a central issue to social interaction and communication [1]. In this
section, we briefly review the general tasks of video behaviour analysis involved in this thesis. In
particular, we are interested in three sub-categories of behaviour analysis - surveillance behaviour
analysis and human action analysis and crowd behaviour analysis.
2.3.1 Video Surveillance Analysis
The widespread use of public space CCTV camera systems has generated unprecedented amounts
of data which can easily overwhelm human operators due to the sheer length of the surveillance
videos and the large number of surveillance videos captured at different locations concurrently.
This has motivated numerous studies into automated means to model, understand, and exploit
this data. Some of the key tasks addressed by automated surveillance video analysis include: (1)
scene understanding to reveal what are the typical activities and behaviours in the surveilled space
[30, 9, 31, 32, 33]; (2) behaviour query by example, allowing the operator to search for similar
occurrences to a specified example behaviour [30]; (3) supervised learning to classify/annotate
activities or behaviours if events of interest are annotated in a training dataset [9]; (4) video
summarisation to give an operator a semantic overview of a long video in a short period of time
[34]; and (5) anomaly detection to highlight to an operator the most unusual events in a recording
period [30, 9, 31]. In this section, we review each task respectively.
Scene Understanding
Scene understanding is largely based on learning induced semantic representations from visual
data. Specifically, given long training video content, one can learn typical activities and be-
haviours in an unsupervised way. Given object-based motion feature available e.g. object track-
ing, people model behaviours for example by Hidden Markov Model (HMM) [31, 72], Gaussian
Process [117], clustering [118] and stochastic context-free grammars [119]. Given aerial view
surveillance scene with sparse behaviour density, one is able to extract reliable tracking results.
Due to this reason, we conduct multi-object tracking to extract object-based motion and learn
activities as Gaussian Mixture Model in Chapter 3. For crowded and occluded scenes, it is often
easier to extract pixel-based motion features such as optical flow. With the pixel-based mo-
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tion feature people have widely utilised probabilistic topic model (PTM) for modelling activities
[30, 9, 32, 8]. For this reason, we compute optical flow as motion feature and train latent dirichlet
allocation (LDA) on bag of words encoded visual feature in Chapter 4 to discover visual topics
where each topic corresponds to one type of action.
However, all of these studies operate within-scene rather than modelling globally distributed
scenes and discovering shared actions. Despite the benefit of modelling multiple scenes simulta-
neously, as stated in Section 1.3.1, very few efforts have been dedicated to multi-scene modelling.
To recognise the same activity from another viewpoint, Khorkhar et al.[40] proposed a geomet-
ric transformation based method to align two events, represented as Gaussian mixtures, before
computing their similarity. This model was then used for cross-scene event classification. Nev-
ertheless, the cross-scene matching is designed for a pair of events or actions and is not suitable
for modelling multiple scenes at the same time.
In the context of static image (rather than dynamic scene) understanding [120, 121], studies
have clustered images by appearance similarity. However, this does not apply directly to surveil-
lance scenes because the background is no longer stationary nor uniform, e.g. building and road
appearance, are visually salient but can vary significantly between surveillance scenes at different
locations. It is not reliable to relate surveillance scenes based on appearance.
Video Query
Video query has always been an important issue in surveillance applications [122, 30]. Hu et
al.[122] used trajectories to learn an activity model and construct semantic indices for video
databases. Wang et al.[30] represents video clips as topic profiles and measures similarity be-
tween query and candidate clips as relative entropy. Retrieved clips are sorted according to the
distance to the query. However none of these techniques take a multi-scene scenario into con-
sideration, where query examples are selected in one scene and candidate clips can be retrieved
from other scenes at different locations.
Related to video query, video behaviour annotation/classification has been addressed in the
literature [30], also in terms of video segmentation [123]. However, these approaches are typi-
cally domain/scene-specific, which means that each scene needs extensive annotation of training
data; where ideally labels should instead be borrowed from semantically related scenes. Although
a recent study [40] recognised events across scenes at the activity level, scene level behaviour
classification, and dealing with a heterogeneous database of scenes is still an open problem.
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Video Summarisation
Video summarisation has received much attention in the literature in recent years due to the need
to digest large quantities of video for efficient review by users. A detailed review can be found
in [124]. There are a variety of approaches to summarisation, varying both in how the summary
is represented/composed, and how the task is formalised in terms of what type of redundancy
should be compressed.
In general, summaries have been composed by: static keyframes that represent the summary
as a collection of selected key-frames [125], dynamic skimming which composes a summary
based on a collection of selected clips, and more recently synopsis. Synopsis [126, 34] temporally
re-orders (spatially non-overlapping) activities from the original video into a temporally compact
summary video by shifting activity tubes temporally so they occur more densely. Moreover, the
objective of summarisation can be formalised in various ways: to show all foreground activity
in the shortest time [126], to minimise the reconstruction error between the summary and the
original video, to show at least one example of every typical behaviour, or more abstractly to
achieve the highest rating in a user study [125].
As the number of scenes grows, multi-view summarisation becomes increasingly important
to help operators monitor activities in numerous scenes. However, multi-view summarisation is
much less studied compared to that of single view. Lou et al.[127] adopted multi-view video
coding to deal with multi-view video compression, but did not tackle the more challenging com-
pression of semantic redundancy. Fu et al.[128] addressed generating concise multi-view video
summaries by multi-objective optimisation for generating representative summary clips. Re-
cently, De Leo et al.[129] proposed a multi-camera video summarisation framework which sum-
marises at the level of activity motif [130]. Due to the severe occlusion, far-field of view and
high density activities in surveillance videos, none of the existing techniques solve the problem
of distributed multi-scene surveillance video summarisation.
In Chapter 4, we pursue video summarisation from the perspective of selecting the smallest
set of representative video clips that still have good coverage of all the behaviours in a collection
of scenes. Such multi-scene summarisation compresses redundancy across scenes as well as
within scenes. This corresponds to an application scenario where the user tasked with monitoring
a set of cameras wants an overview of all the behaviours that occurred in a set of video streams
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during a recording period regardless the source of the video recordings, which typically come
from different locations. This perspective on summarisation is attractive because it makes sense
of video content indepedent of location and local context. This offers a more holistic conceptual
summarisation in a global context as compared to summarisation as visualisation of a single
scene in a local context such as video synopsis.
2.3.2 Human Action Analysis
Video human action recognition is now a vast and established area in computer vision and pattern
recognition due to the wide application in video surveillance, interaction between human and
electronic devices. Extensive surveys of this area are conducted by Aggarwal and Ryoo [3] and
Poppe[63]. The general tasks for human action analysis mainly include action recognition and
event detection. For action recognition, we summarise as discriminating an action video into
a pre-defined set of classes [12, 4, 5]. For event detection, we conclude as given query event
category, e.g. ‘attempting a board trick’, detection algorithm returns a list of videos from the
database where related videos are expected to be ranked higher than non-related ones [6, 2]. In
this section, we briefly review the most popular human action dataset and event dataset.
Human Action Recognition
Human action recognition has received considerable study in recent years due to the potential
application in video surveillance, human computer interaction and video content retrieval. The
general task for action recognition is to discriminate action videos into one or more pre-defined
categories. The state-of-the-art in action recognition owes to the development of densely tracking
points and compute appearance and motion descriptors, namely the dense trajectory [15]. As an
emerging learning strategy, deep learning models have been developed for action video recog-
nition and achieve remarkable performance [68]. Since the state-of-the-art video features have
been introduced in Section 2.1.1, in this section, we focus on the development of Video datasets
for action recognition recognition. We give a summary of human action datasets in Table 2.1.
Early datasets focus on simple and isolated human actions performed by a single person, e.g.
KTH [12] (2004) and Weizmann [16] (2005) datasets. Both datasets were manually recorded
with low-resolution, fixed camera and clean background. Though these videos are far from real
world applications, they have inspired continuous research into human action recognition. Due
to the growth of internet video sharing, e.g. YouTube and Vimeo, action datasets collection has
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shifted from manual recording to online repositories. The more recent human action datasets are
mostly collected from YouTube and Vimeo, e.g. OlympicSports [7], HMDB51 [4] and UCF101
[5] and from movies, e.g. Hollywood/Hollywood 2 dataset [17]. These human action videos are
closer to realistic applications due to non-static camera, cluttered background, untrimmed videos
and multi-person interaction. All these attributes make the recognition task more challenging.
Nevertheless, the size of most contemporary action datasets are still limited, e.g. UCF101 with
101 classes and 13K videos. The size of dataset has prevented it from benefiting from deep
learning techniques. In order to train deep models for action recognition, Karpathy et al.[67] pro-
posed the Sports-1M dataset with over 1 million action videos which are, however, not manually
labelled. Another large-scale human action dataset - Fudan-Columbia Video Dataset (FCVID)
[18] was proposed to facilitate deep model training with manually labelled 90K videos.
Table 2.1: A summary of human action datasets
Dataset #Class #Videos Year Camera Source
KTH [12] 6 600 2004 Static Manual Recorded
Weizmann [16] 9 81 2005 Static Manual Recorded
Hollywood 2 [17] 12 1,787 2009 Dynamic Movie
OlympicSports [7] 16 800 2010 Dynamic YouTube
HMDB51 [4] 51 6,766 2011 Dynamic Movie and YouTube
UCF101 [5] 101 13,320 2012 Dynamic YouTube
Sports-1M [67] 487 1,133,158 2014 Dynamic YouTube
FCVID [18] 239 91,223 2015 Dynamic YouTube
Event Datasets
To recognise more complex events with interactions between people and objects, event datasets
including Columbia Consumer Video dataset (CCV) [6] and the TRECVID Multimedia Event
Detection (MED) dataset [2] have been developed. In contrast to human action dataset, multime-
dia event dataset are more temporally unregulated, i.e. event videos are long and unsegmented.
Moreover, event detection is often evaluated for ranking performance in contrast to classification
in action recognition. Here, event detection refers to video retrieval which returns a ranking of
videos in the gallery given a query.
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2.3.3 Crowd Behaviour Analysis
Crowd analysis is one of the central topics in computer vision research for surveillance [65].
There are a variety of tasks including: (1) crowd density estimation and person counting [131,
132]; (2) crowd tracking [133, 37]; and (3) crowd behaviour recognition [134, 30, 10]. There are
several challenges in crowd behaviour analysis. First of all, one requires both informative and
robust visual features from crowd videos. Although simple optical flow [37, 36], tracklets [135,
136], or a combination of motion and static features [8] have been adopted. None of them is both
informative and robust. More desirable scene-level features can be further constructed from these
low-level features, using probabilistic topic models [30] or Gaussian mixtures [36]. However,
these mid-level representations are mostly scene-specific, with a few exceptions such as Khokhar
et al.[40] who model multiple scenes to learn a scene-independent representation. Secondly,
for recognition in different scenes, existing methods rely heavily upon the assumption of the
availability of sufficient observations (a large number of repetitions with variations) from these
scenes in order to either learn behaviour models from scratch [30, 8, 36], or inherit models from
related scenes [40]. To generalise models across scenes, studies have proposed scene-invariant
crowd/group descriptors inspired by socio-psychological and biological research [38], and more
recently from deep neural network [10]. In addition to these purpose-built crowd features, dense
trajectory features [15] capturing both dynamic (motion boundary) and static textural information
have also been adopted for crowd analysis [10]. For learning a scene-invariant model, the method
of Shao et al.[10] requires extensive manual annotation of crowd attributes: The WWW crowd
video dataset [10] has 94 attributes captured by over 10,000 annotated crowd videos, where each
crowd video is annotated with multiple attributes. The effort required for annotating these videos
is huge. This poses significant challenge to scale up the annotation of any larger video dataset
from diverse domains. Thirdly, often the most interesting crowd behaviour is also novel in a
given scene/domain. That is, the particular behavioural attribute has not been seen previously in
that domain. To address these challenges, in Chapter 7 we explore a different approach to crowd
behaviour recognition, by which crowd attribute context is learned from a large body of text
descriptions rather than relying on exhaustive visual annotations, and this semantic contextual
knowledge is exploited for zero-shot recognition of novel crowd behavioural attributes without
labelled training samples.
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2.4 Learning Strategies
We review different learning strategies involved in video behaviour analysis. Specifically, we are
interested in action recognition in zero-shot scenario, multi-task learning, domain adaptation and
multi-label learning.
2.4.1 Zero-Shot Learning
Zero-shot learning aims to achieve dynamic construction of classifiers for novel classes at testing
time based on semantic descriptors provided by humans or existing knowledge bases, rather than
labelled examples. This approach was popularised by the early studies [137, 138, 19]. Since
then numerous studies have been motivated to investigate ZSL due to the scalability barrier of
exhaustive annotation for supervised learning, and the desire to emulate the human ability to
learn from description with few or no examples.
ZSL Architectures
Various architectures have been proposed for zero-shot recognition of novel classes given test-
ing data. Sequential architectures [19, 139, 22, 20, 140, 141, 43] setup visual-semantic clas-
sifiers/regressors to predict semantic representations of testing data, followed by a recognition
function, e.g. nearest neighbour. The visual-semantic mapping is often learned from training data
of known categories and assumed to generalise, and the semantic representation of unknown cat-
egories are given by the human or external knowledge. Converging architectures [29, 142, 45, 42]
setup energy functions which are positive when visual data and semantic representation is from
the same class and negative otherwise. The most widely adopted energy function is a bilinear
mapping [29, 45, 42]. Square loss [45] or ranking loss [29, 42] are then employed to learn the
mapping. In the testing phase, the energy is computed between testing data and unknown cate-
gories and the label for testing data is determined by unknown class with the largest energy score.
In Chapter 5 and 6, we adopt a sequential regression approach for simplicity and efficiency of
closed-form (rather than the iterative solution of energy-function approaches), and amenability
to adaptation to exploiting the unlabelled data manifold.
Attribute Embeddings
The most intuitive intermediate representation for ZSL has been attributes, where categories are
specified in terms of a vector of binary [19, 20, 140] or continuous [139, 29, 45] attributes. How-
ever, this approach suffers inherently from the need to agree upon a universal attribute ontology,
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and the scalability barrier of manually defining each new class in terms of an attribute ontology
that grows with breadth of classes considered [139, 29].
Word-Vector Embeddings
While other representations including taxonomic [29], co-occurence [143, 144, 23] and template-
based [137] have been considered, word-vector space ZSL [22, 29, 141, 43, 42] has emerged as
the most effective unsupervised alternative to attributes. In this approach, the semantic class
representation is generated automatically from word-vector embedding which is learned from
unstructured text knowledge bases such as the Wikipedia [24]. This can be more intuitively un-
derstood as encoding each class name in terms of a vector describing its co-occurance frequency
with other terms in a text corpus [141]. In sequential architectures the final recognition is typi-
cally performed with nearest neighbour (NN) matching of the predicted class descriptor [141, 43]
or the improved graph label propagation [22].
Zero-Shot Learning for Action Recognition
Despite clear appeal from ZSL, few studies have considered it for action recognition. Early
attribute-centric studies took latent SVM [20] and topic model [139, 140] approaches, neither
of which are very scalable for large video datasets. Thus more recent studies have started to
consider unsupervised embeddings including semantic relatedness [143] and word-vectors [26].
However, most prior ZSL action recognition studies do not evaluate against a wide range of
realistic set of contemporary action recognition benchmarks, restricting themselves to a single
dataset of USAA [139, 140], Olympic Sports [20] or UCF101 [145, 143]. In Chapter 5 and 6,
we fully explore word-vector-based zero-shot action recognition, and demonstrate its superiority
to attribute-based approaches, despite the latter’s supervised ontology construction.
Zero-Shot Learning for Event Detection
In contrast to action recognition, another line of work on the related task of event detection
typically deals with temporally longer multimedia videos. The most widely studied test is the
TRECVID Multimedia Event Detection (MED) benchmark [2]. In the TRECVID 2013 zero-shot
MED task (MED 0EK), 20 events are to be detected among a 27K video (Test Set MED) with no
positive examples of each test event available for training. Existing studies [101, 146] typically
discover a ‘concept space’ by extracting frequent terms with pruning in video metadata (per-video
text description) and learning concept classifiers on the 10K video Research Set. Then for each
of the 20 events to be detected, a query is generated as a concept vector from the metadata of the
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event (textual description of event) [101] or an event classifier is learned on 10 positive examples
of the testing event [146]. The testing videos are finally tested against the concept classifiers and
then matched to the query as inner product between concept detection scores and query concepts
[101] or through the event classifier [146]. These approaches rely on two assumptions: (1) a large
concept training pool (10K video) with per-video textual description annotated by experts; and
(2) a detailed description of the event to be detected is needed to generate the query. For example
a typical event description includes the name - ‘Birthday Party’, Explication - ‘A birthday in
this context is the anniversary of a person’s birth etc’, Object/People - ‘Decorations, birthday
cake, candles, gifts, etc’. Since detailed per-video annotations and detailed descriptions of event
types are not widely available in other video databases, in Chapter 5 we focus on exploring
the TRECVID task with the more challenging but also more broadly applicable setting of event
name-driven training and queries only. In another words, we aim to detect complex event by only
providing the name, e.g. ‘Birthday Party’ without naming the Object, Background, etc.
2.4.2 Multi-Task Learning
As establishing the mapping between visual feature and semantic representations is the key to the
success of zero-shot action recognition, performance can be further boosted with better general-
isable mapping. Multi-Task Learning (MTL) [41] aims to improve generalisation performance
of the visual-to-semantic mapping by modelling and exploiting the shared knowledge across
the tasks. Various sharing structures have been proposed to model the relations between tasks.
An early study [61] proposed to model the weight vector for each task t as a sum of a shared
global task w0 and task specific parameter vector wt . However, the assumption of a globally
shared underlying task is too strong, and risks inducing negative transfer [41]. This motivates
the Grouping and Overlapping Multi-Task Learning (GOMTL) [62] framework which instead
assumes that each task’s weight vector is a task-specific combination of a smaller set of latent
basis tasks. This constrains the parameters of all tasks to lie on the lower dimensional manifold.
MTL methods have been studied for action recognition [147, 49, 148, 149]. However, all of
these studies focus on improving standard supervised action recognition with multi-task sharing.
For example, considering each of multiple views [148, 149], feature modalities [49], or – most
obviously – action categories [147] as different tasks. In Chapter 6, we take a very different
approach and treat each dimension of the visual-semantic mapping as a task, in order to leverage
MTL to improve source-target generalisation across the disjoint target categories. Finally, we
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note that the use of MTL to learn the visual-to-semantic mapping provides a further benefit of
a lower-dimensional space in which zero-shot recognition can be better performed due to being
more meaningful for NN matching [60].
2.4.3 Domain Adaptation
Domain shift is a widely studied problem in transfer learning [41], although it is usually induced
by sampling bias [150, 151] or sensor change [152] rather than the disjoint categories in ZSL.
Numerous techniques have been proposed to tackle the domain shift issue. However, most works
focus on domain adaptation in standard supervised problems where both the source and target la-
bels are available. This assumption is too demanding for zero-shot scenario where target domain
training data is not available or not labelled during the training stage. We, therefore, provide a
very initial review on domain adaptation in the context of zero-shot learning.
Importance weighting
Importance weighting (IW) [58, 151] has been one of the main adaptation techniques to address
this issue. The idea behind these techniques is to align the source with the target data to maximise
performance on the target data. Importantly the prior work in this area is designed for the standard
domain transfer problem in a supervised learning setting [153], while in Chapter 6 we are the first
to generalise it to the zero-shot learning scenario. The IW technique we generalise is related to
another domain adaptation approach based on discovering a feature mapping to minimise the
Maximum Mean Discrepancy (MMD) [154, 155] between distributions. However MMD, is less
appropriate for us due to focus on feature mapping rather than instance reweighing, and our
expectation is that only subsets of auxiliary instances will be relevant to the target rather than the
holistic auxiliary set.
Hubness Correction
Hubness is an intrinsic problem in high dimensional data space [46, 156, 157]. In the context
of zero-shot learning, hubs are informally defined as the novel categories, referred to as testing
prototypes, with high affinity or low distance to many other testing data in the semantic em-
bedding space. With the hubness phenomenon, applying simple nearest neighbour classifier to
zero-shot categories would result in many false assigning to hub categories. To mitigate hubness
effect, Dinu et al.[46] proposed a simple approach based on the global distribution of testing
data. Instead of directly matching testing data to category prototypes, the original distance, e.g.
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cosine distance, is replaced by the normalised distance w.r.t. each category prototype or the rank
of testing sample w.r.t. each category. With this preprocessing, hub categories can be signifi-
cantly reduced. Alternative to the ranking correction, Fu et al.[158] proposed a adapting method
to adjust the testing category prototypes in accordance with the distribution of testing data. This
method is termed as self-training. Specifically, self-training selects the k nearest neighbours (knn)
of each category w.r.t. testing data. The selected testing data are averaged to replace the original
category prototype. Nearest neighbour matching is then performed with the new prototypes. The
selection of parameter K in knn is vital to the success of zero-shot recognition.
Overall, domain adaptation in zero-shot context is still insufficiently studied though has the
potential to improve zero-shot learning substantially. Importantly, all of the existing zero-shot
domain adaptation techniques are transductive i.e. requiring the access to testing data or cate-
gories. This is still a very strong assumption in open world zero-shot recognition problems where
there is unlimited testing data and testing categories are not pre-defined.
2.4.4 Multi-Label Learning
Multi-label learning (MLL) studies the problem of learning and associating each instance with
multiple labels [53]. The traditional assumption of machine learning problems are mostly fo-
cused on single-label learning (SLL) where each sample is associated with only one positive
label. Therefore models/classifiers are usually learned separately for each individual category.
As opposed to SLL, the multi-label nature encodes the relation between multiple labels and thus
enables a way to jointly learn multiple categories to improve learning efficacy. In this section, we
firstly briefly review the prevailing ideas for multi-label learning in the conventional supervised
learning scenario. Then we give a study of the integration of multi-label learning and zero-shot
learning which is an intermediate area largely overlooked by the researchers in MLL and ZSL.
Conventional Multi-Label Learning
MLL [53] is the task of assigning a single instance simultaneously to multiple categories. MLL
can be decomposed into a set of independent single-label problems to avoid the complication of
label correlation [159, 160]. Although this is computationally efficient, ignoring label correla-
tion produces sub-optimal recognition. Directly tackling the joint multi-label problem through
considering all possible label combinations is intractable, as the size of the output space and
the required training data grow exponentially w.r.t. the number of unique labels [161]. As a
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compromise, tractable solutions to correlated multi-label prediction typically involve consider-
ing pairwise label correlations [162, 163, 164], e.g. using conditional random fields (CRF)s.
However, all existing methods require to learn these pairwise label correlations in advance from
the statistics of large labelled datasets. Though this assumption does hold in conventional super-
vised learning, it would nevertheless fail on zero-shot learning scenario where testing categories
are observed during the training stage at all. In the following section, we discuss the development
of multi-label prediction for labels without any existing annotated datasets from which to extract
co-occurrence statistics, i.e. multi-label zero-shot learning.
Multi-Label Zero-Shot Learning
Although zero-shot learning is now quite a well studied topic, only a few studies have considered
multi-label zero-shot learning (MLZSL) [27, 144]. Joint multi-label prediction is challenging be-
cause conventional multi-label models require pre-computing the label co-occurrence statistics,
which is not available in the ZSL setting. The study given by Fu et al.[27] proposed a Direct
Multi-label zero-shot Prediction (DMP) model. This method synthesises a power-set of poten-
tial testing label vectors so that visual features projected into this space can be matched against
every possible combination of testing labels with simple NN matching. This is analogous to di-
rectly considering the jointly multi-label problem, which is intractable due to the size of the label
power-set growing exponentially (2n) with the number of labels being considered. An alternative
study was provided by Mensink et al.[144]. Although applicable to the multi-label setting, this
method used co-occurrence statistics as the semantic bridge between visual features and class
names, rather than jointly predicting multiple-labels that can disambiguate each other. A related
problem is to jointly predict multiple attributes when attributes are used as the semantic embed-
ding for ZSL [165]. In this case, the correlations of mid-level attributes, which are multi-labelled,
are exploited in order to improve single-label ZSL, rather than the inter-class correlation being
exploited to improve multi-label ZSL.
As discussed, MLZSL is still an under explored learning strategy because of the nature of
disjoint training and testing categories. The key challenges to the success of MLZSL is to predict
the relation between testing categories based on the knowledge of seen training classes. To solve
this problem, we propose to encode the relation between categories via a mapping and semantic
vectors of class names in Chapter 7. The mapping is learned on known categories and can be
transferred to novel/unseen categories to predict the relation. We tested this mechanism on crowd
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video attribute prediction and proved better performance than the conventional single-task zero-
shot learning strategies.
2.5 Summary
The previous sections have discussed the related works from different aspects. To summarise, we
discuss in this section how do the existing works relate to each individual problems addressed in
this thesis. In particular, we point out the limitations in the existing approaches compared with
our proposed approaches and briefly introduce the solutions in each chapter.
1. (Chapter 3) Cross-Scene Semantic Behaviour Recognition: Recognising semantic mean-
ingful behaviours, e.g. traffic going straight, in a view-invariant fashion is of particular
interest. Existing work [40] has studied the problem by estimating a homographic transfor-
mation to registrate motion events/patterns observed from different view angles. Though
a pair of semantic similar events observed from aerial views can be very well aligned the
problem of where to transfer is yet solved. In this chapter, we aim to propose a strat-
egy to automatically select the source domain where semantic labels can be transferred to
recognise target motion events under a homographic view point change.
2. (Chapter 4) Semantic Space Discovery for Multi-Scene Behaviour Analysis: Modelling
motion behaviours has been addressed by many existing works [30, 9, 32]. However, the
existing studies focus primarily on single scene analysis, i.e. training and testing on the
same scene. Other multi-scene models usually assume a topographically relation between
cameras [166]. In this chapter, we make no topographic assumptions between cameras but
instead analyse a large number of scenes collectively. By grouping scenes into clusters we
can discover a shared semantic representation and further achieve a number of multi-scene
surveillance tasks.
3. (Chapter 5) Semantic Space for Zero-Shot Action Recognition: Recognising human ac-
tions from social media videos is more challenging than analysing surveillance videos in
that it involves much more behaviour categories, unconstrained background and camera
motion. More importantly, the ever increasing number of action categories has lead to
very expensive data collection and annotation. The existing supervised action recognition
pipeline [15] has shown its weakness to generalise the known knowledge to help recog-
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nise new categories. In contrast, we advocate a zero-shot learning strategy to recognise
novel action categories via a semantic intermediate space. In particular, we propose to ex-
ploit an unsupervised word-vector embedding [24] rather than manually labelled attribute
embedding [39] to achieve this task.
4. (Chapter 6) Multi-Task Semantic Embedding with Prioritised Data Augmentation:
Traditional zero-shot learning model treats the visual-to-semantic mapping as multiple in-
dependent regression or classification problems [39, 26]. The correlations between dimen-
sions of word-vector or attributes are largely ignored. Moreover, training data are often
given uniform weight by existing models which is not optimal for recognising certain tar-
get action categories. In this chapter, we propose to model the visual-to-semantic mapping
as a multi-task regression problem in conjunction with selective training data weighting to
maximise the ability to generalise to recognising novel categories.
5. (Chapter 7) Zero-Shot Crowd Behaviour Analysis: Crowd behaviour analysis has been
a key task in surveillance applications. A traditional approach towards crowd behaviour
recognition is by annotating crowd attributes and train recognisers [10]. Nevertheless,
interesting crowd behaviours are often rare, e.g. violence. Thus it is difficult to collect
enough training data for learning a good crowd behaviour recogniser. In this chapter, we
propose to extend the zero-shot learning pipeline for crowd behaviour analysis. Impor-
tantly, we adapt the conventional zero-shot learning pipeline to multi-label scenario to




Cross-Scene Semantic Behaviour Recognition
Existing learning-based outdoor wide-area scene interpretation models suffer from requiring long
term data collection in order to acquire statistically sufficient model training samples for every
new scene [30, 36, 8]. This makes installation costly, prevents models from being easily relo-
cated. The challenge is how to re-use the knowledge learned from known/source scene to assist
the recognition of behaviours in target scenes with minimal effort to collect training data. To
tackle this challenge, this chapter first learns semantic action representation from trajectory data.
Then we adopt a geometrical matching approach to relate action models learned from a database
of source scenes to the target scene with a handful sparsely observed data in a new target scene.
This framework is capable of online sparse-shot anomaly detection and semantic action classifi-
cation in the unseen target scenes, without the need for extensive data collection, labelling and
online model training for each new target scene. Crucially, to provide cross-scene interpreta-
tion without risk of dramatic negative transfer, we introduce and formulate a scene association
criterion to quantify transferability of semantic actions from one scene to another. Extensive
experiments show the effectiveness of the proposed framework for cross-scene semantic action
classification, anomaly detection and scene association.
In the remainder of this chapter, we first introduce a probabilistic mixture model for object
trajectories and trajectory clusters (Section 3.1), followed by a view invariant distance metric for
action matching (Section 3.2). Moreover, we also show how to quantify cross-scene transferabil-
ity and select appropriate source scene for semantic action model transfer (Section 3.2.3). Fi-
nally, building on these two capabilities, we present a model for cross-scene sparse-shot anomaly
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Learning Semantic Actions in Source Scenes
Target Scene Selective Transfer Best Source Scene
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Figure 3.1: Source scene selection procedure: Learning semantic actions in each source scene
separately. Then select best source scene via transferability measurement in Eq (3.6).
detection and semantic action classification (Section 3.2.4).
3.1 Semantic Action Representation
We first make a clear definition of semantic space throughout this chapter. As we are trying to
model visually coherent and semantic meaningful motion patterns we can define the semantic
space as visually similar motion patterns. Examples are illustrated in Figure 3.3. Importantly, we
note these motion patterns have to be semantic meaningful under different viewpoints. So the mo-
tion patterns in the semantic space are homography-invariant. With this definition, homography-
invariant motion patterns are also termed as semantic actions in this chapter. Alternative motion
driven semantic actions are studied as well including semantic scene decomposition [8] and tra-
jectory clusters [31]. Among all these alternative definitions, motion pattern is superior in that it
can be represented as probablistic models. It makes direct comparison easier and allows geomet-
rical manipulation.
We construct semantic action representation as a probabilistic model from observed object
trajectories. Such semantic probabilistic model is often referred to as motion pattern/model in
the literature [36, 40]. We track each individual object, e.g., a vehicle in a traffic scene, using
a multi-object tracker [167]. Each trajectory T is represented by a sequence of coordinates and
time-stamps T = {(xi,yi, ti)}. Note that this representation keeps the directional information via
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time-stamp t. We filter broken trajectories with a threshold on minimum length.
3.1.1 Modelling Semantic Action
To learn a domain-specific semantic action in a given scene, we cluster object trajectories to ob-
tain typical motion patterns or events for the scene. Before clustering, we normalise trajectory
length. To that end, we employ the Douglas-Peucker algorithm [168] to segment the trajectory
at a set of control points. A re-sampled trajectory with a fixed number of points is then obtained
by linearly interpolating each interval between proximal control points. Given this pre-processed
set of length-normalised object motion trajectories, we over-cluster them using Fuzzy C means
(FCM) with Euclidean distance [70] into a large number of C0 clusters to ensure all modes of
object behaviour in the given scene are represented. For each cluster c = 1, . . . ,C0, we fit a Nk
component Gaussian mixture model (GMM) to the fixed length trajectories in that cluster. Each
trajectory cluster therefore has a probabilistic representation as gc(x) = ∑Nkk=1 wkN (x; µk,c,Σk,c)
(where µ and Σ are the mean and covariance of each GMM component). To reduce the computa-
tional burden, we eliminate redundant clusters from the over-clustering FCM step by computing
pairwise KLD (see Section 3.2) between each cluster, and applying self-tuning spectral clustering
[169] to determine automatically the optimal number C of motion patterns (trajectory clusters)
representing the typical motion events in the scene. This over-clustering followed by pruning
process ensures that all the modes of variability in the scene are represented. Without this, direct
clustering can result in the most common trajectory types dominating and less-common motion
events not being modelled.
3.1.2 Modelling Individual Event
Now, we need to establish a probabilistic representation of an individual run-time object event/trajectory
to interpret under the semantic actions defined in the previous section. Here, we define the event
as an individual trajectory while the semantic action as an abstracted behaviour learned from a
collection of observed trajectories. We define a GMM for each event by a Gaussian centred on
each observation [x j,y j, t j] with diagonal covariance. x and y variance are set to the bounding-box
size – since the object centre is somewhere in the bounding box – and t variance set to σt so to
reflect maximum expected speed.
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3.2 Cross-Scene Transfer of Semantic Actions and Events
Given the proposed probabilistic representation of semantic actions and events, we now describe
a similarity measure to compare semantic action and an event. We first describe the within-
scene case before generalising to the across-scene case which needs to account for the potentially
different scene geometries.
3.2.1 Within-Scene Comparisons
To quantify the similarity between an event and a semantic action, we exploit the Kullback-
Leibler Divergence [40] (KLD) which measures the similarity between probabilistic distribu-
tions. The KLD between two distributions gm(x) and gt(x) is:








Since there is no analytical solution for the KLD in the case of GMMs distributions, we
employ a Monte Carlo approximation [170]. Nm points xm = [xm,ym, tm] are sampled from gm(x)













A trajectory cluster typically has larger variance than an individual trajectory, the forward
KLD is usually much greater than the backward KLD. To obtain a more stable similarity met-
ric suitable for comparing both trajectories and clusters, we utilise the average of forward and




(KLD(gm || gt)+KLD(gt || gm)) (3.3)
3.2.2 Cross-Scene Mapping
We are ultimately interested in cross-scene event and semantic action comparison. For wide
area surveillance, semantically equivalent actions differ only in their view geometry, but are
equivalent under an geometric similarity transformation H (a 3× 3 matrix). That is, the same,
or two semantically equivalent actions/events viewed from differing angles cannot be compared
directly unless the translation, scaling and rotation (H) that relates them is known. Therefore we
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define a distance measure capable of comparing an event and semantic action across different
view-points which should be invariant to the similarity transform H relating them.
We quantify the view-invariant distance DH(gm,gt) = KLD(gm||gHt ) under the similarity
transformation H. Here gHt indicates geometric transformation of the motion model gt(x) by H.
The optimal transformation H∗ is the one that maximises their similarity. For GMMs models
under the distance approximation Eq. (3.2), this corresponds to maximising the likelihood of










wkN (xm;Hµk,HΣkHT ). (3.4)
As in Khokhar et al.[40], we approximately optimise Eq. (3.4) by proxy of alternating estimating
point correspondences using the Hungarian algorithm [171], and directly fitting H given fixed
correspondences [172] (illustrated in Figure 3.2). This is necessary because without correspon-
dence least-squares transformation estimation (LSE) is meaningless, but correspondence cannot
be estimated unless the two patterns are in alignment.
In contrast to Khokhar et al.[40], there are three notable differences: (1) we do not need
the path-context information required to avoid the local minima problem in Khokhar et al.[40].
This is because the local minima is in fact a mismatch in temporal order, whereas in our case
the temporal information is already modelled by the third (time) dimension of our probabilistic
trajectory model; (2) we use the Hungarian-LSE alternation of Khokhar et al.[40] to get an initial
condition, followed by direct optimisation for Eq. (3.4) using BFGS [173]. This is a better solu-
tion than solely optimising Eq. (3.4) by proxy [40], because there is no formal relation between
the alternation and Eq. (3.4); and (3) finally, for our final distance metric between event and se-
mantic action, both within and across scenes, we use the symmetrical KL-Divergence (Eq. (3.5))














The methods described in this section enable cross-scene (similarity transform invariant)
comparison of events and actions. However the central issue with exploiting this capability in
practice is that these comparisons are only useful / meaningful if the scenes across which they
are being compared are semantically related. This is a fundamental question unaddressed by the
model of [40]. We shall address this problem next.

























































Figure 3.2: Cross-scene trajectory matching process. From left to right, two trajectory point sets
are corresponded by the Hungarian algorithm, then a transformation is estimated based on the
correspondence. The transformation is obtained by iterating this process.
3.2.3 Transferability Measurement
In this section, we describe how to quantify transferability between domains in order to effec-
tively exploit the cross-scene comparisons introduced in the previous section and hence achieve
fully automatic sparse-shot cross-scene classification and anomaly detection. This question of
‘from where’ to transfer is a known hard problem in transfer learning [41]. Relating one scene
to an irrelevant scene typically results in worse performance than no transfer at all (negative
transfer), and avoiding this is crucial. Insofar as the ‘from where’ to transfer problem has been
addressed [41], it typically requires labeled data in the target and source scene. Importantly, we
will avoid making this assumption here, as relaxing this impractical requirement significantly
increases the usefulness of such a system.
Assume there are s = 1, . . . ,S available source scenes. For each of these we have learned a
collection of c= 1, . . . ,Cs semantic actions in the form of Gaussian Mixture Models. Now given a
target scene t with a set of events T t = {gt(x)} observed online, we determine the most relevant
source scene s∗ for transfer to the target scene t by matching the distribution of event-action
distances within the source (Hss) and across the target-source mapping (Hts):
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HereH(·) indicates the histogram operator, gi ∈ T t and g j ∈ T s index target (gi) and source (g j)
trajectory events and respectively, gs,c are the learned semantic actions in the source scene, H∗ is
the optimal cross-domain transform (Eq. (3.4)), ‖ · ‖ is Euclidean distance, and the minimisation
over Cs indicates matching semantic actions in source s. Thus scenes are encoded by the spread
of fits between trajectory events and semantic actions, and matched by the similarity of those
spreads.
This is derived from the intuition that two scenes which appear semantically similar to hu-
mans should have a similar distribution of motion. Two obvious alternative strategies to source
scene selection are: (1) finding a rigid (rather than per-trajectory) similarity transform of all
the target trajectories to sources, however this is computationally intractable and non-robust to
e.g., piece-wise differences in scene layout; and (2) finding the ‘best fit’ source with minimum








However this will over fit in that a complicated source scene with many different behaviours will
always be the best fit for any target scene. In contrast, the proposed method is tractable and does
not suffer from over fitting, as considering the full distribution of distances differentiates such
domains.
As data is observed online in a target scene, we continually estimate and dynamically select
the source domain for transfer via Eq. (3.6). Importantly, as we will show in the experiments, a
good source scene can be selected with much less data than is required to build an effective local
model in the target scene.
3.2.4 Sparse-Shot Anomaly Detection and Cross-Scene Event Classification
Given the scene-independent distance metric as explained in Section 3.2, and the optimal scene
matching procedure as explained in Section 3.2.3, sparse-shot cross-scene event classification
and anomaly detection is straightforward as follows. Trajectories represented as gt(x) in the
target scene can be classified using the class c∗ of their nearest semantic action:





where s∗ is the optimal source scene as determined by Eq. (3.6) using the data observed so far.
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Importantly, this allows classification in the target scene without requiring any annotations.
For anomaly detection, we consider the (similarity invariant) distance of gt(x) from the near-






Anomalous trajectories are flagged as those with distances Dt above a threshold θth. By quan-
tifying abnormality in relative to selected source scene, significantly better performance can be
obtained than by using local action models learned on sparse online observations. This is because
the sparse target scene data can be used more effectively to select a source scene rather than to
construct a good local model from scratch.
3.3 Experiments
3.3.1 Datasets
The motivating tasks of our framework are anomaly detection and event classification in
surveillance videos captured from far-field view. Therefore the NGSIM dataset [174] which
is mainly taken by fixed cameras from a far-field of view are good candidates. We evaluate our
contributions on four scenes from NGSIM dataset: Lankershim 2 (LC2), Lankershim 4 (LC4),
Peachtree 1 (PC1), and Peachtree 3 (PC3). These cover a variety of view angles and scene types,
see Table 3.1 and Figure 3.3.
3.3.2 Preprocessing and Settings
For each scene, we extract all available trajectories (Table 3.1). We then over-cluster trajecto-
ries (Section 3.1; using C0 = 80 as this is significantly more than the number of typical motion
patterns) followed by self-tuning spectral clustering to merge motion models into representative
semantic actions (Table 3.1) as illustrated in Figure 3.3. We test the performance of sparse-
shot anomaly detection and classification on all 4 scenes in a leave one dataset out protocol, i.e.
we evaluate each dataset in turn as a target while considering the other three datasets as source
domains.
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(a) PC1 (b) LC2
(c) PC3 (d) LC4
Figure 3.3: Learned semantic actions for each scene.
3.3.3 Alternative Models
We compare the following three models: (1) Direct Transfer by fixing each source scene in turn
as the source; (2) Local by building a local model online with limited data (only for anomaly
detection, not classification since annotation is assumed unavailable). This is the conventional
approach to classification and anomaly detection [31, 70] generalised to online learning. For
online learning we process target scene trajectories in chunks and build an updated semantic
action model after observing every N additional events/trajectories, using this model to interpret
the next chunk of trajectories; (3) Baseline by brute-force transfer, aggregating motion models
from all available source scenes. This provides a baseline for transfer anomaly detection and
classification, but without source selection. Trajectories in the target scene are compared with
motion models from all available source scenes. (4) Best Fit Transfer is the simplest source
scene selecting method. We select the source scene with minimal (transformed) distance of
individual target trajectories to source action models (Eq. (3.7)) after each batch of observed
trajectories. (5) Selective Transfer is our full selective domain-transfer model. After each batch
of input, we compute the transferability metric Eq. (3.6), and use the selected source to interpret
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Scenes Frames Rate Resolution View Anomalies Number of Trajectories Learned Actions
PC1 29,918 10 f/s 640x480 45−60◦ 1 2,317 19
LC2 21,700 10 f/s 640x480 Aerial 3 2412 28
PC3 29,918 10 f/s 640x480 45−60◦ 1 1,468 19
LC4 20,950 10 f/s 640x480 45−60◦ 3 2,444 10
Table 3.1: Statistics and pre-processing results of each scene (domain).
observed trajectories.
3.3.4 Evaluation and Results
In these experiments, we evaluate the ability of our framework to select source scenes, classify
and detect abnormal events. Since there is no clear ground-truth for scene selection, we evaluate
source scene selection by way of whether the selected source provides effective classification and
detection. For anomaly detection, we manually annotated abnormal events in each scene, as illus-
trated in Figure 3.4 which includes events such as pedestrian jaywalking, u-turns and swerving.
Good models should rank anomalies higher than normal events. To evaluate anomaly detection
performance, we therefore compute the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve, which
reflects true positive versus false positive rate as detection threshold is varied. This is then sum-
marised by area under the curve (AUC) metric. For classification, we manually labelled events
in each scene into three categories (turn-left, turn-right, go-straight). Classification performance
is then evaluated by simple accuracy for each scene.
Source Scene Selection for Classification
The results for direct and Selective Transfer methods are summarised in Figure 3.5. The first
and second column show the source selection transferability metric for Best Fit and Selective
Transfer respectively as a function of observed trajectory batch in the target scene. In each case,
both source-selection metrics converge to a consistent source selection. For instance, taking
PC1 as the target scene, both the Best Fit and Selective Transfer strategies converge to selecting
LC2 as best source (green line higher than others). However as expected, the Best Fit metric
consistently prefers the most complex dataset (LC2), whereas only Selective Transfer metric
selects a different source in each case, showing the selectivity of our metric.
The third column shows the classification accuracy for each approach (three direct trans-
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(a) PC1 (LC2 selected) (b) LC2 (PC1 selected)
(c) PC3 (LC4 selected) (d) LC4 (PC3 selected)
Figure 3.4: Illustration of abnormal events spotted in each scene. Colour indicates time.
fer conditions with coloured symbols, brute-force transfer (Baseline) in cyan dash-dot, Best Fit
Transfer in orange dash and our Selective Transfer framework in bold black). Considering the di-
rect transfer conditions, some source dataset is worst by a significant margin due to the semantic
mismatch between the events and actions in source and target scenes. Meanwhile the brute-force
baseline and Best Fit Transfer mechanisms are also worst or near worst in some cases due to in
favour of most complex source scene. In contrast, across the diverse combinations of sources and
targets, our Selective Transfer framework is usually best (PC1) or near best (PC3, LC2 and LC4)
overall. Importantly, our Selective Transfer metric consistently avoids the worst source (unlike
Best Fit for LC4 and PC3), and is robust in the case where the brute-force baseline is seriously
poor (LC4). These results reflect both the serious risk of negative transfer and our framework’s
robustness to it.
Source Selection for Anomaly Detection
Anomaly detection performance is shown in Figure 3.5, fourth column. Again, in each case our
Selective Transfer framework is best (PC3) or near-best (PC1, LC2, LC4) compared to Direct
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Figure 3.5: Cross-domain scene understanding. Rows: Target scenes. Columns: (1st) Source
selection metric. (2nd) Classification accuracy. (3rd) Anomaly detection AUC.
Transfer. Here the brute-force baseline performs closer to Selective Transfer, but an noticeable
margin is still present in the PC3 case, where Best Fit also selects the worst source. PC1 and LC2
are estimated to exhibit mutual transferability as well as PC3 and LC4. This is understandable
given the straight nature of the first two scenes and the curvy nature of the latter two scenes. This
source selection allows more effective anomaly detection. For example the U-turn and swerving
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driving in PC1 and LC2 respectively are ranked more highly as anomalies with LC2 and PC1 as
the respective sources than they would be with PC3 and LC4 (which are intrinsically more curvy)
as the sources.
Sparse Data Stability of Source Selection
We next ask how stable is source selection in the rapid deployment / very sparse target data
context of interest, and how this compares to building a local model online. To test this we
evaluate the detection of each target domain anomaly, embedded in a test set consisting of the 100
adjacent typical trajectories. We vary the size of a learning window (from 1 to 250 trajectories
in batches of 10) ahead of test set in the data stream – effectively controlling how much data the
local model has to learn typical behaviours, and how much data the transfer model has to select a
suitable source scene. The results in Figure 3.6 show that our Selective Transfer framework (bold
black) performs reasonably despite the extremely sparse data, selecting the best source in the 2
cases where the margin between best and worst is significant (PC3 and LC4). We note that in the
two cases where selective does not make the best choice, it will eventually do so given enough
data (PC1 and LC2 in Figure 3.5). Compared to brute-force and Best Fit Transfer, Selective
Transfer is in each case same or better in 3 datasets and worse in only one.
The most conventional strategy of building a local model online (brown) generally performs
poorly, and importantly is very unstable. This is because with statistically insufficient training
data, the rank of the anomaly varies dramatically as the particular samples included in the grow-
ing training set vary. Importantly, and in contrast to this instability, the source selection is quite
stable even with such sparse inputs – performing consistently from as few as 10 observed tra-
jectories. This highlights the important conclusion that sparse target domain data is much more
effectively used for computing Selective Transfer to well understood domains than for building
a weak statistically insufficient local model.
Discussion
It is worth noting that a key aim of Selective Transfer is to avoid negative transfer by select-
ing source models which are suitable for interpreting target events. Previous methods such as
Khokhar et al.[40] have considered transfer from one scene to another, but not how to deal with
multiple sources of varying relevance. If it used one specific source, then it would roughly cor-
respond to our single source conditions (aside from our technical improvements, mentioned in
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Figure 3.6: Anomaly detection with sparse data: Comparing constructing a local model with
sparse data against using this data for domain selection.
Section 3.2). If it aggregated all the source data together, it would roughly correspond to our
brute-force baseline condition.
We have seen that Best Fit Transfer falls down in non-selectively preferring the most complex
scene. Meanwhile, brute-force transfer is intrinsically limited in the long term, as aggregating
multiple sources increases over-fitting monotonically. Consider the case of anomaly detection: as
many more source scenes are added to the pool, eventually some scene in which every behaviour
is normal has been added. Now every target domain track – even abnormal ones – can be well
explained by some source domain data, and anomaly detection is poor. Clearly this misses the
point of context: abnormality is context dependent according to the semantics of the scene.
Correctly determining the context in which an event should be interpreted is exactly what is
achieved by our Selective Transfer mechanism.
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3.4 Summary
In this chapter, we propose a novel framework for cross-scene traffic behaviour analysis via se-
mantic action transfer. By learning models in a couple of source scenes offline, we achieve
cross-scene sparse-shot anomaly detection and classification in a new scene. Crucially, we in-
troduce a robust scene similarity criterion - Transferability Measurement - that enables robust
scene-transfer by finding the most relevant source scene among a collection of scenes. Selecting
a well learned source scene turns out to be a much more effective use of sparse local data in target
scene than learning a local model. These results are an important contribution toward the topical
goals of achieving re-locatable and hence scalable surveillance models.
In this chapter, we define semantic space as a collection of visually similar homography-
invariant motion patterns. This implies semantic similar actions/events are subject to a ho-
mographic transformation. This assumption prevents from modelling more complex semantic
meanings which could be far beyond motion trajectories, e.g. pedestrian crossing zebra line and
motorbikes v.s. cars. We believe a integration of motion and appearance model could potentially
yield a more fine-grained semantic definition.
Moreover, learning semantic action models (GMM) from trajectories is limited to sparse
scenes with little occlusion as the NGSIM dataset where tracking is reliable. However, real
surveillance cameras are often installed in a close-to-ground position, it is more likely to expect
highly occluded views with very dense traffic. Tracking individual vehicles and pedestrian are
thus extremely unreliable. Moreover, analysing multiple scenes at the same time is more inter-
esting than transferring between a pair of scenes due to the large-scale surveillance network. In
the following chapter, we propose to extract pixel-based motion feature to account for the chal-





Semantic Space Discovery for Multi-Scene
Behaviour Analysis
As discussed in Section 1.3.1, the growing rate of public space CCTV installations has generated
a need for automated methods for exploiting video surveillance data including scene understand-
ing, query, behaviour annotation and summarisation. For this reason, extensive research has been
performed on surveillance scene understanding and analysis.
The preceding chapter proposes an approach to compare events and semantic actions across
scenes and further compute transferability between scenes to facilitate cross-scene event classi-
fication and anomaly detection. Whilst good performance has been achieved for event recogni-
tion in the target scene, the cross-scene recognition model is not suitable for analysing multiple
surveillance scenes collectively. Because cross-scene model is only able to transfer knowledge
between a pair of scenes and more complex interactions and activities are the main concern for
surveillance scenes which can not be trivially modelled by the semantic action models proposed
in the previous section. Moreover, the semantic similarity between different but related scenes,
e.g., many different traffic scenes of similar layout, is not generally exploited to improve any
automated surveillance tasks and reduce manual effort. Exploiting commonality, and sharing
any supervised annotations, between different scenes is challenging due to: Some scenes are
totally un-related and thus any information sharing between them would be detrimental; while
others may only share a subset of common actions and thus information sharing is only useful
if it is selective. Moreover, semantically similar actions which should be modelled together and
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shared across scenes may have quite different pixel-level appearance in each scene. Thus a uni-
fied framework which selectively learns semantic space within which data from different scenes
are comparable is wanted.
To this end, this chapter proposes a new framework for distributed multiple-scene global
understanding that clusters surveillance scenes by their ability to explain each others behaviours;
and further discovers which subset of actions are shared versus scene-specific within each cluster.
A diagram of the proposed framework is shown in Figure 4.1. We show how to use this structured
representation of multiple scenes to improve common surveillance tasks including scene activity
understanding, cross- scene query-by-example, behaviour classification with reduced supervised
labelling requirements, and video summarisation. In each case we demonstrate how our multi-
scene model improves on a collection of standard single scene models and a flat model of all
scenes.
In the remainder of this chapter, we first introduce how to learn local semantic action models
from each individual scene in Section 4.1. Then we explain the multi-layer action and scene
clustering strategy to discover a group of semantic related scenes and a shared action models
shared by the related scenes in Section 4.2. This is followed by a brief presentation of cross-
scene query by example and classification and multi-scene summarisation. Finally, we conduct








Figure 4.1: An illustration of the proposed framework for multi-scene behaviour analysis.
To make a distinction on semantic space definition from the previous chapter, we clarify in
this chapter that semantic actions are defined as temporally coherent motion patterns, e.g. vertical
traffic flow with vehicles going up and down simultaneously in Figure 4.3. As multiple scenes are
analysed in a collective manner, we model shared semantic actions, which is termed as Shared
Topic Basis in Figure 4.1, across a cluster of related scenes. The learned shared actions constitute
a shared semantic space where motion event can be represented as shared profile (Behaviour as
Shared Profile in Figure 4.1) for further comparison. In the following section, we first introduce
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how to construct semantic space in a local scene.
4.1 Learning Local Scene Semantic Actions
Given a set of surveillance scenes we first learn local semantic actions in each individual scene
using Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [110]. Without loss of generality, the LDA model stud-
ied in this chapter could easily be replaced by more elaborate topic models, e.g. HDP [30]. LDA
generates a set of topics to explain each scene. Topics are usually spatially and temporally con-
strained sub-volumes reflecting the action of a single or small group of objects. Following Wang
et al.[30] and Hospedales et al.[9], we use actions to refer to topics and activities/interactions to
refer to scene-level state defined by the coordinated actions of all scene participants.
4.1.1 Video Clip Representation
We follow the general approach [30] to construct visual features for topic models. For each video
out of an M scene dataset we first divide the video frame into Na×Nb cells with each cell cover-
ing Nc×Nc pixels. Within each cell we compute optical flow [83], taking the mean flow as the
motion vector in that cell. Then we quantize motion vector into Nm fixed directions. Note, sta-
tionary foreground objects can be readily added as another cell state as described in Hospedales
et al.[9] and Varadarajan and Odobez [175]. Therefore a codebook V of size Nv = Na×Nb×Nm
is generated by mapping motion vectors to discrete visual words (from 1 to Nv). Nd visual docu-
ments X = {x j}Ndj=1 are then constructed by segmenting the video into non-overlapping clips of
fixed length, where each clip x j = {xi j}
N j
i=1 has N j visual words xi j. Clip and document are used
interchangeably here with both indicating visual words accumulated in a temporal segment.
4.1.2 Learning Local Actions with Topic Model
Learning LDA for scene s discovers the dynamic ‘appearance’ of k = 1 . . .K typical topics/actions
(multinomial parameter β sk), and explains each visual word x
s
i j in each clip xsj by a latent topic
ysi j specifying which action generated it, as shown in Figure 4.2. The topic selection y
s
i j is drawn
from multinomial mixture of topics parametrized by θ sj which is further governed by a Dirchelet
distribution with parameter α s. In scene s the joint probability of Nd visual documents Xs =
{xsj}
Nd
j=1, topic selection Y
s = {ysj}
Nd
j=1 and topic mixture θ
s = {θ sj}
Nd
j=1 given hyperparameters
α s and β s is:
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Figure 4.2: Graphical model for Latent Dirichlet Allocation.
Model Inference
Exact inference in LDA is intractable due to the coupling between θ and β [110]. Variational
inference approximates a lower bound of log likelihood by introducing variational parameters γ
and φ . Dirichlet parameter γ j is a clip-level topic profile and specifies the mixture ratio of each
action β k in a clip x j. Thus, each video clip is represented as a mixture of actions (γ j). The
variational EM procedure for LDA is given in Algorithm 1 where 1(·) is an indicator function
and Ψ(·) is the first derivative of the logΓ function. For efficiency, we apply the sparse updates
identified in Fu et al.[139] for an order of magnitude speed increase.
After learning all s = 1 . . .M scenes, every clip xsj is now represented as a topic profile γ sj;
and each scene is now represented by its constituent actions β sk (Figure 4.3).
Figure 4.3: Locally learned actions/topics in an example scene. The optical flow is quantized
into Nm = 8 directions as shown in the colorwheel.
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Algorithm 1 Topic model learning for a single scene.
initialize α k = 1
initialize β = random(Nv,K)
initialize φ i jk = 1/K
repeat
E-Step:
for j = 1→ Nd do
for k = 1→ K do
γ jk = α k +∑
N j
i=1 φ i jk
for i = 1→ N j do





for v = 1→ Nv do
for k = 1→ K do








4.2 Multi-Layer Action and Scene Clustering
We next address how to discover related scenes and learn shared topics/actions across scenes.
This multi-layer process is illustrated in Figure 4.4 for two typical clusters 3 & 7: At the scene
level we group related scenes according to action correspondence (Section 4.2.1); within each
scene cluster we further compute a shared action topic basis so that all actions within that cluster
are expressed in terms of the same set of topics (Section 4.2.2).
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Figure 4.4: An illustration of multi-layer clustering of scenes and actions. Block I (Top) il-
lustrates the original surveillance video scenes. Block II (middle) illustrates (1) related scenes
are grouped into clusters (indicated by dashed boxes); and (2) the local topics/actions learned
in each scene. Block III (bottom) illustrates (1) local topics are furthered grouped into action
clusters (colour lines indicate some examples); and (2) action clusters are merged to construct a
shared action topic basis (STB).
4.2.1 Scene Level Clustering
In order to group related scenes, we first need to define a relatedness metric. Related scenes
should have more common actions so that the model learned from them is compact. So we
assume the scenes with semantically similar actions are more likely to be mutually related. We
thus define the relatedness between two (aligned) scenes a and b, by the correspondence of their
semantic actions.
Alignment
Comparing scenes directly suffers from cross-scene variance due to view angle. To reduce this
cross-scene variance we first align two scenes with a geometrical transformation including scal-
ing hs and translation [hx,hy]. Although this is not a strong transform as we assumed in the
previous chapter, it is valid in the typical case that a camera is installed upright, and with surveil-
lance cameras there are classic views which can be simply aligned by scaling and translation. To
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achieve this, we first denote the transform matrix for normalising visual words in each scene a
and b to the origin as Hanorm and Hbnorm defined as Eq. (4.2). Scaling (has ) and translation (hax ,hay)
































Two scenes can thus be aligned by transforming data from a to b via Ha2b = Hb−1norm ·Hanorm. So
any topic k in a can be aligned for comparison with those in b by Ha2b. We denote the topic
transformation procedure as β ′ =H(β ;H).
Affinity and clustering
Given the scene alignment above, we define the relatedness between scenes a and b by the
percentage of corresponding topic pairs. More specifically, given Ka local topics {β aka}ka=1···Ka






































Given a threshold τ the similarity between two topics can be binarized. Topic pairs with distance














where 1(·) is the indicator function. The final relatedness measure D(a,b) between scenes a and
b is the percentage of inlier topic pairs:




Since Eqs. 4.4 and 4.5 are symmetric, Eq. 4.6 is as well. Given this relatedness measure,
every scene pair is compared to generate an affinity matrix, and self-tuning spectral clustering
[169] is used to group scenes into C semantically similar scene-level clusters. (See Figure 4.4 II
for an example).
Alternative measurement for scene relatedness have been studied by Xiao et al.[176] and
Zhou et al.[177]. In both the SUN dataset [176] and the newer Places Dataset [177], outdoor
traffic scenes are present, e.g. ‘roundabout’ in SUN and ‘freeway’ in Places. The relatedness
between scenes can be measured by distance metrics in feature space. In particular, hand-crafted
features including the GIST features [178], HOG [80], Dense SIFT [179], etc., have been studied
as well as more recent deep features [177]. Although scene classification with great variance in
appearance can be achieved by the appearance feature based approaches, we believe they can
barely generalise to the task we are interested in. This is due to both the strict requirement on
the match of geometrical layout of scenes in measuring the relatedness and more importantly the
match of motion patterns across scenes. The latter demand can be only met by analysing the
motion from video sequence rather than from a single still images. In a more likely case, the
visual appearance based measurement would overly generalise the layout of scenes and mix all
traffic scenes together.
4.2.2 Learning A Shared Action Topic Basis
Scenes clustered according to Section 4.2.1 are semantically similar, however the representation
in each is still distinct. We next show how to establish a shared representation for every scene
in a particular cluster. We denote the set of scenes in a cluster as C. We first choose the scene
with the lowest distance to all other scenes in the cluster as the reference scene/coordinate sre f .
Actions in all scenes s ∈ C can be projected to the reference coordinates via transform Hs2sre f as
stated in Eq. (4.7).
∀s ∈ C,∀k = 1 . . .K : β̃ sk =H(β
s
k;H
s2sre f ) (4.7)
Once every topic is in the same coordinate system, we create an affinity matrix for all the
transformed topics {β̃ sk}s∈C using the symmetrical Kullbeck-Leibler Divergence as distance met-
ric (Eq. (4.4)). Hierarchical clustering is then applied to group the projected actions into Kstb
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clusters {Tk}K
stb
k=1. (Tk denotes the set of actions in a cluster k). The result is that semantically cor-
responding actions across scenes are now grouped into the same cluster. We then take the mean
of actions in each action cluster Tk as one shared action topic β stbk as in Eq. (4.8). An alternative
to this approach is to re-learn topics from the concatenation of visual words of all the scenes in
a single cluster. However, this ‘Learning-from-Scratch’ strategy prevents explicitly identifying
shared and unique topics across scenes. Because the trace of local topics from individual scenes
to shared action topic basis (STB) is lost. In contrast, our framework reveals how scenes are
similar or different.
∀k = 1 . . .Kstb : β stbk =
1




We denote the set of shared action topics {β stbk }K
stb
k=1 learned for the cluster as the STB. The re-
sulting STB captures both common and unique actions in every scene member, see Figure 4.4 III
for an example. We can now represent the behaviours in every scene as STB profiles: by project-





in contrast to the original scene-specific representation (γ sj, defined in terms of {β
s
k}Kk=1). That is,
re-running Algorithm 1, but with β fixed to the STB values obtained from Eq. (4.8). An example
of behaviour profiling on STB is illustrated in Figure 4.5. Visual words accumulated within a
clip are profiled according to the STB. Thus each behaviour can be treated as a weighted mixture
of multiple actions.
4.3 Cross-Scene Query by Example and Classification
Given the structured multi-scene model introduced in the previous section, we can now describe
how cross-scene query and classification can be achieved.
4.3.1 Cross-Scene Query
Action-based query by example aims at retrieving semantically similar clips to a given query
clip. In the cross-scene context, the pool of potential clips to be searched for retrieval includes
clips from every camera in a scene cluster. Within a scene cluster C, we segment each video s into
j = 1 . . .Nd short clips (Section 4.1.1). We represent the jth video clip in scene s as topic profile
γ stbjs defined on STB. A query clip q, represented by STB profile γ
stb
qs can now be directly com-
pared against all other clips in the cluster {γ stbjs′} j,s′∈C using L2 distance. In this way, cross-scene
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STB Topics 1-20
Video Clip (Activity/Interaction) Profiled by STB
STB Profile γ as Bar Chart
Figure 4.5: An illustration of behaviour profiling on STB. In the top block, visual words are
profiled by STB and plotted as coloured dots. Notice that colors here indicate visual words
belonging to individual actions in STB instead of motion direction. Profiling γ is also given as
bar chart where x axis indexes STB actions. The bottom block illustrates the STB actions where
colour patches indicate distribution of motion vectors.
query-by-example is achieved by sorting all clips in the cluster according to distance to the query.
4.3.2 Cross-Scene Classification
Given an existing annotated database of scenes modelled with our multi-layer framework, classi-
fication in a new scene s∗ can now be achieved without further annotation. First s∗ is associated
to a cluster c∗ (Section 4.2.1). Although s∗ has no annotation, this reveals a set of semantically
corresponding existing scenes from which annotation can meaningfully be borrowed. Classifica-
tion can thus be achieved by any classifier, using all other scenes/clips and labels from cluster c∗
as the labeled training set.
It should be noted that our cross-scene classification differs from Zheng and Jiang [48] and
Zheng et al.[180] in: (1) we train on a set of source scenes before testing on a held-out scene
rather than one source to one test scene. The conventional 1-1 approach requires implicitly the
source and target scene to be relevant which must be manually identified. Our model is able to
group relevant scenes automatically without requiring the user to know this as a priori; and (2)
our model works in a transductive [41] manner. That is, it looks at target scene data during scene
clustering, but without looking at the target data label. This weak assumption is more desirable in
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practice because surveillance video data is often easy to collect but without any labelling, whilst
the effort required for labelling is the bottleneck.
4.4 Multi-Scene Summarisation
In this section we present a multi-scene video summarisation algorithm that exploits the struc-
ture learned in Section 4.2 to compress cross-scene redundancy. All clips are represented by
their profiles on STB. The general objective of multi-scene summarisation is to generate a video
skim with at least one example of each distinct behaviour in the shortest possible summary. We
generate independent summaries for each scene cluster (since different scene clusters are seman-
tically dissimilar), and multi-scene summaries within each cluster (since scenes within a cluster
are semantically similar).
4.4.1 K-Centre Summaries
The multi-scene summary video is of configurable length Nsum. Longer videos will show more
distinct behaviours or more within-class variability of each behaviour. We compose the summary
Σ of Nsum clips {γ stbj }, j ∈ Σ drawn from all scenes in the cluster. The objective is that all clips
in the cluster {γ stbjs } j,s∈C should be near to at least one clip in the summary (i.e., the summary
is representative). Formally, this objective is to find the summary set Σ that minimizes the cost















This is essentially a k-centre problem [181]. Since it is intractable to enumerate all combina-
tions/potential summaries Σ, we adopt the 2-approximation algorithm [182] to this optimization.
The resulting Nsum centres identify the summary clips.
4.5 Experiments
4.5.1 Datasets and Settings
Dataset
We collected 25 real traffic surveillance videos from publicly accessible online web-cameras in
urban environment. These videos are combined with two surveillance video datasets Junction and
Roundabout [8] for a total of 27 videos. Sample frames for each scene are illustrated in Figure
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4.6(a). We trim each video to 18 000 frames in 10fps, of which 9 000 are used to learn the model
and the remaining 9 000 frames are used for testing (query, classification and summarisation).
For action learning we segment each training video into 25 frame clips, so 360 clips are generated
for each scene. For both query and summarisation applications, we segment test videos into clips
with 80 frames, so 112 clips for query and summarisation are generated from each scene. Thus,
we have three types of video clips: (1) clips for unsupervised training of LDA; (2) clips for
training cross-scene classification, retrieval and multi-scene summarisation, (Semantic Training
Clips); and (3) clips for testing cross-the same tasks (Semantic Testing Clips). LDA clips are
shorter (25 frames) to facilitate learning more cleanly segmented actions. Semantic clips are























































Figure 4.6: Example frames for our multi-surveillance video dataset with each scene assigned a
reference number on top of the frame. The colour of bounding box and text in the bottom left
indicates assigned cluster.
Learning Actions
We computed optical flow [83] for all videos by quantizing the scenes with 5×5 pixel cells and
8 directions. Local actions are learned from each video independently using LDA with K = 15
actions per scene.
Activity Annotation
Activity is a clip-level semantic concept defining the overall scene-action. Due to the semantic
gap between activities in the video clip and (potentially task dependent) human interpretation,
it is difficult to give video a concise and consistent semantic label (in contrast to human action
[183] and event [40] recognition). Instead of annotating each video clip explicitly, we give a
set of binary action tags (each representing the action of some objects within the scene) to each
video clip as shown in Table 4.1. All the tags associated with vehicles have a sparse or dense
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option. When there are less than three vehicles travelling in a clip, it is labelled as sparse, oth-
erwise dense. Each unique combination of actions that exists in the labelled clips then defines
a unique scene-level behaviour category. We explore this through multiple sets of annotations:
an original annotation with 19 distinct tags, and subsequent coarser label sets derived by merge
scheme 1 with 13 distinct tags and merge scheme 2 with 10 distinct tags. The action tags are
given in Table 4.1. We exhaustively annotate video clips in two example scene clusters (3 and
7 as shown in Figure 4.6). Across the two clusters, there are 6 scenes with 112 clips per scene
annotated (672 clips in total). In the original annotation case, there are 111 total behaviours
identified. The distribution of behaviours are illustrated in Figure 4.7(a). However this number
is more than necessary in terms of limited distinctiveness of the numerous entailed behaviours.
By merging some action annotations we generate 59 or 31 (Merge Scheme 1 or 2 in Table 4.1)
unique behaviours. It should be noted that the frequency of behaviours is rather imbalanced, as
indicated by all the subfigures of Figure 4.7. There is also very limited overlap of behaviours
between scene clusters 3 and 7. To assess annotation consistency and bias, we invited eight in-
dependent annotators to annotate all the video clips separately. We observe that the additional
annotations are fairly consistent with the original annotation: with more than 80% agreement
(Hamming distance) between the additional and the original annotations. Detailed analysis of
these additional annotations are given in the supplementary material.
4.5.2 Multi-Layer Scene Clustering
Scene Level Clustering
We first group the scenes into semantically similar clusters by spectral clustering. The similarity
measurement between scenes is the number of corresponding actions, as defined in Section 4.2.1.
The self-tuning spectral clustering automatically determines the appropriate number of clusters
which, in the case of our 27-scene dataset, is 11 clusters. Figure 4.6 shows the results, in which
semantically similar scenes are indeed grouped, e.g. Camera towards one direction at road junc-
tions in Cluster 3, and unique views are separated into their own cluster, e.g. Cluster 11.
Learning A Shared Action Topic Representation
Within each scene cluster we unify the representation by computing a shared action topic basis.
We automatically set the number of shared actions Kstb in each scene cluster with Ns scenes as
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(a) Behaviour frequency: original annotation
























































(c) Behaviour frequency: merge scheme
2
Figure 4.7: Frequencies of behaviours of each category. (a), (b) and (c) illustrate the frequency
of behaviours when varying the labelling criteria.
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Table 4.1: Original annotation ontology and two merging schemes give multiple granularities of
annotation.
No. Original Annotation Merge Scheme 1 Merge Scheme 2
1 Vehicle Left Sparse Vehicle Left Vehicle Horizontal
2 Vehicle Left Dense
3 Vehicle Right Sparse Vehicle Right
4 Vehicle Right Dense
5 Vehicle Up Sparse Vehicle Up Vehicle Vertical
6 Vehicle Up Dense
7 Vehicle Down Sparse Vehicle Down
8 Vehicle Down Dense
9 Vehicle Southeast Sparse Vehicle Southeast Vehicle SE& NW
10 Vehicle Southeast Dense
11 Vehicle Northwest Sparse Vehicle Northwest
12 Vehicle Northwest Dense
13 Vehicle Up2Right Turn Vehicle Up2Right Turn Vehicle Up2Right Turn
14 Vehicle Left2Up Turn Vehicle Left2Up Turn Vehicle Left2Up Turn
15 Vehicle Up2Left Turn Vehicle Up2Left Turn Vehicle Up2Left Turn
16 Tram Up Tram Up Tram Up
17 Tram Down Tram Down Tram Down
18 Pedestrian Horizontal Pedestrian Horizontal Pedestrian Horizontal
19 Pedestrian Vertical Pedestrian Vertical Pedestrian Vertical
Kstb = coe f f ×Ns where coe f f is set to 5. The discovered basis from an example cluster (Scene
Cluster 3 shown in Figure4.6) with 4 scene members is illustrated in Figure 4.8. This figure
reveals both actions unique to each scene (Topics 1-15) and actions common among multiple
scenes (Topic 16-20). Thus some shared action topics are composed of single local/original
topics, and others of multiple local topics.
4.5.3 Cross-Scene Query by Example and Classification
In this section we evaluate the ability of our framework to support two tasks: cross-scene query by
example; and cross-scene activity classification. We compare our Scene Cluster Model (SCM)
with a baseline Flat Model (FM). Our Scene Cluster Model first group scenes into scene clus-
ters according to their relatedness and learns STB for every scene cluster. Video clips in each



























Figure 4.8: Example STB learned from Scene Cluster 3. Shared action topics may be composed
of one or more local/original topics. Original topics are overlaid on background frame. Colour
patches indicate distribution of motion vectors for a single action.
scene cluster are thus represented as topic profiles on the STB of the scene cluster. As with our
model, a Flat Model first learns a local topic model per scene, however it then learns a single
STB from all labelled scenes (6 scenes from 2 clusters) without scene level clustering, instead
of one STB per-cluster. The only difference between SCM and FM is the absence of scene-level
clustering in FM. Note that the Flat Model is a special case of our Scene Cluster Model with a
single scene-level cluster. Moreover, the individual scenes are also a special case of our Scene
Cluster Model with one scene per cluster.
Query by Example Evaluation
To quantitatively evaluate query by example, we exhaustively take each scene and each clip in
turn as the query, and all other scenes are considered as the pool. All clips in the pool are ranked
according to similarity (L2 distance on STB profile) to the query. Performance is evaluated
according to how many clips with the same behaviour as the query clip are in the top Nt responses.
We retrieve the best Nt = 1 · · ·200 clips and calculate the Average Precision of each category for
each Nt . MAP is computed by taking the mean value of Average Precision over all categories.
The MAP curve by the top T responses to a query for both Scene Cluster Model (SCM) and
Flat Model (FM) and Merge Scheme 1 and 2 are plotted in Figure 4.9. It is evident that for
both Merge Scheme 1 and 2, the proposed scene cluster model (SCM) performs consistently
better than the Flat Model (FM) regardless of number of top retrievals T. This is because in the
Scene Cluster Model, the STB learned from this set of scenes are highly relevant to each scene
in the cluster. In contrast, the Flat Model learns a single STB for all scenes making the STB less
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Figure 4.9: Query by example MAP with different number of retrievals.
relevant to each individual scene, hence less informative as a representation for retrieval.
Qualitative results are also given in Figure 4.10 by presenting 6 randomly chosen queries and
their retrieved clips. Different types of behaviours are covered by query clips and most retrieved
clips are semantically similar to query clips. The only exception is in the 3rd row where the
query clip indicates traffic going east and turning from left to up. This is because there is no
corresponding behaviour in the other scenes.
Classification Evaluation
In this experiment we quantitatively evaluate classification performance where the test scene has
no labels. Successful classification thus depends correctly finding semantically related scenes
and appropriately transferring labels from them (Section 4.3). We perform leave one scene out
evaluation by holding out one scene as the unlabelled testing set, and predicting the labels for the
test set clips using the labels in remaining scenes using the KNN classifier. The KNN K parameter
is determined by cross validating among the remaining scenes. Classification performance is
evaluated by the accuracy for each category of behaviour, averaged over all held out scenes.
From Table 4.2 we observe that at either granularity of annotation (59 or 31 categories), our
Scene Cluster Model outperforms the Flat Model on average. This shows that again in order
to borrow labels from other scenes for cross-scene classification, it is important to select relevant
sources, which we achieve via scene clustering. The Flat Model is easily confused by the wider
variety of scenes to borrow labels from, while our Scene Cluster Model structures similar scenes
and borrows labels from only semantic related scenes to avoid ‘negative transfer’ [41].
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Retrieved Clips from Other Scenes Query Clips 
Figure 4.10: Examples of cross-scene query by example. The first column gives 6 query clips
randomly chosen from 6 scenes. The right image matrix illustrates the retrieved clips from the
remaining 5 scenes, sorted by distance to query from left to right in the matrix. Colour patches
overlaid on the background indicates the visual words accumulated within a video clip.
Table 4.2: Cross-scene classification accuracy with 31 and 59 categories for both Scene Cluster
Model (SCM) and Flat Model (FM).
Category 31 59
SCM FM SCM FM
Scene 1 55.36% 50.89% 42.86% 40.18%
Scene 2 27.68% 39.29% 18.75% 16.96%
Scene 3 49.11% 41.96% 39.29% 37.50%
Scene 4 54.46% 46.43% 37.50% 36.61%
Scene 5 30.36% 26.79% 17.86% 17.86%
Scene 6 38.39% 25.00% 20.54% 12.50%
Average 42.56% 38.39% 29.47% 26.94%
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4.5.4 Multi-Scene Summarisation
In the final experiment, we evaluate our multi-scene summarisation model against a variety of
alternatives. We consider two conditions: In the first, we consider multi-scene summarisation
within a scene cluster (Condition WC); in the second we consider unconstrained multi-scene
summarisation including videos spanning multiple scene clusters (Condition AC).
Condition: Within-Cluster Summarisation (WC)
In this experiment we focus on the comparison between Multi-Scene Model and Single-Scene
Model given various summarisation algorithms. The Multi-Scene Model represents all video
clips from different scenes within a cluster with a single STB learned from the scene cluster
while the Single-Scene Model represents each video with scene specific actions and the overall
summary is the mere concatenation of summaries from each scene. Specifically, we compare the
summarisation methods listed in Table 4.3.








The overall summary is a concatenation of independent summaries for each video by
doing recursive Normalised cut [184] on a graph constructed by taking each video
clip as vertices and L2 distance between topic profile γ of each clip as edges. Here
each video clip is represented by scene-specific local topics. This corresponds to Ngo
et al.[185], but without temporal graph.
Single-Scene Kcen-
ter
Similar to Single-Scene Graph method, but using Kcenter algorithm in Eq. (4.9) for
summarisation instead of Normalised Cut.
Multi-Scene Graph This model learns a STB to represent video clips from all scenes with STB profile.
Then Normalised Cut is applied to cluster clips and find multi-scene summaries.
Multi-Scene Kcen-
ter
Our full model builds a STB from all scenes within a cluster, then uses the Kcenter
algorithm to select summary clips from all scenes.
Condition: Across-cluster Summarisation (AC)
In this experiment, analogous to query and classification, we focus on the comparison between
Flat Model and Scene Cluster Model given different summarisation algorithms. The Flat
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Model Learns a single STB from all scenes available without discrimination while Scene Clus-
ter Model learns a STB per scene cluster. Specifically, we compare the summarisation schemes
in Table 4.4.
Table 4.4: Summarisation schemes for Condition AC.
Summarisation Method Description
Random This picks clips randomly from multiple scenes to compose the summary
Flat Multi-Scene User At-
tention
Leverages the magnitude, spatial and temporal phase of optical flow vectors
to index videos. This is the visual attention measurement of Ma et al.[186],
Eq. (6). We tested the model on a combined video by concatenating each
individual video.
Flat Multi-Scene Graph This model uses Normalised Cut [184] to cluster all video clips represented as
single STB profiles. This is similar to Ngo et al.[185].
Flat Multi-Scene Kcenter Same as Flat Multi-Scene Graph, but using Kcenter to select summary clips.
Scene Cluster Multi-
Scene Kcenter
Our full model clusters the scenes, learns STBs on each scene cluster, followed
by Kcenter to summaries within each scene cluster
Settings
To systematically evaluate summarisation performance, we vary the length of the requested sum-
mary. In Condition WC the summary varies from 8 to 120 clips (64seconds to 16mins) out of
overall 448 video clips (59.7mins) in Scene Cluster 3 (as shown in Figure 4.6(a)) and 224 video
clips (29.9mins) in Scene Cluster 7. In Condition AC the summary varies from 6 to 120 clips
(48seconds to 16mins) out of 672 video clips (89.7mins) total which is a combination of Scene
Cluster 3 and 7. All video clips for summarisation are represented as topic profile γ . Recall that
each local scene is learned with K = 15 topics and scene clusters with Ns scenes are learned with
K = coe f f ×Ns topics where coe f f is set to 5 here. For fair comparison, flat model baselines
are learned with the sum of the number of topics for each cluster.
Summarisation Evaluation
The performance is evaluated by the coverage of identified behaviours in the summary, averaged
over 50 independent runs. Figure 4.11(a) and (b) show the results for multi-scene summarisa-
tion within two example clusters (Condition WC). Clearly our Multi-Scene Kcenter algorithm
(red) outperforms the baselines: both Graph Method alternative (purple), and single-scene alter-
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natives (dashed line). The performance margin is greater between multi-scene and single-scene
models for the first cluster because there are four scenes here, so greater opportunity to exploit
inter-scene redundancy. This validates the effectiveness of jointly exploiting multiple-scenes for
summarisation. Figure 4.11(c) shows the result for multi-scene summarisation across both clus-
ters (Condition AC): our Scene Cluster Model builds one summary for each cluster to exploit
the expected greater volume of within-cluster redundancy. In contrast, the Flat Model builds one
single summary, but for a much more diverse group of data, and the single-scene models have no
across-cluster redundancy to exploit. Even in the flat case, our Kcenter model (in green) still out-
performs all other alternatives (purple and magenta). It is also worth noting that the user attention
model degenerates severely on our dataset due to the inability to extract semantic meaning from
videos where pure motion strength is not informative enough to distinguish semantic behaviours.
4.5.5 Further Analysis
In this section, we further analyse the robustness of our framework, by varying key parameters,
and investigate their impact on model performance.
Generalised Scene Alignment
We assume currently that cameras are installed upright and only scaling and translational trans-
form are applied to scene alignment. However, under more generally, rotational transforms may
also be considered. To that end, one can consider a generalised scene alignment that includes a
rotational parameter φ in the transformation. Recall that in section 4.2.1, we estimate the size of
transformed topics. We can extend that to N′a = Na×hs×cos(φ) and N′b = Nb×hs× sin(φ). The
generalised transform matrix H is then defined as:
H =

hs · cos(φ) −hs · sin(φ) hx
hs · sin(φ) hs · cos(φ) hy
0 0 1
 (4.10)
The procedure to transform a topic under this generalised alignment differs from the original
alignment only in the estimation of direction d. To determine d given d′, we represent quantized
optical flow as vector vec′ = [cos(2πd′/Nm), sin(2πd′/Nm)]>. Then we estimate the original
flow vector vec = H∗−1vec′ where H∗ is a 2× 2 matrix from the first two dimensions of H
because translation does not change motion direction. We determine d by nearest neighbour as
follows:
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(a) Condition WC: Scene Cluster 3 (4 scenes total)






























(b) Condition WC: Scene Cluster 7 (2 scenes total)












Flat Multi−Scene User Attention
Flat Multi−Scene Graph Method
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(c) Condition AC: All Scenes (6 scenes total)








To align scene a to scene b with this generalised alignment, we can estimate parameters by
maximizing the marginal likelihood of target document Xb given source topics βa. Specifically,
we denote the transform operation with specified parameters as H(β |hs,hx,hy,φ). Given target
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document Xb, the marginal likelihood is p(Xb|αa,H(βa|hs,hx,hy,φ)) where αa is the Dirichlet
prior in scene a. Because scaling and translational parameters are computed by a closed-form
solution (Eq. (4.3)), we only need to search φ̂ = argmax
φ
p(Xb|αa,H(βa|hs,hx,hy,φ)). However,
in our experiments with applying this generalised alignment process, we observed many local
minima – suggesting that the rotational transform is under-constrained, and not very repeatable.
Scene Alignment Stability
We first evaluate the stability of scene-level alignment. Recall that given two scenes a and b, we
firstly normalise each scene with geometrical transformation Hanorm and Hbnorm. The scene a to b
transform is thus defined by:









































. To evaluate the stability of this alignment,
we randomly sample 50% of the original data from each scene and estimate again the parameters




y . We run this process for 20 times and calculate the Root Mean Square Error
(RMSE), defined in Eq. (4.13) for ha2bs . RMSE for hx and hy are defined in the same way by












(h̃a2bsi −ha2bs )2 (4.13)
We show both the absolute value of reference parameters and RMSE when aligning each pair
of scenes in Figure4.12.
It is evident that most scene pairs are scaled between 0.7 and 1.5 (Figure 4.12(a)). The
worst RMSE(hs) among all scene pairs is 0.0007 (Figure 4.12(d)). The same observations can be
made on variability of x translation and y translation with the largest RMSE(hx) and RMSE(hy)
being 0.035 pixels or less while the absolute value of reference x and y translation are between
0 and 20 pixels. The small values of these deviations verify that the scene alignment model is
robust and repeatable. Some examples of scene alignment are shown in Figure 4.13. Whilst the
majority of activities are aligned well, some are less so. This is due to the limitation of a global
rigid transform over a whole scene. Further extension could exploit individual activity centred
alignment in addition to holistic scene alignment.
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(d) RMSE of scaling
 
 













(e) RMSE of x translation
 
 














(f) RMSE of y translation
Figure 4.12: Alignment and stability across all pairs of 27 scenes.
Scene 1
Scene 4
Scene 4 aligned to Scene 1
Scene 2
Scene 4
Scene 4 aligned to Scene 2
Scene 5
Scene 6
Scene 6 aligned to Scene 5
Scene 1
Scene 5










Figure 4.13: Examples of scene alignment pairs. Each column indicates one example alignment.
The first row is the target scene, the second row is the source scene to be aligned/transformed
and the last row is the source scene after alignment to the target. Both within scene cluster
(first three columns, clusters 3, 3 and 7 respectively) and across cluster (fourth column, cluster 3
and 7) examples are presented. The overlaid heat map is the spatial frequency of visual words.
A colorbar is attached to the right for reference however the number in the colorbar does not
correspond to any physical measure.
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Scene Cluster Stability
We tested the stability of scene-level clustering by varying cell size, number of local topics, and
clustering strategy: (1) we compared visual word quantisation with 5× 5 and 10× 10 cell size;
(2) we evaluated from 5 to 30 local topics in each scene by a step of 5; and (3) we performed self-
tuning spectral clustering with two alternative settings. The first is that we allowed the model to
automatically determine number of clusters and the second is that we fixed the number of clusters
to the same as in the reference clustering, i.e. 15 local topics and 5× 5 cell size. We measured
the discrepancy between the results from automatic clustering and the reference clustering using
the Rand Index [187]. It describes the discrepancy between two set partitions and is frequently
used as the evaluation metric for clustering. The Rand Index is between 0 and 1, with the higher
value indicating more similar between two partitions. If two partitions are exactly the same, the
Rand Index is 1. We show the results on the stability test of scene-level clustering in Figure 4.14.



















Rand Index with Auto Selected Cluster
Rand Index with Fixed Cluster
(a) Rand Index(RI) cell size=5






















Auto Selected Number of Clusters
Fixed Number of Clusters
(b) Number of cluster cell size=5


















Rand Index with Auto Selected Cluster
Rand Index with Fixed Cluster
(c) Rand Index(RI) cell size=10






















Auto Selected Number of Clusters
Fixed Number of Clusters
(d) Number of cluster cell size=10
Figure 4.14: Stability of scene-level clustering.
For both cell size = 5 and = 10, automatic cluster selection generates consistent partitions
(high Rand Index). So the framework is robust to motion quantisation cell size. However, it is
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Distance to Cluster 3
Distance to Cluster 7
Figure 4.15: Association of held out-scenes to clusters. Scene 1-4 are held out from cluster 3,
and scene 5-6 are held-out scenes from cluster 7. All held-out scenes are correctly associated.
also evident that automatic cluster number selection is less stable in determining the number of
clusters as indicated by the red bars in Figure4.14(b) and (d). On the other hand, by fixing the
number of clusters, the partitioning is more stable (consistent high Rand Index).
Associating New Scenes
Our model is able to group scenes according to the semantic relatedness if all the recorded data
are available in advance. In addition, the model is capable of associating new scenes to existing
clusters, e.g. given input from newly installed cameras at different locations, without the need
to completely re-learn the model. This is achieved by comparing the local topics of a new scene
to the STB in each scene cluster and choosing the cluster with highest relatedness. Only the
updated cluster needs to be re-learned to incorporate the new scene. We tested this approach in
Scene Clusters 3 and 7 by: (1) hold out each scene in turn as the candidate scene to be associated
and learn STB in each cluster with the other scenes; (2) compute the relatedness between the
held-out scene and both clusters using Eq. (4.6); and (3) associate the candidate scene to the
cluster with the highest relatedness. We illustrate the result of this via the distance (defined as
1− relatedness) between held-out candidate scenes and clusters in Figure 4.15. It is evident
that each held out scene is closer to its corresponding cluster, so 100% of scenes are associated
correctly. However, this approach is limited to associating new scenes to existing scene clusters
(scenes). A full online learning multi-scene model is desirable but also challenging and remains
to be an open question.
STB Stability
Finally, we investigate the stability of learning the Shared Topic Basis (STB) with different num-
ber of shared topics. Recall that, in section 4.5.2, the number of STB topics for the Scene Cluster
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Model (SCM) and the Flat Model (FM) is coe f f ×Ns. Now let us change coe f f from 3 to 10
and evaluate how this affects the cross-scene classification accuracy for both annotation Scheme
1 (59 categories) and 2 (31 categories). The results are shown in Figure 4.16. It is evident that





















SCM Merge Sch 2 FM Merge Sch 2 SCM Merge Sch 1 FM Merge Sch 1
Figure 4.16: Effect of varying number of topics used. Classification accuracy of Scene Cluster
Model (SCM) and Flat Model (FM).
for both 59 and 31 categories, our Scene Cluster Model is mostly better than Flat Model over a
range of topic numbers.
4.6 Summary
In this chapter we introduced a framework for synergistically modelling multiple-scene datasets
captured by multi-camera surveillance networks. It deals with variable and piece-wise inter-
scene relatedness by semantically clustering scenes according to the correspondence of semantic
activities; and selectively shares activities across scenes within clusters. Besides revealing the
commonality and uniqueness of each scene, multi-scene profiling further enables typical surveil-
lance tasks of query-by-example, behaviour classification and summarisation to be generalised to
multiple scenes. Importantly, by discovering related scenes and shared activities, it is possible to
achieve cross-scene query-by-example (in contrast to typical within-scene query), and to anno-
tate behaviour in a novel scene without any labels – which is important for making deployment of
surveillance systems scale in practice. Finally, we can provide video summarisation capabilities
that uniquely exploit redundancy both within and across scenes by leveraging our multi-scene
model.
There are still several limitations to this work. Firstly, in the current framework, scenes that
can be grouped together are usually morphologically similar, which means the underlying motion
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patterns and view angles are essentially similar. The semantic space defined in this chapter is thus
unable to associate behaviours subject to more complex geometrical relationship, e.g. homog-
raphy transformation, as attested in Section 4.5.5. Therefore, propogation of semantic labels in
this framework is constrained by the geometrical layout. Secondly, in this work, motion informa-
tion is mostly contributed by traffic. However studying human and crowd behaviour is becoming
more interesting [15, 38] due to wide application in video content retrieval, human machine inter-
action, crime prevention and public security. However, compared with traffic, human and crowd
behaviours are less regulated, coherent and independent of scene structures. Thus, exacting suit-
able features and discovering semantics to deal with the new situations are non-trivial tasks. To
this end, the next chapter discusses analysing human behaviours. More importantly, with text
induced semantic representation, we enable knowledge transfer between semantic categories to
recognise novel classes without visual training data.
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Chapter 5
Semantic Space for Zero-Shot Action Recognition
The preceding two chapters have demonstrated that discovering semantic space can benefit cross/multi-
scene traffic behaviour analysis. However, both chapters focus on far field of view surveillance
scenes where the behaviours are contributed mainly by the rigid movement of vehicles and pedes-
trians. The techniques studied in the previous chapters can not be trivially employed to help
recognise human actions in a close-up view. Therefore, in this chapter, we address the human
action recognition problem and more importantly study how semantic space discovered from text
can help the action recognition.
Analysing human actions requires different techniques introduced for surveillance scenes
due to the articulated movement of human body in conjunction with camera motion. Therefore,
constructing discriminative feature is essential for good performance in human action recogni-
tion. More importantly, the number of categories for action recognition is growing rapidly and
it has become increasingly hard to label sufficient training data for learning conventional models
for all categories. Instead of collecting ever more data and labelling them exhaustively for all
categories, an attractive alternative approach is ‘zero-shot learning (ZSL). Existing ZSL studies
focus primarily on still images, and attribute-based semantic representations. In contrast, we
explore word-vectors as the shared semantic space to embed videos and category labels for ZSL
action recognition. This is a more challenging problem than existing ZSL of still images and/or
attributes, because the mapping between video space-time features of actions and the semantic
space is more complex and harder to learn for the purpose of generalising over any cross-category
domain shift. To solve this generalisation problem in ZSL action recognition, we investigate a
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series of synergistic improvements to the standard ZSL pipeline. First, we enhance significantly
the semantic space mapping by proposing manifold-regularised regression and data augmentation
strategies. Second, we evaluate two existing post processing strategies (transductive self-training
and hubness correction), and show that they are complementary. We evaluate extensively our
model on a wide range of human action datasets including HMDB51, UCF101, OlympicSports
and event dataset including CCV and TRECVID MED 13. The results demonstrate that our ap-
proach achieves the state-of-the-art zero-shot action recognition performance with a simple and
efficient pipeline, and without supervised annotation of attributes. Finally, we present in-depth
analysis into why and when zero-shot works, including demonstrating the ability to predict cross-
category transferability in advance.
The remainder of this chapter is organised as below: Section 5.1 introduces the procedure
to learn visual-semantic model on labelled known categories. In Section 5.2 we introduce trans-
ductive algorithm to improve zero-shot prediction performance. Experiment on 4 popular action
datasets and one event detection dataset are conducted in Section 5.3 with a summary given in
Section 5.4.
5.1 Learning Visual-Semantic Model
Table 5.1: Basic notations for zero-shot action recognition.
Notation Description
X ∈ Rdx×N ; xi Visual feature matrix for N instances; Column representing the i-th instance
y ∈ Z1×N ; yi Integer class labels for N instances; Scalar representing the i-th instance
Z ∈ Rdz×N ; zi Semantic embedding for N instances; Column representing the i-th instance
K ∈ RN×N Kernel matrix
A ∈ Rdz×N Regression coefficient matrix
f : X→ Z visual-to-semantic mapping function
g : y→ Z Class name embedding function
λA ∈ R Ridge regression regularizor
λI ∈ R Manifold regression regularizor
NGK ∈ Z+ KNN Graph parameter for manifold regularizor
NstK ∈ Z+ KNN parameter for Self-Training procedure
First of all, we give an overview of out zero-shot action recognition framework in Figure 5.1
and define the frequently used notations in Table 5.1. We have labelled training data in auxiliary
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dataset Xauxtr , additional labelled augment dataset X
aug
1 and unlabelled testing data in target dataset
Xtrgte . Each of the labelled and unlabelled data is accompanied with a class index, e.g. ‘brush hair’,




te respectively. We assume the access
to the labelled data Xauxtr and X
aug




1 in the training phase. The
objective is to use all labelled information to help classify unlabelled data Xtrgte into a set of pre-
defined categories ytrgte (aka unknown classes). Importantly, the unlabelled classes are disjoint
from any seen data at training time: ytr ∩ yte = ∅. This learning strategy is often referred to as
zero-shot learning (ZSL). In addition to the standard definition of zero-shot learning, we make
a further assumption that we have the access to unlabelled testing data Xtrgte but not the labels
ytrgte in the training phase which is named as ‘transductive’ setting. Specifically, in the training
phase I, auxiliary labelled data Xauxtr is first augmented by data from augment dataset X
aug
1 to
form all labelled training dataset Xtr and ytr. We construct a K Nearest Neighbour (KNN) graph
on all labelled and unlabelled data in visual feature space to model the underlying manifold
structure. In the training phase II, we create prototypes for known classes which are class names
embedded in semantic space via a an embedding function Ztr = g(ytr). Then we learn a visual-
to-semantic mapping f : Xtr → Ztr as manifold regularised regression. In the testing phase,
prototypes for unknown classes are first generated by semantic embedding g(yte). Then target
test/unlabelled data Xtrgte are projected into semantic space via f (X
trg
te ). Finally simple nearest
neighbour (NN) classifier is adopted to categorise test data as the label of closest prototype. On
top of NN classifier, self-training and hubness corrections are adopted at testing phase to further
improve mitigate domain shift problem.
5.1.1 Semantic Embedding Space
To bridge the gap between disjoint training and testing classes, we establish a semantic embed-
ding space Z based on word-vectors. In particular we use a neural network [24] trained on a
100 billion word corpus to realise a mapping g : y→ Z that produces a unique dz dimensional
encoding vector of each dictionary word.
Compound Names
The above procedure only deals with class names that are unigram dictionary words. To process
compound names commonly occurring in action datasets, e.g. ‘brush hair’ or ‘ride horse’, that
do not exist as individual tokens in the corpus, we exploit compositionally of the semantic space
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Figure 5.1: Zero-Shot Action Recognition Pipeline.
[188]. Various composition methods have been proposed [188, 189] including additive, multi-
plicative and others, but our experiments showed no significant to using others besides addition,
so we stick with simple additive composition.
Suppose the ith class name yi is composed of words {yi j} j=1···w. We generate a single dz












In order to map video features into the semantic embedding space constructed above, we train
a regression model f : X → Z from dx dimensional low-level visual feature space to the dz di-
mensional embedding space. The regression is trained using training instances Xtr = {xi}i=1···nl
and the corresponding embedding Ztr = g(ytr) of the instance class name y as the target value.
Various methods have previously been used for this task including linear support vector regres-
sion (SVR) [139, 22] and more complex multi-layer neural networks [26, 141, 142]. Since we
will use fisher vector encoding [92] for features X, we can easily apply simple linear regression
for f (·). Specifically, we use l2 regularized linear regression (aka ridge regression) to learn the
visual-to-semantic mapping.
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Kernel Ridge Regression
The fisher vector encoding generates a very high dimensional feature 2×ddescr×Nk where Nk is
the number of components in the Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) and ddescr is the dimension
of raw descriptors. This usually results in many more feature dimensions than training samples.
Thus we use the representer theorem [95] and formulate a kernelized ridge regression with a
linear kernel in Eq (5.2). The benefit of kernelised regression is to reduce computation as the
closed-form solution to A only involves computing the inverse of a N×N rather than a dx× dx





(xid · x jd) (5.2)
The visual features x can be then projected into semantic space via Eq (5.3) where a j is the





a jk(x,x j) (5.3)
To improve the generalisation of the regressor, we add the l2 regularizer || f ||2K = Tr(AKA>)




















where the regression targets are generated by the vector representation of each class name zi =
g(yi) and Z = [z1 z2 · · · ]dz×nl , A is the dz×nl regression coefficient matrix, K is the nl×nl kernel
matrix and nl is the number of labelled training instances. The loss function is convex with
respect to the A. Taking derivatives w.r.t A and setting the gradient to 0 leads to the following
closed-form solution where I is the identity matrix.
A = Z(K+ γAnlI)−1 (5.5)
The above mapping by Kernel Ridge Regression provides a simple solution to embed vi-
sual instances into semantic space. However the simple ridge regression only considers limited
labelled training data Xtr without exploiting the underline structure of the manifold on both
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labelled and unlabelled data nor any additional related labelled data from other datasets. In
the following sections, we introduce two approaches to improve the quality of mapping: (1)
Manifold-Regularized Regression; and (2) Data Augmentation.
Manifold Regularized Regression
As discussed earlier, conventional regularization provides poor ZSL due to disjoint training
and testing classes. To improve recognition of testing classes, we explore transductive semi-
supervised regression. The idea is to exploit unlabelled testing data Xte to discover the man-
ifold structure in the zero-shot classes, and preserve this structure in the semantic space after
visual-semantic mapping. Therefore, this is also known as manifold regularization. Note that
we use labelled to refer to training data Xtr and unlabelled to refer to testing data Xte. So we
use semi-supervised manifold regularization in a transductive way, requiring access to the unla-
belled/testing data Xte during the training phase.
To that end, we introduce manifold laplacian regularization [57] into the ridge regression
formulation. This additional regularization term ensures that if two videos are close to each other
in the visual feature space, this relationship should be kept in the semantic space as well.
We model the manifold by constructing a symmetric K nearest neighbour (KNN) graph W
on the all nl +nu instances where nl = |Ttr| denotes the number of labelled training instances and
nu = |Tte| denotes the number of unlabelled testing instances. The KNN Graph is constructed by
first computing a linear kernel matrix between all instances. Then for each instance we select the
top K neighbours and assign an edge between these nodes. This gives us a directed graph which
is then symmetrized by converting to an undirected graph by connecting nodes with any directed
edge between them. Let D be a diagonal matrix with dii = ∑nl+nuj=1 wi j, we get the graph laplacian
matrix L = D−W. The manifold regularizer is then written as:
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i, j
wi j f>(xi) f (x j)
(5.6)
Further denoting f = [ f (x1) f (x2) · · · f (xnl+nu)] = AK. Eq. (5.6) can be rewritten in matrix
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form as:




where K is a (nl + nu)× (nl × nu) dimensional kernel matrix constructed upon all labelled and
unlabelled instances via Eq (5.2). Combining all regularization terms we obtain the overall
loss function in Eq (5.8), where for simplicity we denote J =
 Inl×nl 0nl×nu
0nu×nl 0nu×nu
 and Z̃ =















The loss function is convex w.r.t. the dz× (nl + nu) regression coefficient matrix A. A closed-









Eq (5.9) provides an efficient way to learn the visual-to-semantic mapping due to the closed-form
solution compared to alternative iterative approaches [139, 23]. At testing time, the mapping can
be efficiently applied to project new videos into the embedding with Eq. (5.3). Note when γI = 0
manifold regression becomes exactly kernel regression.
Improving the Embedding with Data Augmentation
As discussed, the mapping often generalises poorly because: (1) actions are visually complex
and ambiguous; and (2) even a mapping well learned for training categories may not generalise
well to testing categories as required by ZSL, because the volume of training data is small com-
pared to the complexity of a general visual-to-semantic space mapping. The manifold regression
described previously ameliorates the latter issues, but we next discuss a complementary strategy
of data augmentation.
Another way to further mitigate both of these problems is by augmentation with any available
additional dataset which need not contain classes in common with the target testing dataset.
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This will provide more data to learn a better generalising regressor z = f (x). We formalise the
data augmentation problem as follows. To recognise actions classes in HMDB51, there are naux
additional augment datasets {Xaugi ,y
aug
i }, e.g. UCF101, Olympic Sports and CCV. We propose
to improve the regression by merging auxiliary training data and all available augment sets. The





The additional augment instances Xaug are aggregated with the auxiliary training data as Xtr =
[Xauxtr X
aug
1 · · · X
aug
n ] and Ztr = [Zauxtr Z
aug
1 · · · Z
aug
n ] where Zauxtr = g(yauxtr ). The augmented training
data Xtr and class embeddings Ztr are used together to train the regressor f . It is worth noting
that we don’t re-train the Fisher Vector codebook by augmenting additional dataset.
To formulate the loss function in matrix form we denote nauxl = |yauxtr |, n
trg













l ) dimensional kernel matrix on all
target and auxiliary data, and L̃ is the corresponding graph laplacian. We then write the block
structured J̃ matrix as:
J̃ =
I(nauxl +naugl )×(nauxl +naugl ) 0
0 0ntrgu ×ntrgu
 (5.10)








































where by setting γI = 0 we obtain a kernel ridge regression with only data augmentation.
Relation to Multi-Task Learning
The multi-task learning (MTL) concept adopted by Simonyan and Zisserman [68] is very similar
to our data augmentation as both aim to learn a more robust and generalisable model. However,
we note there are several key aspects which differentiate the two strategies. Firstly, the MTL in
Simonyan and Zisserman [68] defines two classification loss, i.e. two softmax loss and take the
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sum as the final loss for training the network. This strategy does not differentiate the overlapped
categories between two datasets. As an alternative strategy, Simonyan and Zisserman [68] pro-
posed to manually prune out overlapped categories and merge two datasets which is not scalable
to larger and more training datasets. In contrast, our model is able to automatically expand our
training pool by including additional datasets in the semantic space.
5.2 Transductive Zero-Shot Prediction
Given the trained mappings f (·) and g(·) we can now complete the zero-shot learning task. To
classify a testing instance x∗ ∈Xte, we apply nearest neighbour matching of the projected testing
instance f (x∗) against the vector representations of all the testing classes g(y) (prototype):
ŷ = arg min
y∈yte
‖ f (x∗)−g(y)‖ (5.13)
Distances in such embedding spaces have been shown to be best measured using the cosine
metric [24, 139]. Thus we l2 normalise each data point, making Euclidean distance effectively
equivalent to cosine distance in this space.
5.2.1 Ameliorating Domain Shift by Post Processing
In the previous two sections we introduced two methods to improve the embedding f for ZSL. In
this section we now discuss two post-processing strategies to further reduce the impact of domain
shift.
Self-Training for Domain Adaptation
The domain shift induced by applying f (·) trained on Xtr to data of different statistics Xte
means the projected data points f (Xte) do not lie neatly around the corresponding class pro-
jections/prototypes g(yte) [22]. To ameliorate this domain shift, we explore transductive self-
training to adjust unseen class prototypes to be more comparable to the projected data points.
For each category prototype g(y∗),y∗ ∈ yte we search for the NstK nearest neighbours among the
unlabelled testing instance projections, and re-define the adapted prototype g̃(y∗) as the average
of those NstK neighbours. Thus if NNK(g(y
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The adapted prototypes g̃(y∗) are now more directly comparable with the testing data for match-
ing using Eq. (5.13).
An alternative explanation to self-training is all novel category prototypes are brought closer
to the centre of all testing data. The parameter K determines how far the novel prototypes would
travel. In an extreme case where K = nu all prototypes would converge into a single point which
is the centre of all testing data.
Hubness Correction
One practical effect of the ZSL domain shift was elucidated in [46], and denoted the ‘Hubness’
problem. Specifically, after the domain shift, there are a small set of ‘hub’ test-class prototypes
that become nearest or K nearest neighbours to the majority of testing samples in the semantic
space, while others are NNs of no testing instances. This results in poor accuracy and highly
biased predictions with the majority of testing examples being assigned to a small minority of
classes. We therefore explore the simple solutions proposed by [46] which takes into account
the global distribution of zero-shot samples and prototypes. This method is transductive as with
self-training and manifold-regression. Specifically, we considered two alternative approaches:
Normalised Nearest Neighbour (NRM) and Globally Corrected (GC).
The NRM approach eliminates the bias towards hub prototypes by normalising the distance
of each prototype to all testing samples prior to performing Nearest Neighbour classification as
defined in Eq (5.13). More specifically, denote the distance between prototype y j and testing
sample {x∗i }i=1···nu as di j = || f (x∗i )−g(y j)||. We then l2 normalise the distances between proto-
type y j and all nu testing samples in Eq (5.15). This normalised distance d̂i j replaces the original
distance di j for doing nearest neighbour matching in Eq. (5.13).






The alternatively GC approach damps the effect of hub prototypes by using ranks rather than
the original distance measures. We denote the function Rank(y,x∗i ) as the rank of testing sample
x∗i w.r.t the distance to y. Specifically, the rank function is defined as Eq (5.16) where 1 is the
indicator function.
Rank(y,x∗i ) = ∑
x∗j ∈Xte\x∗i
1(|| f (x∗j )−g(y)|| ≤ || f (x∗i −g(y))||) (5.16)
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The rank function always return an integer value between 0 and |Xte| − 1. Thus the label
of testing sample x∗i can be predicted by Eq (5.17) in contrast to simple nearest by neighbour
Eq (5.13).
ŷ = arg min
y∈yte
Rank(y,x∗i ) (5.17)
Note, both strategies do not alter the ranking of testing samples w.r.t. each prototype. How-
ever, the ranking of prototypes w.r.t. each testing sample is altered thus potentially improves
the quality of NN matching. Overall, due to the nature of a retrieval task which depends on the
ranking of testing samples w.r.t. prototypes, the performance of retrieval task is not affected by
the two hubness correction methods.
5.2.2 Transductive Setting
Of the four strategies introduced before, manifold regularization, self-training, and hubness cor-
rection assume access to the full set of unlabelled testing data, which is called the transductive
setting [57, 22]. This assumption would be true in many real-world problems. Video repositories,
e.g. YouTube, can process large batches of unlabelled videos uploaded by users. Transductive
zero-shot methods can be used to tag batches automatically without manual annotation, or add a
new tag to the ontology of an existing annotated set.
5.2.3 Multi-Shot Learning
Although our focus is zero-shot learning, we also note that the semantic embedding space pro-
vides an alternative representation for conventional supervised learning. For multi-shot learning,
we map all data instances X into the semantic space using projection Z = f (X), and then simply
train SVM classifiers with linear kernel using the l2 normalised projections f (X) as data. In
the testing phase, testing samples are projected into embedding space via the mapping f (X) and
categorised using the SVM classifiers.
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5.3 Experiments
5.3.1 Datasets and Settings
Datasets
Experiments are performed on 5 popular contemporary action recognition and event detection
datasets including A Large Human Motion Database (HMDB51) [4], UCF101 [5], Olympic
Sports [7] and Columbia Consumer Video (CCV) [6]. HMDB51 is specifically created for
human action recognition. It has 6766 videos from various sources with 51 categories of ac-
tions. UCF101 is an action recognition dataset of 13320 realistic action videos, collected from
YouTube, with 101 action categories. Olympic Sports is collected from YouTube, and is mainly
focused on sports events. It has 783 videos with 16 categories of events. CCV contains 9682
YouTube videos over 20 semantic categories. We illustrate some example frames in Figure 5.2.
The action/event category names are presented in Table 5.2. We also evaluate USAA [139] – a
subset of CCV specifically annotated with attributes – in order to facilitate comparison against
attribute centric ZSL approaches. In addition to above action/event datasets, we also studied a
large complex event dataset - TRECVID MED 2013. There are five components to the dataset
including Event Kit training, Background training, test set MED, test set Kindred and Research
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Figure 5.2: Example frames for different action datasets.
Visual Feature Encoding
For each video we extract improved trajectory feature (ITF) descriptors [87] and encode them
with Fisher Vectors (FV). We first compute ITF with 3 descriptors (HOG, HOF and MBH). We
apply PCA to reduce the dimension of descriptors by half which results in descriptors with 198 di-
mensions in total. Then we randomly sample 256,000 descriptors from each of the 5 action/event
datasets and learn a Gaussian Mixture Model with 128 components from the combined training
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Table 5.2: Category names of each human action dataset.
Dataset Category Names
HMDB51 brush hair, cartwheel, catch, chew, clap, climb, climb stairs, dive, draw sword, dribble, drink, eat, fall floor, fencing, flic flac,
golf, handstand, hit, hug, jump, kick, kick ball, kiss, laugh, pick, pour, pullup, punch, push, pushup, ride bike, ride horse, run,
shake hands, shoot ball, shoot bow, shoot gun, sit, situp, smile, smoke, somersault, stand, swing baseball, sword, sword exercise,
talk, throw, turn, walk, wave
UCF101 Apply Eye Makeup, Apply Lipstick, Archery, Baby Crawling, Balance Beam, Band Marching, Baseball Pitch, Basketball Shooting,
Basketball Dunk, Bench Press, Biking, Billiards Shot, Blow Dry Hair, Blowing Candles, Body Weight Squats, Bowling, Boxing
Punching Bag, Boxing Speed Bag, Breaststroke, Brushing Teeth, Clean and Jerk, Cliff Diving, Cricket Bowling, Cricket Shot,
Cutting In Kitchen, Diving, Drumming, Fencing, Field Hockey Penalty, Floor Gymnastics, Frisbee Catch, Front Crawl, Golf
Swing, Haircut, Hammer Throw, Hammering, Handstand Pushups, Handstand Walking, Head Massage, High Jump, Horse Race,
Horse Riding, Hula Hoop, Ice Dancing, Javelin Throw, Juggling Balls, Jump Rope, Jumping Jack, Kayaking, Knitting, Long Jump,
Lunges, Military Parade, Mixing Batter, Mopping Floor, Nun chucks, Parallel Bars, Pizza Tossing, Playing Guitar, Playing Piano,
Playing Tabla, Playing Violin, Playing Cello, Playing Daf, Playing Dhol, Playing Flute, Playing Sitar, Pole Vault, Pommel Horse,
Pull Ups, Punch, Push Ups, Rafting, Rock Climbing Indoor, Rope Climbing, Rowing, Salsa Spins, Shaving Beard, Shotput, Skate
Boarding, Skiing, Skijet, Sky Diving, Soccer Juggling, Soccer Penalty, Still Rings, Sumo Wrestling, Surfing, Swing, Table Tennis
Shot, Tai Chi, Tennis Swing, Throw Discus, Trampoline Jumping, Typing, Uneven Bars, Volleyball Spiking, Walking with a dog,
Wall Pushups, Writing On Board, Yo Yo
Olympic
Sports
basketball layup, bowling, clean and jerk, discus throw, hammer throw, high jump, javelin throw, long jump, diving platform 10m,
pole vault, shot put, snatch, diving springboard 3m, tennis serve, triple jump, vault
CCV Basketball, Baseball, Soccer, IceSkating, Skiing, Swimming, Biking, Cat, Dog, Bird, Graduation, Birthday, WeddingReception,
WeddingCeremony, WeddingDance, MusicPerformance, NonmusicPerformance, Parade, Beach, Playground
descriptors. Finally the dimension of FV encoded feature is equal to dx = 2×128×198= 50688.
The visual feature for TRECVID MED 2013 dataset was extracted using ITF with HOG and
MBH descriptors encoded with Fisher Vectors. We use the FV encoded feature provided by [23].
Semantic Embedding Space
We adopted the skip-gram neural network model [24] trained on the Google News dataset (about
100 billion words). This neural network can then encode any of approximately 3 million unique
worlds as a dz = 300 dimension vector.
5.3.2 Zero-Shot Learning on Actions and Events
Data Split
Because there is no existing zero-shot learning evaluation protocol for most existing action and
event datasets we propose our own splits. We first propose a 50/50 category split for all datasets.
Visual-to-semantic mappings are trained on the 50% training categories, and the other 50% are
held out unseen for testing time. We randomly generate 50 independent splits and take the mean
accuracy and standard deviation for evaluation. Among the 50 splits, all categories are evaluated
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as testing classes, and the frequency is evenly distributed.
Evaluation of Components
To evaluate the efficacy of each component we considered an extensive combination of blocks
including manifold regularizer, self-training, hubness correction and data augmentation. Specif-
ically we evaluated the following options for each component.
• Data Augmentation: Using only within target dataset training data (X) to learn the em-
bedding f (x), or also borrowing data from the auxiliary datasets (X). (Section 5.1.2). For
each of the four datasets HMDB51, UCF101, Olympic Sports and CCV, the other three
datasets are treated as the auxiliary sets. Note, there are overlapping categories between
the auxiliary and target sets in the sense of exact name match. For instance, the action
class Biking exists in both UCF101 and CCV. To avoid violating the zero-shot assumption
we exclude these exact matching classes in the auxiliary set. However, we consider that
semantic overlaps, e.g. Biking in UCF101 and Ride Bike in HMDB51, should not be ex-
cluded because recognising such paraphrase of action category is the problem to be solved
by zero-shot learning and exploiting such semantic relatedness is unique to word-vector
embedding approach.
• Embedding: We compare ridge regression (RR) with manifold regularized ridge regres-
sion (MR) (Section 5.1.2).
• Self Training: With (X) or without (X) self-training before matching (Section 5.2.1).
• Matching Strategy: We compare conventional NN matching (NN) Eq. (5.13) versus
Normalised Nearest Neighbour (NRM) Eq. (5.15) and Globally Corrected (GC) match-
ing Eq. (5.17) (Section 5.2.1). Note that the hubness correction methods (NRM and GC)
do not change retrieval performance. Therefore, NN/ NRM/ GC do not perform differently
on OlympicSports and CCV.
• Transductive: (Trans) Indicating whether the combination of components is transductive
(X) or not (X). The former requires the access to unlabelled testing data.
Based on this breakdown of components, we note that the condition (X-RR-X-NN-X) is
roughly equivalent to the methods in [26] and [141], and the conditions (X-RR-X-GC-X, X-
RR-X-NRM-X) are roughly equivalent to [46]. As we note Self-Training brings the biggest
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contribution to performance boost we single out the evaluation of ST in Table 5.4 and present the
results for rest components in Table 5.3.
Metrics
HMDB, UCF and USAA are classification benchmarks, so we report average accuracy metric.
Olympic Sports and CCV are detection benchmarks, so we report mean average precision (mAP)
metrics. We note that because distance normalisation (NRM) does not change the relative rank
of testing instances w.r.t. testing class, there is no difference between NRM and NN for mAP.
Therefore, we insert a ‘−’ for Match-NRM on Olympic Sports and CCV. The performance for
these ‘−’ is the same as their NN counterparts.
Table 5.3: Evaluation of the contribution of individual component (average % accuracy ± stan-
dard deviation for HMDB51, UCF101 and USAA and mean average precision ± standard devi-
ation for Olympic Sports and CCV). All ‘−’ indicate no difference in performance between NN
and NRM.
Model Match Data Aug Trans HMDB51 UCF101 Olympic Sports CCV USAA
RR NN X X 14.5±2.7 11.7±1.7 35.7±8.8 20.7±3.0 29.5±5.5
MR NN X X 15.9±3.1 12.9±2.2 37.7±9.5 21.4±3.0 29.8±4.0
RR GC X X 15.3±2.7 13.5±1.8 35.7±8.8 20.7±3.0 26.1±6.7
RR NRM X X 16.1±2.7 13.9±1.5 - - 28.6±7.2
MR NRM X X 18.0±3.2 15.6±2.0 - - 28.2±5.4
RR NN X X 20.4±2.9 15.7±1.6 38.6±7.5 30.3±3.9 28.2±4.6
RR NRM X X 21.0±2.7 18.5±1.7 - - 35.6±2.6
MR NN X X 20.6±2.9 17.2±1.6 41.1±7.7 30.4±3.9 30.3±4.9
Experimental Results
We make the following observations from the results in Table 5.3: (i) The simplest approach of
directly mapping features to the embedding space (X-RR-X-NN-X [26, 141]) works reasonably
well suggesting that semantic space is effective as a representation and supports ZSL. (ii) Mani-
fold regularization reliably improves performance compared to conventional ridge regression by
reducing the domain shift through considering the unlabelled testing data (transductive learning).
(iii) Data augmentation also significantly improves the results by providing a more representative
sample of training data for learning the embedding. (iv) According to Table 5.4, self-training [22]
post-processing improves results at testing time, and this is complementary with our proposed
manifold regularization and data augmentation.
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Table 5.4: Evaluation of the contribution of Self-Training component.
Model Match ST Data Aug HMDB51 UCF101 Olympic Sports CCV USAA
RR NN X X 14.5±2.7 11.7±1.7 35.7±8.8 20.7±3.0 29.5±5.5
RR NN X X 17.0±3.1 15.9±2.3 37.3±9.1 21.7±3.2 30.2±5.2
MR NRM X X 18.0±3.2 15.6±2.0 - - 28.2±5.4
MR NRM X X 19.1±3.8 18.0±2.7 - - 31.6±3.2
RR NN X X 20.4±2.9 15.7±1.6 38.6±7.5 30.3±3.9 28.2±4.6
RR NN X X 23.6±3.7 21.2±2.4 42.0±8.2 33.8±4.7 42.8±8.7
MR NN X X 20.6±2.9 17.2±1.6 41.1±7.7 30.4±3.9 30.3±4.9
MR NN X X 23.5±3.9 20.6±2.4 43.2±8.3 33.0±4.8 41.2±9.7
MR NRM X X 24.1±3.8 22.1±2.5 - - 43.3±10.9
Comparison With State-of-the-Art
In addition to the above variants of our framework, we also evaluate the following state-of-
the-art approaches to ZSL on action recognition tasks. As both word-vector embedding and
manually labelled attributes are widely studied in the literature of zero-shot learning, we compare
our approach using both word-vector and attribute semantic embedding with the state-of-the-
art models. Attribute embedding is only evaluated on UCF, Olympic Sports and USAA where
attributes are available.
Word-Vector Embedding: For word-vector embedding, we evaluate three alternative models:
1. Structured Joint Embedding (SJE) We use the code of [29] with FV encoded visual
feature to evaluate the performance on all 5 datasets. The SJE model employs bilinear
ranking to ensure relevant labels (word-vectors) are ranked higher than irrelevant labels.
2. Convex Combination of Semantic Embeddings (ConSE) We implement the ConSE
model [43] with the same FV encoded feature and evaluate on all 5 datasets. The ConSE
model firstly trains classifiers for each known category p(y j|x). Given testing visual data
x, the semantic embedding of visual data is synthesised by a linear combination of known
category embeddings as f (x) = ∑Tj=1 p(y j|x)z j where T is the top T known classes.
3. Support Vector Embedding (SVE) This model [190] learns the visual-to-semantic map-
ping via support vector regression. Performance is reported on HMDB51 and UCF101
datasets.
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Attribute Embedding: In addition to word-vector embedding based methods, we also com-
pare against existing state-of-the-art models using attribute embeddings. To enable direct com-
parisons with the same embedding, we carry out experiments for our approach with attribute
embedding as well (although in this setting our data augmentation cannot be applied). Specifi-
cally, we compare the following methods:
1. Direct Attribute Prediction (DAP) We implement the method of [39], but using the same
FV encoded visual features and linear kernel SVM attribute classifiers p(a|x). Recognition
is then performed based on attribute posteriors and manually specified attribute descriptor
p(a|y).
2. Indirect Attribute Prediction (IAP) [39]. This differs from DAP by learning a per-
category classifier p(y|x) from training data first and then use the training category attribute-
prototype dependency p(a|y) to obtain attribute estimator p(a|x).
3. Human Actions by Attributes (HAA) [20]. We reproduce a simplified version of this
model which exploits the manually labelled attributes {am} for zero-shot learning. Similar
to DAP, a binary SVM classifier is trained per attribute. In the testing phase, each testing
sample is projected into attribute space and then assigned to the closest testing/unknown
class based on cosine distance to the class prototype (NN).
4. Propagation Semantic Transfer (PST) [191] and [192]. Label propagation is adopted
in this approach to adjust the initial predictions of DAP. Specifically, a KNN graph is
constructed in the attribute embedding space and a smoothed solution is obtained trans-
ductively by semi-supervised label propagation [193].
5. Multi-Modal Latent Attribute Topic Model (M2LATM) [139]. It exploits both user-
defined and discovered latent attributes to facilitate zero-shot learning. This model fuses
multiple features – static (SIFT), motion (STIP) and audio (MFCC), and thus has an ad-
vantage compared to other methods evaluated that use vision alone. We report the results
on USAA from [139].
6. Transductive Multi-View Bayesian Label Propagation (TMV-BLP) [27]. This model
builds a common space for multiple embeddings. It combines attribute and word-vectors,
and applies bayesian label propagation to infer the category of testing instances. It evalu-
ated on USAA dataset with SIFT, STIP and MFCC features.
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7. Transductive Multi-View Hypergraph Label Propagation (TMV-HLP) [22]. An im-
proved version of TMV-BLP. A distributed hypergraph was adopted to replace the local
neighbourhood graph in [27].
8. Unsupervised Domain Adaptation (UDA). The UDA model [145] learns dictionary on
auxiliary data and adapts it to the target data as a constraint on the target dictionary rather
than blindly using the same dictionary.
Mixed Embedding: We refer to exploiting attribute and word-vector embeddings jointly as
studied by [22] and [29]. Although multi-view embedding is not the focus of this work, we
evaluate our model with a simple concatenation of attribute and word-vector embeddings. Three
alternatives are compared including TMV-BLP [27], UDA [145] and TMV-HLP [22].
Method Properties: We indicate the nature of each approach with four parameters. DA -
if data augmentation is applied. Trans - whether the approach requires transductive access to
testing data. Embed - what semantic embedding is used. Embed-A, Embed-W and Embed A+W
indicate attribute, word vector, and both attribute+word vector embeddings respectively. Feat -
What visual feature is used. FV indicates Fisher vector encoded dense trajectory feature; BoW
indicates bag of words encoded dense trajectory feature; and SMS indicates joint SIFT, MFCC
and STIP feature.
Experimental Results
The full results are presented in Table 5.5, from which we draw the following conclusions: (i) Our
non-transductive model (RR) is strong compared with alternative models with either word-vector
embedding or attribute embedding. For example, our RR model is able to beat SJE and ConSE in
UCF101, CCV and USAA with word-vector embedding and beat DAP, IAP and HAA in Olympic
Sports and USAA. (ii) With transductive access to testing data, our model MR-X-X-W is better
than most alternative models with word-vector and competitive against models with attribute em-
bedding. (iii) The overall combination of all components, manifold regularized regression (MR),
Data Augmentation (DA) and Self-training and hubness (Trans), with word-vector embedding
(MR-X-X-W) can yield very competitive performance. Depending on the dataset, our overall
model is comparable or significantly better than the attribute-centric methods, e.g. UCF101.
(iv) With mix-embedding (A+W) our model is still very competitive against existing ZSL ap-
proaches and outperform TMV-BLP, UDA and TMV-HLP. Apart from the above observations
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Table 5.5: Comparison with state-of-the-art approaches to ZSL. Both attribute and word-vector
embeddings are studied for fair comparison. ∗ performances are estimated from Fig. 2 (a) Γ(X +
V ) and Γ(X +A) respectively in [27]. ∗∗ performances are estimated from Fig. 5 (c) Γ(X +V )
and Γ(X +A) respectively in [22]. N/A indicates not available due to the absence of attribute
annotation or not reported by the original work.
Model DA Trans Embed Feat HMDB51 UCF101 Olympic Sports CCV USAA
Random Guess X X X X 4.0 2.0 12.5 10.0 25.0
RR (Ours) X X W FV 14.5±2.7 11.7±1.7 35.7±8.8 20.7±3.0 29.5±5.5
MR (Ours) X X W FV 19.1±3.8 18.0±2.7 38.6±10.6 22.5±3.4 31.6±3.2
MR (Ours) X X W FV 24.1±3.8 22.1±2.5 43.2±8.3 33.0±4.8 43.3±10.9
SJE [29] X X W FV 12.0±2.6 9.3±1.7 34.6±7.6 16.3±3.1 21.3±0.6
ConSe [43] X X W FV 15.0±2.7 11.6±2.1 36.6±9.0 20.7±3.1 28.2±4.8
TMV-BLP [27]∗ X X W SMS N/A N/A N/A N/A 41.0
TMV-HLP [22]∗∗ X X W SMS N/A N/A N/A N/A 43.0
SVE [190] X X W BoW 12.9±2.3 11.0±1.8 N/A N/A N/A
RR (Ours) X X A FV N/A 12.6±1.8 51.7±11.3 N/A 44.2±13.9
MR (Ours) X X A FV N/A 20.2±2.2 53.5±11.9 N/A 51.6±10.0
DAP [39] X X A FV N/A 15.2±1.9 44.4±9.9 N/A 37.9±5.9
IAP [39] X X A FV N/A 15.6±2.2 44.0±10.7 N/A 31.7±1.6
HAA [20] X X A FV N/A 14.3±2.0 48.3±10.2 N/A 41.2±9.8
PST [191] X X A FV N/A 15.3±2.2 48.6±11.0 N/A 47.9±10.6
M2LATM [139] X X A SMS N/A N/A N/A N/A 41.9
TMV-BLP [27]∗ X X A SMS N/A N/A N/A N/A 40.0
TMV-HLP [22]∗∗ X X A SMS N/A N/A N/A N/A 42.0
UDA [145] X X A FV N/A 13.2±1.9 N/A N/A N/A
MR (Ours) X X A+W FV N/A 20.8±2.3 53.2±11.6 N/A 51.9±10.1
TMV-BLP [27] X X A+W SMS N/A N/A N/A N/A 47.8
UDA [145] X X A+W FV N/A 14.0±1.8 N/A N/A N/A
TMV-HLP [22] X X A+W SMS N/A N/A N/A N/A 50.4
we note that the ZSL performance variance is relatively high, particularly in Olympic Sports and
USAA datasets. This is because specific choice of train/test classes in ZSL matters more than
specific choice of train/test instances in conventional supervised learning, e.g. in olympic sports
there are highly related categories ‘high jump’ - ‘long jump’ and ‘diving platform 10m’ - ‘diving
springboard 3m’. Recognition performance is higher when these pairs are separated in training
and testing, and lower if they are both in testing. This issue is explored further in section 5.3.5.
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5.3.3 Zero-Shot Learning of Complex Events
In this section, we experiment on the more challenging complex event dataset - TRECVID MED
2013.
Data Split
We study the 30 classes of the MED test set, holding out the 20 events specified by the 2013
evaluation scheme for zero-shot recognition, and training on the other 10. We train on the total
1611 videos in Event Kit Train (160 per event in average) and test on the 27K examples in MED
test, of which only about 1448 videos are the 20 events to be detected. This is different to the
standard TRECVID MED 2013 0EK in which concept detectors are trained on the Research Set
[23, 146, 101]. This experimental design is chosen because we want to exploit only per-category
annotation (event name) as semantic supervision, rather than requiring the per-video sentence
annotation used in the Research Set which is very expensive to collect. This work is the first
attempt to address TRECVID MED 2013 with only event name annotation. However, it means
we use fewer training videos (1611) compared to the 10K video Research Set. Thus our results
are not comparable to existing TRECVID MED 2013 0EK benchmark results, because we use
vastly less training data.
Table 5.6: Events for training visual-to-semantic regression.
ID Event Name ID Event Name
E001 Attempting a board trick E002 Feeding an animal
E003 Landing a fish E004 Wedding ceremony
E005 Working on a woodworking project E016 Doing homework or studying
E017 Hide and seek E018 Hiking
E019 Installing flooring E020 Writing
Baselines
We compare 5 alternative baselines for TRECVID MED zero-shot event detection.
1. Random Guess - Randomly rank the candidates.
2. NN (X-RR-X-NN-X). Rank videos with l2 distance in the semantic space.
3. NN + ST (X-RR-X-NN-X). Adjust prototypes with self-training.
4. Manifold (X-MR-X-NN-X). Add manifold regularization term in the visual-to-semantic
regression model.
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Table 5.7: Events for testing zero-shot event detection.
ID Event Name ID Event Name
E006 Birthday party E007 Changing a vehicle tire
E008 Flash mob gathering E009 Getting a vehicle unstuck
E010 Grooming an animal E011 Making a sandwich
E012 Parade E013 Parkour
E014 Repairing an appliance E015 Working on a sewing project
E021 Attempting a bike trick E022 Cleaning an appliance
E023 Dog show E024 Giving directions to a location
E025 Marriage proposal E026 Renovating a home
E027 Rock climbing E028 Town hall meeting
E029 Winning a race without a vehicle E030 Working on a metal crafts project
5. Manifold + ST (X-MR-X-NN-X) - manifold regularization regression with self-training.
We were not able to investigate data augmentation for TRECVID due to the different feature
encoding from the other action datasets.
We present the performance of zero-shot learning on TRECVID MED 2013 in Figure 5.3
and Table 5.8. Figure 5.3 reports the performance of 4 alternative models and random guess
baseline in detecting 20 events in mean average precision (mAP) and the average over all events
(Average). Compared to Random Guess (0.28%), our direct embedding approach (NN) is ef-
fective at zero-shot video detection. Self-Training and Manifold Regularization further improve















































































Figure 5.3: zero-shot performance on TRECVID MED 2013 measured in mean average precision
(mAP).
5.3.4 Zero-Shot Qualitative Visualisation
In this section we illustrate qualitatively the effect of our contributions on the resulting embed-
ding space matching problem. For visualisation, we randomly sample 5 testing classes from
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Table 5.8: Event detection performance on TRECVID MED 2013. mAP across 20 events to be
detected.
Embed ST Match Average mAP
RR X NN 1.18%
RR X NN 1.25%
MR X NN 1.22%
MR X NN 1.38%
Random Guess 0.28%
HMDB51 and project all samples from these classes into the semantic space by (1) conven-
tional ridge regression; (2) manifold regularized regression and (3) manifold regularized ridge
regression with data augmentation. The results are visualised in 2D in Figure 5.4 with t-SNE
[194]. Three sets of testing classes are presented for diversity. Data instances are shown as dots,
prototypes (class name projections) as diamonds, and self-training adapted prototypes as stars.
Colours indicate category.
There are three main observations from Figure 5.4: (1) manifold regularized regression yields
better visual-to-semantic projections as instances of the same class tend to form tighter clusters.
This is due to the constraint of preserving the manifold structure from the visual feature space;
(2) data augmentation yields an even more accurate projection of unseen data, as instances are
projected closer to the prototypes and classes are more separable; and (3) self-training is effective
as the adapted prototypes (stars) are closer to the centre of the corresponding samples (dots) than
the original prototypes (diamonds). These observations illustrate the mechanism of our ZSL
accuracy improvement on conventional approaches.
5.3.5 Understanding ZSL and Predicting Transferrability
In this section we present further insight into considerations on what factors will affect the effi-
cacy of ZSL, through a category-level analysis. The basic assumption of ZSL is that the embed-
ding f (x) trained on known class data, will also apply to testing classes. As we have discussed
throughout this study, this assumption is stretched to some extent due to the disjoint training and
testing category sets. This leads us to investigate how zero-shot performance depends on the
specific choice of training classes and their relation to the held out testing classes.
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Regularized Linear Regression Manifold Regularized Regression Augmented Regression
(a) Category set 1
Regularized Linear Regression Manifold Regularized Regression Augmented Regression
(b) Category set 2
Regularized Linear Regression Manifold Regularized Regression Augmented Regression
(c) Category set 3
Figure 5.4: A qualitative t-SNE illustration of ZSL with semantic space representation for ran-
dom testing class subsets (a), (b) and (c). Variants: ridge regression, manifold regression and data
augmented manifold regression. Dots indicate instances, colour categories, and star/diamond
show category prototypes with/without self-training.
Impact of Training Class Choice on Testing Performance
We first investigate whether there are specific classes which, if included as training data, sig-
nificantly impact testing class performance. To study this, we compute the correlation between
training class inclusion and testing performance. Specifically, we consider a pair of random vari-
ables {btri ,etej } where btri is a binary scalar indicating if the ith class is in the training set and e j is
the recognition accuracy of the jth testing class. We compute the correlation corr(i, j) between
every pair of variables over the 50 random splits:
corr(i, j) =





We use chord diagrams to visualise the relation between categories in Fig 5.5(a). The strength
of positive cross-category correlation is indicated by the width of the bands connecting the cate-
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gories on the circle, i.e., a wide band indicates inclusion of one category as training data facilitates
the zero-shot recognition of the. Due to the large number of categories we apply two preprocess-
ing steps before plotting: (1) convert all correlation coefficients to positive value by exponentially













































































































































































































(d) Olympic Sports class name affinity
Figure 5.5: Chord Diagram to illustrate the category correlation discovered from zero-shot recog-
nition experiments. (a) and (c) illustrate the correlation discovered from 50 random split zero-
shot experiments; (b) and (d) illustrate the class name affinity in word-vector embedding space
measured as cosine similarity.
We can make several qualitative observations from the chord diagrams. The class correlation
captures the dependence of category B’s recognition rate on category A’s presence in the training
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set. So for instance for A=ride horse and B=ride bike, Figure 5.5(a) shows that we would expect
high recognition accuracy of ride horse if ride bike is present in training set and vice versa.
However while cartwheel supports the recognition of handstand, the reverse is not true.
Cross-Class Transferability Correlates with Word-Vector Similarity
We next investigate the affinity between class names’ vector representations, and cross-class
transferability. Class name affinities are shown in Fig 5.5(b) as chord diagrams. Visually there
is some similarity to the cross-class transferability presented in Fig 5.5(a). To quantify this
connection between transfer efficacy and classname relatedness, we vectorise the correlation
(Fig 5.5(a)) and class name affinity (Fig 5.5(b)) matrices (51× 51) into 2601 dim vectors and
then compute the correlation coefficients between the two vectors. The correlation is 0.548,
suggesting that class name relatedness and efficacy for ZSL are indeed connected. This is to say,
if class A is present in training set and class B in testing set, and A has high affinity with B in
word-vector distance measure, we could expect high performance in recognising class B.
To qualitatively illustrate this connection, we list the top 10 positively correlated category
pairs in Table 5.9. Here the correlation of action 1 being in training and action 2 in testing is
given as Fwd Corr, with Back Corr being the opposite. The affinity between category names are
given as WV Aff which is defined as percentile rank of word-vector distance (closer to 1 means
more similar). Clearly highly correlated categories have higher word-vector similarity.
Table 5.9: Top 10 positive correlated class pairs
Action 1 Action 2 Fwd Corr Back Corr WV Aff
climb stairs climb 0.94 0.92 0.98
ride horse ride bike 0.95 0.91 0.98
situp pushup 0.96 0.79 0.91
sword exercise sword 0.87 0.85 0.98
handstand cartwheel 0.62 0.96 0.97
eat drink 0.75 0.81 0.96
smile laugh 0.82 0.72 0.97
walk run 0.61 0.90 0.96
shoot ball dribble 0.52 0.87 0.97
sword draw sword 0.86 0.45 0.98
Although zero-shot transfer overall is effective, there are also some individual negative cor-
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relations. We illustrate the distribution of positive and negative transfer outcomes in Figure 5.6.
Here we sort all the class pairings into ten bins by their name affinity and plot the resulting his-
togram (blue bars). Clearly the majority of pairs have low classname affinity. For each bin of
class-pairs, we also compute their average correlation defined in Eq 5.18 (Figure 5.6, red line).
There are a few observations to be made: (1) class name affinity is clearly related to positive
correlation: the correlation (red line) goes up significantly for high-affinity class pairs; (2) there
are a relatively small number of category pairs that account for the high positive correlation out-
comes (low blue bars to the right). This suggests that overall ZSL efficacy is strongly impacted
by the presence of key supporting classes in the training set; and (3) there are a larger number of
category pairs which exhibit negative transferability (red correlation is negative around affinity
of 0.2). However negative transfer effects are quantitatively weak compared to positive transfer
(red correlation line gets only weakly negative but strongly positive).
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Figure 5.6: The connection between transfer efficacy and classname affinity: Illustrated by class
correlation v.s. class name affinity.
Predicting Transferability
Based on the previous observations we hypothesize that class name affinity is predictive of ZSL
performance, and may provide a guide to selecting a good set of training classes to maximise
ZSL efficacy. We formally define the problem as given fixed testing categories {y j|y j ∈ yte},
we find the S% subset of training categories {yi|yi ∈ ytr} which maximises the performance of
recognising testing classes based on their affinity to the testing classes. We first of all explore
three alternative (point-to-set) distances to measure the affinity of each training class yi to the set












These metrics provide a means to quantify the relevance of any potential training class to the
testing set. We explore their ability to predict transferability and hence construct a good training
set for a particular set of testing classes.
For this experiment, we use HMDB51 with the same 50 random splits introduced in Sec-
tion 5.3.2. Keeping the testing sets fixed, we train two alternative models based on different
subsets of each training split. Specifically: (1) Related Model selects the top S% most related
training classes (high affinity measure by R(yi,yte)) to the testing set defined by relatedness mea-
sure in Eq. (5.19) in order to learn the mapping; while (2) Unrelated Model selects the most
100− S% unrelated. Figure 5.7 shows the performance of both models as S varies between 0
and 100, where Related selects the top S% and Unrelated the bottom 100−S%. Note that when
S = 0% and S = 100% the Unrelated and Related models both select all training classes. Both
are then equivalent to the standard ZSL model RR-NN-X-X introduced in Table 5.3. We illus-
trate the performance of both models and three alternative training-to-testing affinity measures in
Figure (5.7).
The main observations are as follows: (1) a crossover happens at 30% for maximal class name
affinity, which means the model learned on the 30% subset of related training classes outperforms
the model learned on the much larger 70% of unrelated classes; (2) the maximal class name
affinity is most predicative on the efficacy of zero-shot learning as, firstly, the crossover point
is the left most among all three alternative strategies, and, secondly, at the equal data point
(50%) the related model most clearly outperforms the unrelated model; and (3) for maximal
affinity, as more classes are included the related model increases in performance more rapidly
than the unrelated one, and saturates after the top 50% are included. Both of these observations
demonstrate that the related classes are more valuable than the unrelated classes (as the crossover
is to the left of 50%), and that class name affinity of the training to testing set is predictive of the
efficacy at testing time.
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(a) Maximal class name affinity


























(b) Mean class name affinity


























(c) Minimal class name affinity
Figure 5.7: Testing the ability to predict ZSL class transferability by class name affinity: A
comparison of models selecting related versus un-related classes as training data.
5.3.6 Unbalanced Test Set
Transductive strategies have been studied by many existing works [22, 46], however none of these
works have ever studied the assumptions of test set for successful transductive ZSL. In particular,
we note that, in zero-shot scenarios, testing categories could be highly imbalanced. How does the
transductive strategies generalise to unbalanced test set remains an untouched problem. To verify
this aspect, we carry out a particular experiment. Specifically, we experiment on the first split of
HMDB51 and randomly subsample P% testing data from each of the first 12 testing categories





























Figure 5.8: Distribution of testing videos after subsampling.
Then we experiment the baseline model - NN and two transductive variants - NN+ST and
NN+NRM. By increasing P from 10 to 90 we observe from Figure 5.9 that both self-training
(red) and hubness correction (green) improve consistently over non-transductive baseline (black
dashed). This suggests our transductive strategies are robust to unbalanced test set.
Proportion of Subsampling first 12 Testing Categories Data (P%)



























Figure 5.9: Performance of ZSL for subsampled imbalanced test set.
5.3.7 Multi-Shot Learning
We have thus far focused on the efficacy of unsupervised word-vector embeddings for zero-shot
learning. In this section we verify that the same representation also performs comparably to
state-of-the-art for standard supervised (multi-shot) action recognition. We use the standard data
splits and evaluation metrics for all 4 datasets.
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Alternatives Models
We compare our approach to:
1. Low-Level Feature [87] the state-of-the-art results based on using fisher vector encoded
improved trajectory feature [15] with linear SVM classifier.
2. Human-Labelled Attribute (HLA) [195] Exploits an alternative semantic space using
human labelled attributes. The model trains binary linear SVM classifiers for attribute
detection and uses the vector of attribute scores as a representation. A SVM classifier with
RBF kernel is then trained on attribute representation to predict final labels.
3. Data Driven Attribute (DDA) [195] Learns attributes from data using dictionary learning.
These attributes are complementary to the human labelled ones. Automatically discovered
attributes are processed in the same way as HLA for action recognition.
4. Mixed attributes (Mix) [195] A combination of HLA and DDA is applied to exploit the
complementary information in two attribute sets.
5. Semantic embedding model (Embedding) first learns a word-vector embedding based
on regularized linear regression, as in ZSL. But the standard supervised learning data-split
is adopted. All data are mapped into the semantic space via regression and a linear SVM
classifier is trained for each category with the mapped training data.
The resulting accuracies are shown in Table 5.10. We observe that our semantic embedding
is comparable to the state-of-the-art low-level feature-based classification and is comparable or
slightly better than the conventional attribute-based intermediate representations despite the fact
that no supervised manual attribute definition and annotation is required.
Table 5.10: Standard supervised action recognition. Average accuracy for HMDB51 and
UCF101 datasets. Mean average precision for Olympic Sports and CCV.
Method HMDB51 UCF101 Olympic Sports CCV
Low-Level Feature [87] 58.4 84.6 92.1 68.0
HLA [195] - 81.7 - -
DDA [195] - 79.0 - -
Mix [195] - 82.3 - -
Embedding 56.4 82.0 93.4 51.6
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5.3.8 Efficiency and Runtime
The efficiency of our ZSL algorithm compares favourably against existing alternatives due to its
closed-form solution to mapping the visual feature space to word-vector semantic embedding
space (Eq. 5.9). For instance, it took about 300 seconds to train and test 50 splits of the entire
HMDB51 benchmark dataset (6766 videos of 51 categories of actions), or 520 seconds with
data augmentation, using a single thread on a Intel E5-2680 CPU. The computational cost is
dominated by the matrix inversion in Eq. 5.9, which can be sped up by exploiting efficient matrix
libraries.
5.3.9 Further Analysis
In the main experiments we set the free parameters ridge regularizor γA = 1−6, manifold regu-
larizor γI = 40, manifold Knn graph NGK = 5, Self-Training Knn N
st
K = 100. In this section we
analyse the impact of these free parameters in our model.
Word-Vector Dimension
We investigate how the specific word-vector model z= g(y) affects the performance of our frame-
work. Since Google News Dataset is not publicly accessible we use a smaller but public dataset
- 4.6M Wikipedia documents to study the word-vector dimension. In specific, we train word-
vectors on 4.6M Wikipedia documents and vary dimension from 32 to 1024. We then evaluate
the performance of zero-shot and multishot learning v.s. different dimension of embedding space.
The results are given in Figure 5.10.




























Figure 5.10: Zero-shot performance v.s. dimension of word-vector.
We observe that word-vector dimension does affect the zero-shot recognition performance.
Performance generally increases with dimension of word-vector from 32 to 4096 in HMDB51,
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UCF101 and Olympic Sports, while showing no clear trend for CCV. In general a reasonable
word-vector dimension is between 256 to 2048.
Visual-to-Semantic Mapping
Ridge regression regularization We learn the visual-to-semantic mapping with regularized lin-
ear regression. The regularization parameter γA controls the regression model complexity. Here,
we study the impact of γA on zero-shot performance. We measure the 50 splits’ average accu-
racy by varying γA in the range of {0,1−9,1−8, · · · ,1−3}. A plot of zero-shot mean accuracy v.s.
regularization parameter is given in Figure 5.11. From this figure we observe that our model is
insensitive to the ridge parameter for any non-zero regularizer. However, when no regularization
is used the performance is close to random. This is due to all zero or co-linear rows/columns in
the kernel matrix which causes numerical problems in computing the inverse.






























Figure 5.11: Zero-shot mean accuracy v.s. ridge regression parameter
Manifold regression We have seen that transductively exploiting testing/unlabelled data in
manifold learning improves zero-shot performance. Two parameters are involved: the manifold
regularization parameter γI in Loss function (Eq. 5.8) and NGK in constructing the symmetrical
KNN graph. γI controls the preference for preserving the manifold structure in mapping to the
semantic space, versus exactly fitting the training data. Parameter NGK determines the precision
in modelling the manifold structure. Small NGK may more precisely exploit the testing data man-
ifold, however it is more prone to noise in the neighbours.
Here we analyse the impact of these two parameters, γI and NGK by measuring zero-shot
recognition accuracy on HMDB51 and UCF101. We evaluate the joint effect of γI and NGK while
fixing γA = 1−6. Specifically we test γI ∈ {20,40, · · · ,100} and NGK ∈ {1,3,5 · · · ,29}. The results








































































































Figure 5.12: Zero-shot recognition accuracy with respect to manifold regression parameters γI
and NGK .
γI , but the framework is not very sensitive to these parameters.
Self-Training
We previously demonstrated in Table 5.4, that self-training (Section 5.2.3) helps to mitigate the
domain shift problem. Here, we study the influence of the NstK parameter for KNN in self-training.
Note the NstK concerns the neighbouring data distribution around prototypes at testing time rather
than manifold regularization KNN graph NGK at training time. We evaluate
NstK ∈ {1,2,3, · · · ,200}. To thoroughly examine the effectiveness of self-training, we investigate































































































Figure 5.13: Zero-shot recognition accuracy v.s. self-training parameter K.
As we note, if the parameter K of self-training is set to the number of testing data all testing
category prototypes would converge to a single point. To examine the effect of K parameter
w.r.t. the adjusted prototypes we conduct an ad hoc experiment on HMDB51 dataset. In specific,
we vary the parameter K for Self-Training from K = 1 to the number of all testing data. We
illustrate the testing mean accuracy as blue and average & deviation of the distances of all testing
prototypes to the centre of all testing data due to Self-Training as red in Figure 5.14. Three
individual random splits are evaluated here. These illustrations suggest that the distance to centre
constantly decrease by increasing the Knn of testing prototypes. So the prototypes are moving
gradually towards the centre of data distribution. Moreover, The recognition accuracy therefore
approaches random guess (4%).
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(a) Random Split 1








































(b) Random Split 2












































(c) Random Split 3
Figure 5.14: Evaluation of Self-Training K parameter v.s. testing accuracy & distance of adjusted
prototypes to the centre of all testing data.
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5.4 Summary
In this chapter, we investigated unsupervised word-vector semantic representation for zero-shot
action recognition. The fundamental challenge of zero-shot learning is the disjoint training and
testing classes, and associated domain-shift. We explored the impact of four simple but effective
strategies to address this: data augmentation, manifold regularization, self-training and hubness
correction. Overall we demonstrated that given transductive access to testing data during training
stage these strategies are complementary, and together facilitate a highly effective system that
outperforms significantly existing methods for zero-shot recognition despite their use of strongly
supervised embeddings (attributes). Moreover, our model has a closed-form and is very simple to
implement (a few lines of matlab) and very efficient to run compared to existing state-of-the-art
ZSL methods. Finally, we also provide a unique analysis of the inter-class affinity for ZSL, giving
insight into why and when ZSL works. This provides for the first time two new capabilities: the
ability to predict the efficacy of a given ZSL scenario in advance, and a mechanism to guide the
construction of suitable training sets for a desired set of target classes.
Nevertheless, direct nearest neighbour matching in high-dimension word-vector semantic
space is not the optimal solution as this could result in poor distance measure [60]. Furthermore,
naive data augmentation does not guarantee all training data are contributing positively to the
recognition of novel categories. To deal with both issues, in the next chapter we discover a
latent space from original semantic representation in which nearest neighbour matching is more
meaningful. Besides, we propose to weight auxiliary data to selectively augment data for better




Multi-Task Semantic Embedding with Prioritised
Data Augmentation
The preceding chapter discusses an approach to exploiting semantic word-vector space for zero-
shot human action recognition. The proposed pipeline aims at establishing a mapping connecting
low-level features and a semantic description of the label space, referred to as visual-semantic
mapping, on auxiliary training data. Re-using the learned mapping to project target testing videos
into an embedding space thus allows novel-classes to be recognised by nearest neighbour in-
ference. However, the proposed zero-shot learning (ZSL) methods suffer from auxiliary-target
domain shift intrinsically induced by assuming the same mapping for the disjoint auxiliary and
target classes. This compromises the generalisation accuracy of ZSL recognition on the target
data. In this chapter, we improve the ability of ZSL to generalise across this domain shift in
both model- and data-centric ways by formulating a visual-semantic mapping with better gen-
eralisation properties and a dynamic data re-weighting method to prioritise auxiliary data that
are relevant to the target classes. An illustration of the proposed approaches is presented in
Figure 6.1. Specially: (1) we introduce a multi-task visual-semantic mapping to improve gener-
alisation by constraining the semantic mapping parameters to lie on a low-dimensional manifold;
and (2) we explore prioritised data augmentation by expanding the pool of auxiliary data with
additional instances weighted by relevance to the target domain. The proposed new model is
applied to the challenging zero-shot action recognition problem to demonstrate its advantages
over existing ZSL models.
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In the remainder of this chapter, we first introduce the multi-task visual-semantic mapping
in Section 6.1. In the following Section 6.2, we introduce a training data re-weighting strat-
egy to account for the distribution of unlabelled testing data and categories. Then we present
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Figure 6.1: Two strategies to improve generalisation of visual-semantic mapping in ZSL. Left:
Importance weighting to prioritise auxiliary data relevant to the target domain. Right: Learning
the mapping from visual features X to semantic embedding Z by MTL reduces overfitting, and
also provides a latent lower dimensional representation {lt} to benefit nearest neighbour match-
ing.
6.1 Visual-Semantic Mapping via Multi-Task Regression
In this chapter, we generally follow the notation defined in the previous section. In ZSL, we
aim to recognise action categories y given visual features X where training/auxiliary and test-
ing/target categories do not overlap ytr∩yte = ∅. The key method by which ZSL is achieved is to
embed each category label in y into a semantic label embedding space Z which provide a vector
representation of any nameable category.
6.1.1 Training a Visual-to-Semantic Mapping
We first introduce briefly the conventional single task learning using regression for visual-semantic
mapping [46, 22].
Single-Task Regression
Following the same word-vector semantic embedding described in Section 5.1.1, we can obtain
the class name embedding for a video clip as zi = g(yi). We then learn a visual-semantic mapping
function f : X→ Z on the training categories. Given a loss function l(·, ·), we learn the mapping
f by optimising Eq (6.1) where Ω( f ) denotes regularization on the mapping:








l ( f (xi),zi)+Ω( f ). (6.1)
The most straightforward choice of mapping f and loss l is linear f (x) = Wx, and square error
respectively, which results in a regularized linear (ridge) regression problem: l ( f (xi),zi) = ||zi−




row wd of regressor W maps visual feature xi to dth dimension of response variable zi. Since
regressors {wd}d=1···dz are learned independently from each other this is referred to as single-
task learning (STL) with each wd defining one distinct ‘task’.
From Single to Multi-Task Regression
In the conventional ridge-regression solution to Eq. (6.1), each task wd is effectively learned
separately, ignoring any relationship between tasks. We wish to model this relationship by dis-
covering a latent basis of predictors such that tasks wd are constructed as linear combinations of T
latent tasks {at}t=1···T . So the dth regression predictor is now modelled as wd = ∑t sdtat = s>d A,
where sd is the combination coefficient for d-th task. Denoting multi-task regression prediction








l( f (xi,S,A),zi)+λΩ(S)+ γΨ(A). (6.2)
Grouping and Overlap Multi-Task Learning (GOMTL)
An effective method following the MTL design pattern above is GOMTL [62]. GOMTL uses
a W = SA task parameter matrix factorisation, where the number of latent tasks T (typically
T < dz) is a free parameter. Requiring the combination coefficients st to be sparse, via a `1















||st ||1 + γ||A||2F (6.3)
This can be solved by iteratively updating A and S. When A is fixed, loss function reduces
to a standard L1 regularized (LASSO) regression problem that can be efficiently solved by Al-
ternating Direction Method of Multipliers (ADMM) [196]. When S is fixed, we can efficiently
solve A by gradient descent.
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Regularized Multi-Task Learning (RMTL)
The classic RMTL method [61] models task parameters as the sum of a globally shared and task
specific parameter vector: wt = a0 +at . It can be seen that this corresponds to a special case of
GOMTL’s W = SA predictor matrix factorisation [142]. Here there are T = dz +1 latent tasks,
a fixed task combination vector st = [1 1(t = 1) 1(t = 2) · · ·1(t = dz)]> where 1(·) is the
indicator function and A =
[
a>0 a>1 · · ·a>dz
]>
.
Explicit Multi-Task Embedding (MTE)
In GOMTL Eq (6.3), it can be seen that the label embedding zi is approximated from the data by
the mapping stAxi, and this approximation is reached by combination via the latent representation
Axi. While GOMTL defines this space implicitly via the learned A, we propose to model it
explicitly as li ≈ Axi. This is so the actual projections li in this latent space can be regularised
explicitly, in order to learn a latent space which generalises better to test data, and hence improves
ZSL matching later.
Specifically, we split the GOMTL loss ||zi−SAxi||22 into two parts: ||li−Axi||22 and ||zi−
Sli||22 to learn the mapping to the latent space, and from the latent space to the label embedding
respectively. This allows us to place additional regularization on li to avoid extreme values in the
latent space and thus later improve neighbour matching (Section 6.1.2). Given the large and high

























Our explicit multi-task embedding has similarities to [23], but our purpose is multi-task regres-
sion for ZSL, rather than embedding for video descriptions. To solve our explicit embedding
model we iteratively solve L,A and S while fixing the other two. With the `2 norm on S, this has
a convenient closed-form solution to each parameter:
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6.1.2 Zero-Shot Action Recognition
We consider two alternative NN matching methods for zero-shot action prediction that use the
MTL mappings described above.
Distributed Space Matching
Given a trained visual-to-semantic regression f , we project testing set visual feature xte into the
semantic label embedding space. The standard strategy [22, 46] is then to employ NN matching
in this space for zero-shot recognition. Specifically, given the class name embedding function
g(·), and using cosine distance norm, the testing video xte are classified by:
y∗ = arg min
y∗∈yte
||g(y∗)− f (xte)|| (6.6)
where f (xte) = Wxte for STL and f (xte) = SAxte for MTL.
Latent Space Matching
MTL methods provide an alternative to matching in label space: Matching in the latent space.
The representation of testing data in this space is the output of latent regressors lte = Axte
(Eq. (6.4)). To get the representation of testing categories in the latent space we invert the com-
bination matrix S to project target category name embeddings g(yte) into latent space. In specific
we classify by Eq. (6.7), where (S>S)−1S> is the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse.
y∗ = arg min
y∗∈yte
||(S>S)−1S>g(y∗)−Axte|| (6.7)
NN matching in the latent space is better than in semantic label space because: (1) the dimen-
sion is lower T < dz, and (2) we have explicitly regularised the latent space to be well behaved
(Eq. (6.4)).
6.2 Importance Weighting
Augmenting auxiliary data with additional examples from other datasets has been proved to ben-
efit learning the visual-semantic mapping in the previous chapter. However, simply aggregating
auxiliary and additional datasets is not ideal as including irrelevant data risks ‘negative transfer’.
Therefore we are motivated to develop methodology to prioritise augmented training data that is
useful for a particular ZSL recognition scenario. Specifically, we learn a per-instance weighting
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ω(x) on the augmented auxiliary training dataset Xtr to adjust each instance’s contribution ac-
cording to relevance to the target domain. Because Importance Weighting (IW) adapts auxiliary
data to the target domain, we assume a transductive setting with access to testing data Xte.
6.2.1 Kullback-Leibler Importance Estimation Procedure (KLIEP)
We first introduce the way to estimate a per-instance auxiliary-data weight given the distribution
of target data Xte. This is based on the idea [58] of minimizing the KL-divergence (KLD)
between training ptr(x) and testing data distribution pte(x) via learning a weighting function






























6.2.2 Aligning Both Visual Features and Labels
KLIEP is conventionally used for domain adaptation by reweighting instances [58, 153]. In
the case of transductive ZSL, we have the target data Xte and category labels Zte respectively,
although not instance-label association which is to be predicted. In this case we can further
improve ZSL by extending KLIEP to align training and testing sets in both visual feature and
category sense. Though KLEIP with labels was studied by Garcke et al.[59], but they assumed the
target joint distribution of X and Z is known. So Garcke et al.[59] is only suitable for traditional
supervised learning with labelled target examples of zi and xi in correspondence. In our case
we have the videos to classify and the zero-shot category names, but the assignment of names
to videos is our task rather than prior knowledge. Specifically, we minimise the kullback-leibler
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Given both Xte and Zte, we construct the weighting functions as a combination of Gaussian
kernels centred at the testing data and categories. Specifically we define ω(x,z) = ωx(x)+ωz(z)
and ωx(x) and ωz(z) are calculated as in Eq. (6.11) where nu is the number of unlabelled testing
data. Here ω(x,z) extends the previous notation ω(x) to indicate giving a weight to each training
instance given visual feature x and class name embedding z. So if there are nl labelled training


















For ease of formulation, we denote a= [α1 · · ·αnu ]>, b= [β1 · · ·βnu ]>, Φa(x)= [φ(x,xte1 ) · · ·φ(x,xtenu)]
>
and Φb(z) = [φ(z,zte1 ) · · ·φ(z,ztenu)]
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(6.12)
The above constrained optimization problem is convex w.r.t. both a and b. It can be solved by


















6.2.3 Weighted Visual-to-Semantic Regression
Given per-instance weights ω estimated above, we can rewrite the loss function for both single-
task ridge regression and multi-task regression in Sec 6.1.1 as ωil( f (xi,A),zi) and ωil( f (xi,S,A),zi)
respectively. All our loss functions have quadratic form, so the weight can be expressed inside




ωi||22. Thus to incorporate the weight
information we simply replace the original semantic embedding matrix with z̃i = zi
√
ωi and data
matrix with x̃i = xi
√
ωi.
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6.2.4 Relation to Other Learning Strategies
There is a distinctive difference between our importance weighting strategy and active learning.
Active Learning aims to select a subset of unlabelled data for user to label. As a result, the
model updated with new labelled data is expected to produce better performance. In contrast,
our importance weighting model make no assumption of additional user annotation but instead
selectively use related labelled data. Therefore, importance weighting is more closely related to
domain adaptation.
The classical AdaBoost adjust the weight for each training examples by giving higer weight to
instance incorrectly classified or with large error for regression [197]. The more recent transfer
boosting models [153] extends the AdaBoost to the scenario where there are one target and
multiple source domains. All of these boosting models assume the target domain are labelled.
Nonetheless we dont make this assumption in our importance weighting model and our target is
to classify the target data into novel categories.
6.3 Experiments
6.3.1 Datasets and Settings
We evaluated our proposed approaches on three human action recognition datasets, HMDB51 [4],
UCF101 [5] and Olympic Sports [7]. We use the same fisher vector encoded improved trajectory
feature introduced in the previous chapter. They contain 6766, 13320, 783 videos and 51, 101, 16
categories respectively. For all datasets we extract improved trajectory feature (ITF) [15]. We use
Fisher Vectors (FV) [92] to encode three raw descriptors (HOG, HOF and MBH). Each descriptor
is reduced to half of its original dimension by PCA, resulting in a 198 dim representation. Then
we randomly sample 256,000 descriptors from all videos and learn a Gaussian Mixture with 128
components to obtain the FVs. The final dimension of FV encoded feature is 2× 128× 198 =
50688 dimensions. For the label-embedding, we use 300-dimensional word2vec [24]. We use
T = ntrc latent tasks, and cross-validation to determine regularisation strength hyper-parameters
for the models. It is worth noting that given the video data and visual feature we extracted, Ridge
Regression (RR) has 15M (300×50688) parameters, whilst for HMDB51 where T =25, GOMTL
and MTE have 1.27M (50688×25+25×300) parameters.
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Table 6.1: Visual-to-semantic mappings for zero-shot action recognition: MTL (X) versus STL
(X). Latent matching (X) versus distributed (X) matching.
ZSL Model MTL Latent Matching HMDB51 UCF101 Olympic Sports
RR X NA 18.3±2.1 14.5±0.9 40.9±10.1
RMTL [61] X X 18.5±2.1 14.6±1.1 41.1±10.0
RMTL [61] X X 18.7±1.7 14.7±1.0 41.1±10.0
GOMTL [62] X X 18.5±2.2 13.1±1.5 43.5±8.8
GOMTL [62] X X 18.9±1.0 14.9±1.5 44.5±8.5
MTE X X 18.7±2.2 14.2±1.3 44.5±8.2
MTE X X 19.7±1.6 15.8±1.3 44.3±8.1
6.3.2 Visual-Semantic Mappings for Zero-Shot Action Recognition
Evaluation Criteria
To evaluate zero-shot action recognition, we divide each dataset evenly into training and testing
parts with 5 random splits. Using classification accuracy for HMDB51 and UCF101 and average
precision for Olympic Sports as the evaluation metric, the average and standard deviation over
the 5 splits are reported for each dataset.
Compared Methods
We study the efficacy of our contributions by evaluating the different visual-semantic mappings
presented in Sec 6.1.1. We compare MTL-regression methods with conventional STL Ridge Re-
gression (denoted RR) for ZSL. For RR/STL, nearest neighbour matching is used to recognise
target categories. Note that the RR+NN method here corresponds to the core strategy used by the
previous chapter. The multi-task models we explore include: RMTL [61]: assumes each task’s
predictor is the sum of a global latent vector and a task-specific vector. GOMTL [62]: Uses
a predictor-matrix factorisation assumption in which tasks’ predictors lie on a low-dimensional
subspace. Multi-Task Embedding (MTE): Our model differs from GOMTL in that it explic-
itly models and regularises a lower dimensional latent space. For the multi-task methods, we
also compare the ZSL matching strategies introduced in Section 6.1.2: Distributed: Standard
NN matching (Eq. (6.6)), and Latent: our proposed latent-space matching (Eq. (6.7)).
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Results
The comparison of single task ridge regression with our multi-task methods is presented in Ta-
ble 6.1. From these results we make the following observations: (1) overall our multi-task meth-
ods improve on the corresponding single-task baseline of RR. MTL regression (RMTL, GOMTL
and MTE) improves single-task ridge regression by 5− 10% in relative terms, with the biggest
margins visible on the Olympic Sports dataset; (2) within multi-task models, the GOMTL with
sparse `1 regularization outperforms RMTL. This suggests learning the task combination S from
data is better than fixing it as in RMTL; (3) our MTE generally outperforms other multi-task
methods supporting the explicit modelling and regularisation of the latent space; and (4) in most
cases, NN matching in the latent space improve zero-shot performance. This is likely due to
the lower dimension of the latent space compared to the dimension of the original word vector
embedding, making NN matching more meaningful [60].
6.3.3 Importance Weighted Data Augmentation
We next evaluate the impact of importance weighting in data augmentation for zero-shot action
recognition. We perform the same 5 random split benchmark for each dataset. For data augmen-
tation, we augment each dataset’s training split with the data from all other datasets. For instance,
for ZSL on HMDB51 we augment the training data with all videos from UCF101 and Olympic
Sports.
Compared Methods
We study the impact of the data augmentation methods: Naive DA: Naive Data Augmentation,
adopted in the previous chapter, simply assigns equal weight to each auxiliary training sample.
Visual KLIEP: The auxiliary data is aligned with the testing sample distribution Xte (Eq. (6.8)).
Category KLIEP: The auxiliary categories are aligned with testing category distribution Zte.
This is achieved by the same prodcedure in Eq. (6.8) by replacing x with z. Full KLIEP:
The distribution of both samples Xte and categories Zte is used to reweight the auxiliary data
(Eq. (6.12)).
Results
From the results in Table 6.2, we draw the conclusions: (1) both the baseline single task learning
(STL) method and our Multi-Task Embedding (MTE) improve with Naive DA (compare unaug-
mented results in Table 6.1); (2) the Visual, Category, and Full visual+category-based weightings
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Table 6.2: Data augmentation and importance weighting for ZSL action recognition. Note the
results in this table is not directly comparable to those Table 5.4 and Table 5.3. Moreover, an-
other single-task embedding approach - manifold regularized regression can be considered for
evaluation in combine with Naive DA. However this embedding is of transductive nature.
ZSL Model Weighting Model HMDB51 UCF101 OlympicSports
RR Naive DA 21.9±2.4 19.4±1.7 46.5±9.4
MTE Naive DA 23.4±3.4 20.9±1.5 49.4±8.8
RR Visual KLIEP 23.2±2.7 20.3±1.6 47.2±9.3
RR Category KLIEP 23.0±2.1 20.2±1.6 51.8±8.7
RR Full KLIEP 23.7±2.7 20.7±1.4 51.3±9.0
MTE Visual KLIEP 23.4±2.8 20.8±2.0 51.4±9.2
MTE Category KLIEP 23.3±2.4 20.9±1.7 50.9±8.3
MTE Full KLIEP 23.9±3.0 21.9±2.7 52.3±8.1
all improve on Naive DA in the case of STL RR; (3) we see that our MTE with Full KLIEP aug-
mentation performs the best overall. The ability of KLIEP to improve on Naive DA suggests that
the auxiliary data is indeed of variable relevance to the target data, and selectively re-weighing the
auxiliary data is important; and (4) for KLIEP-based DA, either Visual or Category DA provides
most of the improvement, with relatively less improvement obtained by using both together.
Alternative Models
We also compare against previous state-of-the-art methods including those driven by both at-
tributes and word-vector category embeddings. DAP/IAP [19]: Direct/Indirect attribute predic-
tion are classic attribute-based zero-shot recognition models based on training SVM classifiers
independently for each attribute, and using a probabilistic model to match attribute predictions
with target classes. HAA: We implement a simplified version of the Human Actions by At-
tributes model [20]: We first train attribute detection SVMs, and test samples are assigned to
categories based on cosine distance between their vector of attribute predictions and the target
classes’ attribute vectors. SVE [190]: Support vector regression was adopted to learn the visual-
to-semantic mapping. ESZSL [45]: Embarrassingly Simple Zero-Shot Learning defines the loss
function as the mean square error on label prediction in contrast to the regression loss defined in
other baseline models. SJE: Structured Joint Embedding [29] employed a triplet hinge loss. The
objective is to enforce relevant labels having higher projection values from visual features than
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those of non-relevant labels. UDA: The Unsupervised Domain Adaptation model [145] learns
dictionary on auxiliary data and adapts it to the target data as a constraint on the target dictionary
rather than blindly using the same dictionary. This work combines both attribute and word vector
embeddings.
Comparison Versus the State-of-the-Art
Table 6.3 compares our models with various contemporary and state-of-the-art models. For clear
comparison, we indicate for each method which embedding ((W)ordvector / (A)ttribute) and fea-
ture (our FV, or BoW) are used, as well as whether it has a transductive dependency on the test
data (TD) or exploits additional augmenting data (Aug). From these results we conclude that:
(1) although data augmentation has a big impact, our non-transductive and no data augmentation
method (MTE) generally outperforms prior alternatives due to learning an effective latent match-
ing space robust to the train/test class shift; (2) the performance of our MTE with word-vector
embedding is strong when compared with DAP/IAP/HAA/ESZSL even with attribute embed-
ding. Given the same attribute embedding, MTE outperforms all state-of-the-art models due to
the discovery of latent attributes from the original attribute space; (3) moreover, given importance
weighting on auxiliary data, our method (MTE + Full KLIEP) with word-vector embedding per-
forms the best overall – including against the full model explored in Chapter 5 which also exploits
data augmentation; and (4) finally, our method is synergistic to the transductive post-processing
strategies including self-training (ST) and hubness correction strategy (NRM) both of which are
introduced in Section 5.2.1. The combined final is termed as (MTE + Full KLIEP + ST + NRM).
6.3.4 Qualitative Results and Further Analysis
Importance Weighting
To visualise the impact of our IW, we randomly select 4 / 16 classes as target / auxiliary sets
respectively. We then estimate the weight on the 16 auxiliary video classes according to the
Full KLIEP (Section 6.2). Examples of the auxiliary video weightings are presented in Fig 6.2.
We observe that auxiliary classes semantically related to the targets are given higher weight e.g.
HandstandPushups→Cartwheel in first sample, SalsaSpin→Hug and Sword Exercise→ Fencing
in the second sample. While the visually and semantically less relevant auxiliary videos are given
much lower weights.
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Table 6.3: Comparison versus the state-of-the-art. Embed: Label embedding, Feat: Visual feature
used, Aug: Data augmentation required? TD: Transductive Requirement? N/A indicates not
available due to the absence of attribute annotation or not reported by the original work.
Method Embed Feat TD Aug HMDB51 UCF101 Olympic Sports
MTE W FV X X 19.7±1.6 15.8±1.3 44.3±8.1
MTE + Full KLIEP W FV X X 23.9±3.0 21.9±2.7 52.3±8.1
MTE + Full KLIEP + ST + NRM W FV X X 24.8±2.2 22.9±3.3 56.6±7.7
MTE A FV X X N/A 18.3±1.7 55.6±11.3
DAP [19] - CVPR 2009 A FV X X N/A 15.9±1.2 45.4±12.8
IAP [19] - CVPR 2009 A FV X X N/A 16.7±1.1 42.3±12.5
HAA [20] - CVPR 2011 A FV X X N/A 14.9±0.8 46.1±12.4
SVE [190] - ICIP 2015 W BoW X X 14.9±1.8 12.0±1.4 N/A
SVE [190] - ICIP 2015 W BoW X X 15.6±0.7 16.5±2.4 N/A
SVE [190] - ICIP 2015 W BoW X X 19.3±4.0 13.1±2.0 N/A
SVE [190] - ICIP 2015 W BoW X X 22.8±2.6 18.4±1.4 N/A
ESZSL [45] - ICML 2015 W FV X X 18.5±2.0 15.0±1.3 39.6±9.6
ESZSL [45] - ICML 2015 W FV X X 22.7±3.5 18.7±1.6 51.4±8.3
ESZSL [45] - ICML 2015 A FV X X N/A 17.1±1.2 53.9±10.8
SJE [29] - CVPR 2015 W FV X X 13.3±2.4 9.9±1.4 28.6±4.9
SJE [29] - CVPR 2015 A FV X X N/A 12.0±1.2 47.5±14.8
UDA [145] - ICCV 2015 A FV X X N/A 13.2±1.9 N/A
UDA [145] - ICCV 2015 A+W FV X X N/A 14.0±1.8 N/A
Multi-task Embedding
We next qualitatively illustrate single versus multi-task visual-semantic mappings. Specifically
we take 5 classes to be recognised and visualise their data after visual-semantic projection by
tSNE [198]. A comparison between the representations generated by single-task (RR) and multi-
task (MTE) mappings is given in Fig 6.3. The multi-task embedding discovers data in a lower
dimension latent space where NN classification becomes more meaningful. The improved repre-
sentation is illustrated by computing the ROC curve for each target category, as seen in Fig 6.3.
MTE provides improved detection over RR, demonstrating the better generalisation of this rep-
resentation.
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Target Videos Auxiliary Videos Sorted by Weight Full KLIEP
Cartwheel
JumpPullup
Run HandstandPushups Fall floor Walk Nunchucks FloorGymnastics Stand UnevenBars Smile























SalsaSpin Handstand Sword exercise CricketBowling HandstandPushups Ride horse JugglingBalls FieldHockeyPenalty
Lunges StillRings TennisSwing LongJump Lunges BodyWeightSquats YoYo PlayingCello
Figure 6.2: Visualisation of Full KLIEP auxiliary data weighting. Left: 4 target videos with
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Figure 6.3: Qualitative comparison between single-task ridge regression (RR) and multi-task
embedding (MTE).
6.4 Summary
In this chapter, we focus on zero-shot action recognition from the perspective of improving gener-
alisation of the visual-semantic mapping across the disjoint train/test class gap. We propose both
model and data-centric improvements to a traditional regression-based pipeline by respectively,
multi-task embedding to minimise overfit of the train data and to build a lower dimensional la-
tent matching space; and prioritising data augmentation by importance weighting to best exploit
auxiliary data for the recognition of target categories. Our experiments on a set of contempo-
rary action-recognition benchmarks demonstrate the impact of both our contributions and show
state-of-the-art results overall.
As discussed, crowd behaviour analysis is another interesting problem to explore apart from
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human action analysis due to the potential application in visual surveillance [65]. Crowd be-
haviours, e.g. street fight and mob flashing, are usually rare in daily surveillance while of more
interesting to surveillance operators. To recognise those rare and interesting behaviours without





Zero-Shot Crowd Behaviour Analysis
In this chapter we develop a zero-shot multi-label attribute contextual prediction model. We
make the assumption that the detection of known attributes helps the recognition of unknown
ones. For instance, a putative unknown attribute such as ‘violence’ may be related to known
attributes ‘outdoor’, ‘fight’, ‘mob’, and ‘police’ among others. Therefore, high confidence in
these attributes would support the existence of ‘violence’. Specifically, our model first learns a
probabilistic P-way classifier on P known attributes, e.g. p(‘outdoor’|x). Then we estimate the
probability of each novel (unseen) attribute conditioned on the confidence of P known attributes,
e.g. p(‘violence’|‘outdoor’). Recall that due to ‘violence’ in this example being a novel attribute,
this conditional probability cannot be estimated directly by tabulation of annotation statistics. To
model this conditional, we consider two contextual learning approaches. The first approach re-
lies on the semantic relatedness between the two attributes. For instance, if ‘fight’ is semantically
related to ‘violence’, then we would assume a high conditional probability p(‘violence’|‘ f ight’).
Crucially, such semantic relations can be learned in the absence of annotated video data. This is
achieved by using large text corpora [143] and language models [24, 25]. However, this text-only
based approach has the limitation that linguistic relatedness may not correspond reliably to the
visual contextual co-occurence that we wish to exploit. For example, the word ‘outdoor’ has
high linguistic semantic relatedness, e.g. measured by a cosine similarity, with ‘indoor’, whilst
they would never co-occur in video annotations. Therefore, our second approach to conditional
probability estimation is based on learning to map from pairwise linguistic semantic relatedness
to visual co-occurence. Specifically, on the known training attributes, we train a bilinear mapping
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to map the pair of training word-vectors, e.g. v(‘ f ight’) and v(‘mob’), to the training attributes’
co-occurrence. This bilinear mapping can then be used to better predict the conditional proba-
bility between known and novel/unseen attributes. This is analogous to the standard ZSL idea
of learning a visual-semantic mapping from a set of single attributes and re-using this mapping
across different unseen attributes. Here, we focus instead on a set of attribute-pairs to learn
co-occurrence mapping, and re-using this pairwise mapping across new attribute pairs.
The remainder of this chapter is organised as follows: In Section 7.1, we introduce a general
procedure for predicting novel behavioural attributes based on their relation to known attributes.
This is formulated as a probabilistic graphic model adapted from Lampert et al.[19] and Gan
et al.[199]. We then give the details in Section 7.2 on how to learn a behaviour predictor that
estimates the relations between known and novel attributes by inferring from text corpus and co-
occurrence statistics of known attribute annotations. Experiments on zero-shot crowd attribute






Video Indoor Outdoor Mob Police Fight
vid 1 0 1 1 0 1
vid 2 0 1 1 0 1
vid 3 0 1 1 0 1
vid 4 0 1 1 1 1
vid 5 1 0 1 0 1
…… ……
Context of Attribute Annotations
Context of Text Corpus
("violence") [0.02 0.04 ......]
("police") [0.04 0.03 ......]
("fight") [0.01 0.03 ......]










Attr Indoor Outdoor Mob Police Fight
Indoor 3994 0 246 0 55
Outdoor 0 5333 111 428 0
Mob 246 111 377 0 55
Police 0 428 0 428 0
Fight 55 0 55 0 55
Co-Occurrence Statistics 
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Figure 7.1: Zero-shot crowd behaviour analysis pipeline
To begin with, we present an overview of the pipeline in Figure 7.1. In model training,
we learn word-vector representations of training attributes from an external text corpus (context
of text corpus), and their visual co-occurrence from the training video annotations (context of
attribute annotations). A bilinear mapping M between pairs of word vectors is trained to predict
the log visual co-occurrence statistics logci j. Visual co-occurrence probabilities can be estimated
for any pairs of known or novel (unseen) attributes. To enable the prediction of a novel attribute
‘violence’ using the context of known attributes, we first learn a recogniser for each known
attribute given its visual features, e.g. p(‘mob’|x); we then use the trained context model to
estimate the conditional probability P(‘violence’|‘mob’) between novel and known attributes.
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Table 7.1: Notation Summary
Notation Description
NS; NT Number of training/source instances ; testing/target instances
Dx; Dv Dimension of visual feature; of word-vector embedding
P; Q Number of training/source attributes ; testing/target attributes
X ∈ RDx×N ; x Visual feature matrix for N instances; column representing one instance
Y ∈ {0,1}P×N ; y Binary labels for N instances with P (or Q) labels; column representing one instance
V ∈ RDv×P; v Word-Vector embedding for P (or Q) attributes; column representing embedding for one attribute
With this probabilistic structure, we can finally predict the marginalised conditional probability
P(‘violence’|x) to achieve zero-shot crowd behaviour, violence in particular, prediction.
7.1 Probabilistic Zero-Shot Prediction
To account for the multi-label nature of crowd behaviours, we give an overview of the notations
used in this chapter in Table 7.1 which is slightly different from Chapter 5 and 6. Formally we
have training dataset T S = {XS,YS,VS} associated with P known attributes and testing dataset
T T = {XT ,YT ,VT} associated with Q novel/unseen attributes. We denote the visual feature
for training and testing videos as XS = [x1, · · ·xNS ] ∈ RDx×N
S
and XT = [x1, · · ·xNT ] ∈ RDx×N
T
,
multiple binary labels for training and testing videos as YS = [ỹ1, · · · ỹNS ] ∈ {0,1}P×N
S
and
YT = [y∗1, · · ·y∗NT ] ∈ {0,1}Q×N
T
, and the continuous semantic embedding (word-vector) for
training and testing attributes as VS = [v1 · · ·vP] ∈ RN
V×P and VT = [v1 · · ·vQ] ∈ RN
V×Q. Note
that according to the zero-shot assumption, the training and testing attributes are disjoint i.e.
∀p ∈ {1 · · ·P},q ∈ {1 · · ·Q} : vp ∈ VS,vq ∈ VT ,vp 6= vq.
To predict novel attributes by reasoning about the relations between known and novel at-
tributes, we formulate this reasoning process as a probabilistic graph (see Figure 7.2).
Given any testing video x, we wish to assign it with one or many of the P known attributes
or Q novel attributes. This problem is equivalent to inferring a set of conditional probabili-
ties p(y∗|x) = {p(y∗q|x)}q=1···Q and/or p(ỹ|x) = {p(ỹp|x)}p=1···P. To achieve this, given the
video instance x, we first infer the likelihood of it being one of the P known attributes as
p(y|x) = {p(yp|x)}p=1···P. Then, given the relation between known and novel/known attributes
as conditional probability P(y∗|y) or P(ỹ|y), we formulate the conditional probability similar to
Direct Attribute Prediction (DAP) [19, 143] as follows:
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The zero-shot learning task is to infer the probabilities {p(y∗q|x)}p=1···P for unseen labels {y∗q}.
We estimate the multinomial conditional probability of known attributes p(yp|x) based on the
output of a probabilistic P-way classifier, e.g. SVM or Softmax Regression with probability
output. Then the key to the success of zero-shot prediction is to estimate the known to novel con-
textual attribute relation as conditional probabilities {p(y∗q|yp)}. We introduce two approaches
to estimate this contextual relation.
7.2 Modelling Attribute Relation from Context
In essence, our approach to the prediction of novel attributes depends on the prediction of known
attributes and then predicting the novel attributes based on the confidence of each known at-
tribute. The key to the success of this zero-shot prediction is therefore appropriately estimating
the conditional probability of novel attribute given known attributes. We first consider a more
straightforward way to model this conditional by exploiting the relation encoded by a text corpus
[143]. We then extend this idea to predict the expected visual co-occurrence between novel and
known attributes without labelled samples of the novel classes.
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7.2.1 Learning Attribute Relatedness from Text Corpora
The first approach builds on semantic word embedding [143]. The semantic embedding repre-
sents each English word as a continuous vector v by training a skip-gram neural network on a
large text corpus [24]. The objective of this neural network is to predict optimal adjacent words







−c≤ j≤c, j 6=0
p(wt+ j|wt) (7.2)
The conditional probability is modelled by a softmax function, a normalised probability distribu-








By maximizing the above objective function, the learned word-vectors V = {v} capture con-
textual co-occurrence in the text corpora so that frequently co-occurring words result in high













This can be understood intuitively from the following example: An attribute ‘Shopping’ has high
affinity with attribute ‘ShoppingMall’ in word-vector inner product because they co-occur in the
text corpus. Our assumption is that the existence of known video attribute ‘Shopping’ would
support the prediction of unseen attribute ‘ShoppingMall’.
7.2.2 Context Learning from Visual Co-Occurrence
Although attribute relations can be discovered from text context as described above, these rela-
tions may not ideally suit crowd attribute prediction in videos. For example, the inner product of
vec(‘Indoor’) and vec(‘Outdoor’) is 0.7104 which is ranked the 1st w.r.t. ‘Indoor’ among other
93 attributes in the WWW crowd video dataset. As a result, the estimated conditional probability
p(ỹIndoor|yOutdoor) is the highest among all {p(ỹIndoor|yp)}p=1···P. However, whilst these two at-
tributes are similar because they occur nearby in the text semantical context, it is counter-intuitive
for visual co-occurrence as a video is very unlikely to be both indoor and outdoor. Therefore in
visual context, their conditional probability should be small rather than large.
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To address this problem, instead of directly paramaterising the conditional probability using
word-vectors, we use pairs of word vectors to predict the actual visual co-occurrence. More
precisely, we train a word-vector→co-occurrence predictor based on an auxiliary set of known
attributes annotated on videos, for which both word-vectors and annotations are known. We
then re-deploy this learned predictor for zero-shot recognition on novel attributes. Formally,
given binary multi-label annotations YS on training video data, we define the contextual attribute
occurrence as C = YSYS>. The occurrence of j-th attribute in the context of i-th attribute is
thus ci j of the C. The prevalence of i-th attribute is defined as ci = ∑ j ci j. The normalised





The conditional probability can only be estimated based on visual co-occurrence in the case of
training attributes with annotations YS. To estimate the conditional probability for testing data
of novel attributes without annotations YT , we consider to predict the expected co-occurrence
based on a bilinear mapping M from the pair of word-vectors. Specifically, we approximate the
un-normalised co-occurrence as exp(v>i Mv j) = ci j. To estimate M, we optimise the regularised
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A weight function w(ci j) is applied to the regression loss function above in order to penalise
rarely occurring co-occurrence statistics. We choose the weight function according to Pennington







where Cmax is a threshold to control the weight function and 1 is an indicator function. This
bilinear mapping is related to the model in Pennington et al.[25], but differs in that: (1) the input
of the mapping is the word-vector representations v learned from the skip-gram model [24] in
order to generalise to novel attributes where no co-occurrence statistics are available; and (2) the
mapping is trained to account for visual compatibility, e.g. ‘Outdoor’ is unlikely to co-occur
with ‘Indoor’ in a visual context, although the terms are closely related in their representations
learned from the text corpora alone. The bilinear mapping can be seamlessly integrated with the








Note that by setting M = I, this conditional probability degenerates to the conventional word-
vector based estimation in Eq (7.4). The regression to predict visual co-occurrence from word-
















We evaluate our multi-label crowd behaviour recognition model on the large WWW crowd video
dataset [10]. We analyse each component’s contribution to the overall multi-label ZSL perfor-
mance. Moreover, we present a proof-of-concept case study for performing transfer zero-shot
recognition of violent behaviour in the Violence Flow video dataset [56].
7.3.1 Zero-Shot Multi-Label Behaviour Inference
Dataset
The WWW crowd video dataset is specifically proposed for studying scene-independent attribute
prediction for crowd scene analysis. It consists of over 10,000 videos collected from online re-
sources of 8,257 unique scenes. The crowd attributes are designed to answer the following ques-
tions: ‘Where is the crowd’, ‘Who is in the crowd’ and ‘Why is the crowd here’. All videos are
manually annotated with 94 attributes with 6 positive attributes per video on average. Figure7.3
shows a collection of 94 examples with each example illustrating each attribute in the WWW
crowd video dataset.
Data Split
We validated the ability to utilise known attributes for recognising novel attributes in the absence
of training samples on the WWW dataset. To that end, we divided the 94 attributes into 85 for
training (known) and 9 for testing (novel). This was repeated for 50 random splits. In every split,
any video which has no positive label from the 9 novel attributes was used for training and the
rest for testing. The distributions of the number of multi-attributes (labels) per video over all
videos and over the testing videos are shown in Fig 7.4(a-b) respectively. Fig 7.4(c) also shows
the distribution of the number of testing videos over the 50 random splits. In most splits, the
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Indoor Outdoor Bazaar Shopping mall Stock market Airport
Platform (subway)passageway Ticket counter Street Escalator Stadium
Concert Stage Landmark Square School Beach
Park Rink Church Conference center Classroom Temple
Battlefield Runway Restaurant
(a) 27 attributes by ‘Where’
Customer Passenger Pedestrian Audience Performer Conductor
Choir Dancer Model Photographer Star Speaker
Protester Mob Parader Police Soldier Student
Teacher Runner Skater Swimmer Pilgrim Newly−wed couple
(b) 24 attributes by ‘Who’
Queue Stand Sit Kneel Walk Run
Wave Applaud Cheer Ride Swim Skate
Dance Photograph Board Wait Buy ticket Check−in/out
Watch performance Performance Band performance Chorus Red−carpet show Fashion show
War Fight Protest Disaster Parade Carnival
Ceremony Speech Graduation Conference Attend classes Wedding
Marathon Picnic Pilgrimage Shopping Stock exchange Dining
Cut the ribbon
(c) 44 attributes by ‘Why’
Figure 7.3: Examples of all attributes in the WWW crowd video dataset.
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(a) Label distribution over all videos



























(b) Label distribution over testing videos














(c) Distribution of testing videos
Figure 7.4: Statistics of the dataset split for our experiments on the WWW dataset. (a) and
(b): The distributions of multi-label per video over all the videos and over the testing videos
respectively. (c): The distribution of the number of testing videos over all 50 random splits.
number of testing videos is in the range of 3,000 to 6,000. The training to testing video number
ratio is between 2:1 to 1:1. This low training-testing ratio makes for a challenging zero-shot
prediction setting.
Visual Features
Motion information can play an important role in crowd scene analysis. To capture crowd dy-
namics, we extracted the improved dense trajectory features [15] and performed Fisher vector
encoding [92] on these features, generating a 50,688 dimensional feature vector to represent
each video.
Evaluation Metrics
We evaluated the performance of multi-label prediction using five different metrics [53]. These
multi-label prediction metrics fall into two groups: Example-based metric and label-based met-
ric. Example-based metrics evaluate the performance per video instance and then average over
all instances to give the final metric. Label-based metrics evaluate the performance per label
category and return the average over all label categories as the final metric. The five multi-label
prediction performance metrics are:
• AUC - The Area Under the ROC Curve. AUC evaluates binary classification performance.
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It is invariant to the positive/negative ratio of each testing label. Random guess leads to
AUC of 0.5. For multi-label prediction, we measure the AUC for each testing label and
average the AUC over all 50 splits to yield the AUC per category. The final mean AUC is
reported as the mean over all lable categories.
• Label-based AP - Label-based Average Precision. We measure the average precision for
each attribute as the average fraction of relevant videos ranked higher than a threshold.
The random guess baseline for label-based AP is determined by the prevalence of positive
videos.
• Example-based AP - Example-based Average Precision. We measure the average preci-
sion for each video as the average fraction of relevant label prediction ranked higher than a
threshold. Example-based AP focuses on the rank of attributes within each instance rather
than rank of examples for each label as for label-based AP.
• Hamming Loss - Hamming Loss measures the percentage of incorrect predictions from
groundtruth labels. Optimal hamming loss is 0, indicating perfect prediction. Due to the
nature of hamming loss, the distance of [000] and [110] w.r.t. [010] are equal. Thus it does
not differentiate over-estimation from under-estimation. Hamming loss is a label-based
metric. The final mean is reported as the average over all instances.
• Ranking Loss - Ranking Loss measures, for every instance, the percentage of negative
labels ranked higher than positive labels among all possible positive-negative label pairs.
Similar to example-based AP, the ranking loss is example-based metric focusing on push-
ing positive labels ahead of negative labels for each instance.
Both AUC and label-based AP are label-based metrics, whilst exampled-based AP, Hamming
Loss and Ranking Loss are example-based metrics. Moreover, as a loss metric, both Hamming
Loss and Ranking Loss values are lower the better. In contrary, AUC and AP values are higher
the better. In a typical surveillance application of crowd behaviour recognition in videos, we are
interested in detecting video instances of a particular attribute that triggers an alarm event, e.g.
searching for video instances with the ‘fighting’ attribute. In this context, label-based perfor-
mance metrics such as AUC and Label-based AP are more relevant. Overall, we present model
performance evaluated by both types of evaluation metrics.
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Comparative Evaluation
In this first experiment, we evaluated zero-shot multi-label prediction on WWW crowd video
dataset. We compared our context-aware multi-label ZSL models, both purely text-based and
visual co-occurrence based, against four contemporary and state-of-the-art zero-shot learning
models.
Sate-of-the-art ZSL Models
1. Word-Vector Embedding (WVE) [190]: The WVE model constructs a vector representa-
tion ztr = g(ytr) for each training instance according to its category name ytr via word-
vector embedding g(·) and then learns a support vector regression f (·) to map the visual
feature xtr. For testing instance xte, it is first mapped into the semantic embedding space
via the regressor f (xte). Novel category yte ∈ Y te = {1, · · ·Q} is then mapped into the em-
bedding space via g(yte). Nearest neighbour matching is applied to match~xte with category
y∗ using the L2 distance:
y∗ = arg min
yte∈Y te
|| f (xte)−g(yte)||22 (7.10)
We do not assume having access to the whole testing data distribution, so we do not exploit
transductive self-training and data augmentation post processing, unlike in the cases of Xu
et al.[190] and Alexiou et al.[200].
2. Embarrassingly Simple Zero-Shot Learning (ESZSL) [45]: The ESZSL model considers
ZSL as training a L2 loss classifier. Specifically, given known categories’ binary labels Y






||x>i MVtr−yi||22 +Ω(M;Z,X) (7.11)
Novel categories are predicted by:
y∗ = xte>MVte (7.12)
3. Extended DAP (ExDAP) [158]: ExDAP was specifically proposed for multi-label zero-
shot learning [158]. This is an extension of single-label regression models to multi-label.
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Specifically, given training instances xi, associated multiple binary labels yi, and word-







||x>i M−Vtryi||22 +λ ||M||22 (7.13)
For zero-shot prediction, we minimize the same loss but w.r.t. the binary label vector y
with L2 regularization:
y∗ = arg min
y∗∈R
||xte>M−Vtey∗||22 +λ ||y∗||22 (7.14)






4. Direct Multi-Label Prediction (DMP) [158]: DMP was proposed to exploit the correlation
between testing labels so to benefit the multi-label prediction. It shares the same training
procedure with ExDAP in Eq (7.13). For zero-shot prediction, given testing categories Y te
we first synthesise a power-set of all labels P(Y te). The multi-label prediction y∗ is then
determined by nearest neighbour matching of visual instances mapped into word-vector
embedding xte>M against the synthesised power-set:
y∗ = arg min
y∗∈P(Y te)
||xte>M−Vtey∗||22 (7.16)
Context-Aware Multi-Label ZSL Models
1. Text Context-Aware ZSL (TexCAZSL): In our text corpus context-aware model intro-
duced in Section 7.2.1, only word-vectors learned from text corpora [24] are used to model
the relation between known and novel attributes p(y∗|y), as defined by Eq (7.4). We im-
plemented the video instance to known attributes probabilities p(yp|x) as P linear SVM
classifiers with normalised probability outputs [201]. Novel attribute prediction p(y∗q|x) is
computed by marginalising over the known attributes defined by Eq (7.1).
2. Visual Co-occurrence Context-Aware ZSL (CoCAZSL): We further implemented a visual
co-occurrence context-aware model built on top of the TexCAZSL model. This is done
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by predicting the expected co-occurrence context using bilinear mapping M, as introduced
in Section 7.2.2. The known to novel attribute relation is thus modelled by a weighted
inner-product between the word-vectors of known and novel attributes given by Eq (7.8).
Novel attribute prediction p(y∗q|x) is computed in the same way as for TexCAZSL, defined
by Eq (7.1).
Quantitative Comparison
Table 7.2 shows the comparative results of our models against four state-of-the-art ZSL models
and the baseline of ‘Random Guess’, using all five evaluation metrics. Three observations can be
made from these results: (1) all zero-shot learning models can substantially outperform random
guessing, suggesting that zero-shot crowd attribute prediction is valid. This should inspire more
research into zero-shot crowd behaviour analysis in the future; (2) it is evident that our context-
aware models improve on existing ZSL methods when measured by the label-based AUC and AP
metrics. As discussed early under evaluation metrics, for typical surveillance tasks, label-based
metrics provide a good measurement on detecting novel alarm events in the mist of many other
contextual attributes in crowd scenes; and (3) it is also evident that our context-aware models
perform comparably to the alternative ZSL models under the example-based evaluation metrics,
with the exception that DMP [158] performs extraordinarily well on Hamming Loss but poorly
on Ranking Loss. This is due to the direct minimization of Hamming Loss between synthesised
power-set and embedded video in DMP. However, since the relative order between attributes are
ignored in DMP, low performance in ranking loss as well as other label-based metrics is expected.
Qualitative Analysis
We next give some qualitative examples of zero-shot attribute predictions in Figure 7.5. To get
a sense of how well the attributes are detected in the context of label-based AP, we present the
AP number with each attribute. Firstly, we give examples of detecting videos matching some
randomly chosen attributes (label-centric evaluation). By designating an attribute to detect, we
list the crowd videos sorted in the descending order of probability p(y∗|x). In general, we observe
good performance in ranking crowd videos according to the attribute to be detected. The false
detections are attributed to the extremely ambiguous visual cues. E.g. 3rd video in ‘fight’, 5th
video in ‘police’ and 2nd video in ‘parade’ are very hard to interpret.
In addition to detecting each individual attribute, we also present some examples of simulta-
neously predicting multiple attributes in Figure7.6 (example-centric evaluation). For each video
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Table 7.2: Comparison of zero-shot multi-label attribute prediction on the WWW crowd video
dataset. The ↑ and ↓ symbols indicate whether a metric is higher the better or vice versa.
Feature Model Label-Based Example-Based
AUC ↑ AP ↑ AP ↑ Hamming Loss ↓ Ranking Loss ↓
- Random Guess 0.50 0.14 0.31 0.50 -
ITF WVE[190] 0.65 0.24 0.52 0.45 0.32
ITF ESZSL[45] 0.63 0.22 0.53 0.46 0.32
ITF ExDAP[158] 0.62 0.21 0.52 0.45 0.32
ITF DMP[158] 0.59 0.20 0.45 0.30 0.70
ITF TexCAZSL 0.65 0.24 0.52 0.43 0.32
ITF CoCAZSL 0.69 0.27 0.53 0.42 0.31
we give the the prediction score for all testing attributes as {p(y∗q|x)}q=1···Q . For the ease of vi-
sualisation, we omit the the attribute with least score. We present the example-based ranking loss
number along with each video to give a sense of how the quantitative evaluation metric relates
to the qualitative results. In general, ranking loss less than 0.1 would yield very good multi-
label prediction as all labels would be placed among the top 3 out of 9 labels to be predicted.
Whilst ranking loss around 0.3 (roughly the average performance of our CoCAZSL model, see
Table 7.2) would still give reasonable predictions by placing positive labels in the top 5 out of 9.
7.3.2 Transfer Zero-Shot Recognition in Violence Detection
Recognising violence in surveillance scenario has an important role in safety and security [56,
65]. However due to the sparse nature of violent events in day to day surveillance scenes, it
is desirable to exploit zero-shot recognition to detect violent events without human annotated
training videos. Therefore we explore a proof of concept case study of transfer zero-shot violence
detection. We learn to recognise labelled attributes in WWW dataset [10] and then transfer the
model to detect violence event in Violence Flow dataset [56]. This is zero-shot because we use
no annotated examples of violence to train, and violence does not occur in the label set of WWW.
It is contextual because the violence recognition is based on the predicted visual co-occurrence
between each known attribute in WWW and the novel violence attribute. For example, ‘mob’
and ‘police’ attributes known from WWW may support the violence attribute in the new dataset.
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Figure 7.5: Illustration of crowd videos ranked in accordance with prediction scores
(marginalised conditional probability) w.r.t. each attribute.
Dataset
The Violence Flow dataset [56] was proposed to facilitate the study into classifying violent events
in crowded scenes. 246 videos in total are collected from online video repositories, e.g. YouTube,
with 3.6 seconds length on average. Half of the 246 video are with positive violence content and
the another half are with non-violent crowd contents. We illustrate example frames of both
violent and non-violent videos in Figure 7.7









































Figure 7.6: Examples of zero-shot multi-label attribute prediction. Bars under each image indi-




Figure 7.7: Example frames of violence flow dataset.
Data Split
A standard fully supervised 5-fold cross validation split was proposed by Hassner et al.[56].
The standard split partitions the whole dataset into 5 splits each of which is evenly divided into
positive and negative videos. For each testing split, the other 4 splits are used as the training
set and the left-out one is the testing set. Results are reported as both the mean classification
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accuracy over 5 splits plus standard deviation and the area under the ROC curve (AUC).
Beyond the standard cross validation split we create a new zero-shot experimental design.
Our zero-shot split learns attribute detection models on all 94 attributes from WWW dataset and
then tests on the same testing set as the standard 5 splits in Hassner et al.[56]. We note that there
are 123 overlapped videos between WWW and Violence Flow. To make fair comparison, we
exclude these overlapped videos from constructing the training data for 94 attributes. In this way
zero-shot prediction performance can be directly compared with supervised prediction perfor-
mance using AUC metric. We define the event/attribute to be detected as the word ‘violence’.
Zero-Shot Recognition Models
We explore the transfer zero-shot violence recognition by comparing the same set of zero-shot
learning models as in Section 7.3.1: competitors WVE, ESZSL, ExDAP; and our TexCAZSL
and CoCAZSL.
Fully Supervised Model
To put zero-shot recognition performance in context, we also report fully supervised models’
performance. These models are evaluated on the 5-fold cross-validation split and the average
accuracy and AUC are reported. Specifically, we report the best performance of Hassner et
al.[56] - linear SVM with VIolent Flows (ViF) descriptor and our fully supervised baseline -
linear SVM with Improved Trajectory Feature (ITF).
Results and Analysis
The results of both transfer zero-shot and supervised violence prediction are summarised in Ta-
ble 7.3. We make the following observations: Our context-aware models perform consistently
better than alternative zero-shot models, suggesting that context does facilitate zero-shot recog-
nition. Surprisingly, our zero-shot models moreover perform very competitively compared to the
fully supervised models. Our CoCAZSL (albeit with better ITF feature) beats the fully super-
vised Linear SVM with ViF feature in AUC metric (0.87 v.s. 0.85). The context-aware model
is also close to the fully supervised model with the same ITF feature (0.87 v.s. 0.99). This is in
contrast to the common result in the literature were zero-shot recognition ‘works’, but does so
much worse than fully supervised learning. The promising performance is partly due to mod-
elling the co-occurrence on large known crowd attributes help the correct prediction of known
to novel attribute relation prediction.Overall the result shows that by transferring our attribute
recognition model trained for a wide set of 94 attributes on a large 10,000 video dataset, it is
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possible to perform effective zero-shot recognition of a novel behaviour type in a new dataset.
Table 7.3: Evaluation of violence prediction in Violence Flow dataset: zero-shot versus fully
supervised prediction (%).
Model Split Feature Accuracy AUC
WVE[190] Zero-Shot ITF 64.27±5.06 0.64
ESZSL[45] Zero-Shot ITF 61.30±8.28 0.62
ExDAP[158] Zero-Shot ITF 54.47±7.37 0.52
TexCAZSL Zero-Shot ITF 67.07±3.87 0.70
CoCAZSL Zero-Shot ITF 80.52±4.67 0.87
Linear SVM 5-fold CV ITF 94.72±4.85 0.99
Linear SVM[165] 5-fold CV ViF 81.30±0.21 0.85
7.3.3 Further Analysis
In this section we provide further analysis on the importance of the visual feature used, and also
give more insight into how our contextual zero-shot multi-label prediction works by visualising
the learned label-relations.
Feature Analysis
We first evaluate different static and motion features on the standard supervised attribute predic-
tion task. Both hand-crafted and deeply learned features are reported for comparison.
Static Features We report both the hand-crafted and deeply learned static feature from [10]
including Static Feature (SFH) and Deeply Learned Static Feature (DLSF). SFH captures general
image content by extracting Dense SIFT [179], GIST [178] and HOG [80]. Colour histogram
in HSV space is further computed to capture global information and LBP [202] is extracted to
quantify local texture. Bag of words encoding is used to create comparable features, leading
to a 1536 dimension static feature. DLSF is initialized using a pre-trained model for ImageNet
detection task [203] and then fine-tuned on the WWW attribute recognition task with cross-
entropy loss.
Motion Features We report both the hand-crafted and deeply learned motion features from
Shao et al.[10] including DenseTrack [204], spatio-temporal motion patterns (STMP) [205] and
Deeply Learned Motion Feature (DLMF) [10]. Apart from the reported evaluations, we compare
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Table 7.4: Comparison between different visual features for attribute prediction.








Improved Trajectory Feature (ITF) 0.91
them with the improved trajectory feature (ITF) [15] with fisher vector encoding. Though ITF
is constructed in the same way as DenseTrack reported in Shao et al.[10], we make a difference
in that the visual codebook is trained on a collection of human action datasets (HMDB51 [4],
UCF101 [5], Olympic Sports [7] and CCV [6]).
Analysis Performance on the standard WWW split [10] for static and motion features is re-
ported in Table 7.4. We can clearly observe that the improved trajectory feature is consistently
better than all alternative static and motion features. Surprisingly, ITF is even able to beat deep
features (DLSF and DLMF). We attribute this to ITF’s ability to capture both motion informa-
tion by motion boundary histogram (MBH) and histogram of flow (HOF) descriptors and texture
information by Histogram of Gradient (HOG) descriptor.
More interestingly, we demonstrate that motion feature encoding model (fisher vector) learned
from action datasets can benefit the crowd behaviour analysis. Due to the vast availability of ac-
tion and event datasets and limited crowd behaviour data, a natural extension work is to discover
if deep motion model pre-trained on action or event dataset can help crowd analysis.
Qualitative Illustration of Contextual Co-Occurrence Prediction
Recall that the key step in our method’s approach to zero-shot prediction is to estimate the visual
co-occurrence (between known attributes and held out zero-shot attributes) based on the textually
derived word-vectors of each attributes. To illustrate what is learned, we visualise the predicted
importance of 94 attributes from WWW in terms of supporting the detection of the held out
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attribute ‘violence’. The results are presented as a word cloud in Figure 7.8, where the size of
each word/attribute p is proportional to the conditional probability e.g. p(‘violence’|yp). As we
see from Fig 7.8(a), attribute - ‘fight’ is the most prominent attribute supporting the detection
of ‘violence’. Besides this, actions like ‘street’, ‘outdoor’ and ‘wave’ all support the existence
of ‘violence’, while ‘disaster’ and ‘dining’ among others do not. We also illustrate the support
of ‘mob’ and ‘marathon’ in Fig 7.8(b) and (c) respectively. All these give us very reasonable
importance of known attributes in supporting the recognition of novel attributes.
7.4 Summary
Crowd behaviour analysis has long been a key topic in computer vision research. Supervised ap-
proaches have been proposed recently. But these require exhaustively obtaining and annotating
examples of each semantic attribute, preventing this strategy from scaling up to ever expanding
dataset sizes and variety of attributes. Therefore it is worthwhile to develop recognisers that
require little or no annotated training examples for the attribute/event of interest. We address
this by proposing a zero-shot learning strategy in which recognisers for novel attributes are built
without corresponding training data. This is achieved by learning the recognisers for known la-
belled attributes. For testing data, the confidence of belonging to known attributes then supports
the recognition of novel ones via attribute relation. We propose to model this relation from the
co-occurrence context provided by known attributes and word-vector embeddings of the attribute
names from text corpora. Experiments on zero-shot multi-label crowd attribute prediction prove
the feasibility of zero-shot crowd analysis and demonstrate the effectiveness of learning contex-
tual co-occurrence. A proof of concept case study on transfer zero-shot violence recognition
further demonstrates the practical value of our zero-shot learning approach , and its superior































































































(c) ‘marathon’ as novel attribute
Figure 7.8: Importantce of known attributes w.r.t. novel event/attributes. The fontsize of each




Conclusion and Future Work
In this thesis, we address the problem of video behaviour analysis with semantic space discov-
ery. Three specific problems are studied: (1) cross/multi-Scene Understanding and Behaviour
Analysis; (2) zero-Shot Action Recognition; and (3) zero-Shot Learning for Multi-Label Crowd
Behaviour Analysis. These tasks are non-trivial due to the lack of defined semantic event/scene
relatedness, selective sharing information, how to best exploit extra information and multi-label
nature. To tackle the event/scene relatedness, we propose to employ geometrical alignment to
remove variations caused by viewpoint and further compute semantic relatedness/similarity as a
measure of distributions. To selectively share information across semantic scenes, we propose a
multi-layer semantic clustering algorithm. For zero-shot action recognition, we introduce three
transductive methods which exploit the unlabelled testing data and selectively re-use additional
labelled dataset to improve performance. In light of the multi-label nature of crowd behaviour,
we propose to learn to predict the co-occurrence between labels to improve the accuracy of recog-
nising novel crowd behaviours. Despite the good performance and insight we made, we believe
that out works can serve as good starting points and inspire much more future studies into video
behaviour analysis using semantic space.
8.1 Multi-Scene Behaviour Analysis
We introduced a framework in Chapter 4 for synergistically modelling multiple-scene datasets
captured by multi-camera surveillance networks. It deals with variable and piece-wise inter-
scene relatedness by semantically clustering scenes according to the correspondence of semantic
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activities; and selectively shares activities across scenes within clusters. Besides revealing the
commonality and uniqueness of each scene, multi-scene profiling further enables typical surveil-
lance tasks of query-by-example, behaviour classification and summarisation to be generalised to
multiple scenes. Importantly, by discovering related scenes and shared activities, it is possible to
achieve cross-scene query-by-example (in contrast to typical within-scene query), and to anno-
tate behaviour in a novel scene without any labels – which is important for making deployment of
surveillance systems scale in practice. Finally, we can provide video summarisation capabilities
that uniquely exploit redundancy both within and across scenes by leveraging our multi-scene
model.
There are still several limitations to our work which can be addressed in the future:
• In the current framework, scenes that can be grouped together are usually morphologically
similar, which means the underlying motion patterns and view angles are essentially sim-
ilar. More advanced geometrical registration techniques could be applied, including sim-
ilarity and affine transformations, to allow scenes with more dramatic viewpoint changed
to be grouped.
• In multi-scene traffic behaviour analysis, although a semantic space is constructed from
traffic data, it is still not fully connected with text knowledge. In another words, every
activity learned from scenes are semantic meaningful but not directly related to human
language which may further fill the semantic gap.
• In the current framework, motion information is mostly contributed by moving vehicles. A
more fine-grained analysis into pedestrian/crowd behaviours under the visual surveillance
context would add much more value.
• Incremental learning is of great interest to learning an ever expanding surveillance network.
How to extent this model to accommodate to not only new scenes but also automatically
adaptively learn new semantic scene clusters remain as open questions.
8.2 Zero-Shot Action Recognition
In Chapter 5 and 6, we investigated unsupervised word-vector embedding space representation
for zero-shot action recognition for the first time. The fundamental challenge of zero-shot learn-
ing is the disjoint training and testing classes, and associated domain-shift. We explored the
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impact of four simple but effective strategies to address this: data augmentation, manifold regu-
larization, self-training and hubness correction. Overall we demonstrated that given transductive
access to testing data during training stage these strategies are complementary, and together fa-
cilitate a highly effective system. To further improve zero-shot nearest neighbour matching, we
propose a multi-task embedding strategy. The multi-task approach further mitigates the overfit-
ting to training data and build a lower dimension latent space in which nearest neighbour match-
ing is more meaningful. Finally, we also provide a unique analysis of the inter-class affinity
for ZSL, giving insight into why and when ZSL works. This provides for the first time two
new capabilities: the ability to predict the efficacy of a given ZSL scenario in advance, and a
mechanism to guide the construction of suitable training sets for a desired set of target classes.
More importantly, we are inspired to employ a simple re-weighting strategy to selectively use
labelled training data. All these together outperform significantly existing methods for zero-shot
recognition.
However, the current zero-shot approaches have its own drawbacks. Moreover, the recent de-
velopment in natural language processing field could inspire a deeper integration between vision
and language study and potentially improve zero-shot learning. We list the points which could
be addressed in the future:
• First, a fixed pre-trained semantic space, e.g. word-vector, is currently adopted while no
contextual information is considered in this procedure. As we have discussed, context may
have a huge influence on the semantics, it is desired to consider the semantic space in a
context.
• Second, the semantic space is still limited to one or few words (phrase). How to construct
semantic space to embed longer and complex textual descriptions is more interesting be-
cause this can help us develop visual recognition system for more complex behaviours.
The recent sentence vector model [112] proposed an idea to encode a whole sentence or
paragraph into a fixed-length vector. The sentence vector could be a good candidate se-
mantic representation for complex event analysis.
• Third, the temporal order of complex action/behaviours are rarely studied to promote per-
formance on zero-shot recognition. Exploiting temporal order in video analysis have been
widely conducted in conventional supervised learning [206, 207, 208]. It could be interest-
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ing to discover if exploiting the temporal information can help zero-shot action recognition.
• Finally, deep models have shown their superior performance in all aspects of computer
vision problems. There are already numerous papers bringing deep models into action
recognition [68, 69]. Developing an end-to-end deep zero-shot action recognition model
opens a new direction for ZSL study.
8.3 Zero-Shot Crowd Behaviour Analysis
Zero-shot crowd behaviour analysis is studied in Chapter 7. We exploit the manual labelled at-
tributes as an intermediate semantic space and train recognisers for each known attribute. To
recognise novel crowd behaviours, we first relate it to the known attributes by word-vector simi-
larity. By predicting novel instance against all known attributes, we can finally predict the score
via the discovered relation between known attributes and novel behaviour. Crucially, we note
that by modelling the co-occurrence between attributes, we can further improve the performance
on recognising novel crowd behaviours.
The future development of zero-shot crowd behaviour analysis is still largely focused on
more semantic interpretation, such as semantic crowd video retrieval where query is provided
as text rather than video clips [10]. As the existing benchmark, e.g. Violence Flow [56], is
still quite limited due to both the dataset size and behaviour type, another important work to
be done is collecting interesting but rare crowded surveillance behaviours for case study. At
last, all video behaviour analysis problem introduced in this thesis mostly concern with human
behaviours. However, they are currently studied separately. An important direction could be
jointly exploiting the data and annotations from different sources, e.g. human actions and crowd
videos, to mutually benefit each other.
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